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This thesis presents the fun
tional analysis and design methodology FAD. By fun
-
tional we mean that it naturally supports software development within the fun
tional
programming paradigm (FP).
Every popular methodology has a graphi
al modelling language whi
h presents vari-
ous pi
torial representations of a system. FAD's modelling language provides the typi
al
elements of fun
tional programming, types and fun
tions, plus elements to support mod-
ular development su




e or a behavioural requirement. The language also in
ludes relationships and
asso
iations between these elements, and provides simple representations of fun
tional
designs. The methodology has an integrated set of te
hniques whi
h guide the develop-
ment of an implementable solution from the deliverables of requirements engineering.
FAD's data di
tionary provides an organised repository for entities during and after
development.
The thesis thus provides a development medium whi
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Developing well-designed software is diÆ
ult; developing poorly designed software is a
lot easier. Anybody with some programming skills 
an produ
e programs that satisfy
some basi
 stated requirements. Problems may arise when the 
ode is passed to some-
body else to maintain or one attempts to reuse elements of the program or the program
itself. Can segments of 
ode be used independently of the program for whi
h they were
originally developed? What are the major data stru
tures of the system and how are
they 
onstru
ted? What is the major fun
tionality supported by the system? If one
makes 




t will this have? If the answers to
these types of questions tend to be negative or diÆ
ult to determine the software is
probably poorly designed. Unfortunately good design does not 
ow naturally from the
ngertips of programmers.
Good design requires support.
Some support is provided by programming languages. Obje
t-oriented (OO) lan-
guages provide me
hanisms for developing software built on units that en
apsulate their
state and provide an expli
it interfa
e for potential 
lients. Thus, if pra
tised sensibly,
one 
an develop software where 





an be reused independently. However pra
tising sensible OO develop-
ment is not a trivial pro
ess. OO developers 
an seek help from a plethora of OO
analysis and design methodologies and various rules, heuristi





2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Programmers who use imperative languages have for some time been en
ouraged
to adopt a stru
tured programming approa
h supported by various stru
tured analysis




onsistent within all the media of development.
Therefore when de
iding whi
h software development approa
h to adopt, the support






ase that the fun




ompeting in the marketpla
e with the obje
t-oriented and stru
-
tured paradigms. Although one 
an enumerate an ever growing list of `real world' appli-

ations [141, 123℄ written in fun
tional languages, in 
omparison to the other paradigms
it is relatively insigni
ant. Proponents of the FP paradigm 
an present several good
reasons why it should be adopted in preferen
e to its 
ompetitors. For example, the
higher-order and typed (HOT) 
hara
teristi




ed the design of non-FP languages su
h as Java. However one 
an present a
range of histori
al (programming and non-programming related) 
ases where the ttest
didn't always survive, and therefore, there is 
learly a need to fo
us on the possible
reasons for this slow uptake, and resolve as many of the problems as possible.
Wadler addresses this issue in his paper Why no one uses fun
tional languages [142℄
where he in
ludes among the histori
 reasons: that fun
tional languages are often under
a
tive development, the non-
ompatibility with existing 
ode written in other languages,
the relative la
k of language libraries to support software reuse, and the dearth of soft-
ware development tools in
luding software development methodologies whi
h support




ently dened Haskell 98 [100℄, a stable version of
Haskell allowing potential users to adopt it without fear of imminent 
hange. Haskell
is now available in various implementations in
luding the interpreter Hugs [67℄, GHC
[104℄ and the University of Chalmers's HBC 
ompiler [55℄. Standard ML [88℄ is eviden
e
of similar developments within the ML 
ommunity.
Compatibility with 




h allows a fun
tional language, Haskell, to inter-operate with C and
COM, and allows a Haskell 
omponent to be wrapped in a C or COM interfa
e [42℄.
Software libraries are being developed to support a variety of appli
ation domains
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in the fun
tional paradigm. For example, T




es in Haskell [135℄ and FranTk, a de
lara-
tive library for building GUIs in Haskell [48℄.
There has also been a lot of ex
ellent work on developing 
orre






y [128, 5℄. What has been la
king
however, is a parallel fo
us on the development of 
ertain support materials.
Some prolers have been developed [121℄, a lot of resear
h is fo
using on improv-
ing error messages [40, 10℄ and a small amount of work has been done on debug-
ger development [136℄, but software development methodologies to support fun
tional
programming-in-the-large are virtually non-existent.
Parti
ular languages su
h as Erlang [6℄ are a

ompanied by development environ-
ments, but for fun
tional programming to be taken seriously, and not to be viewed as a
toy to be either played with in a
ademi
 departments or resear
h groups, or whose only
use is as an exe
utable prototyping tool, then we need to support development using any
fun
tional language with language-independent but paradigm-dependent analysis and
design methodologies and their a

ompanying CASE tools. Fun
tional programming's

ompetitors have not only been doing this for some time but they have also been doing






tional analysis and design methodology requires a modelling language whose ele-
ments deliver natural models of fun
tional programming designs. A graphi
al language
is preferable sin
e one is fo
using on modelling abstra
tions rather than algorithmi

details. Graphi
al representations of fun
tional programs have been used for sometime
albeit informally. For example, in Figure 1 we present a box-and-arrow (or purely fun
-
tional data 
ow) diagram of a fun
tion whi
h returns the sum of the integers within a






One would be hard pushed to 
laim that the diagram is easier to understand than
the equivalent 
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Figure 1: Box-and-Arrow Diagram
sumBetween :: Int -> Int -> Int
sumBetween x y
= let sumG = x + y
diffG = x - y
size1 = abs diffG + 1
in sumG * size1 `div` 2
Cardelli [24℄ and Reekie [112℄ des




tions are dened graphi
ally. However, on
e again the fo
us is
on representing algorithms rather than abstra
t models of programs.
1.3 Overview of the Thesis
This thesis presents an analysis and design methodology whi
h supports software devel-
opment in the fun
tional programming paradigm. The methodology uses a modelling
language whi
h supports the elements of fun




t-Orientation, provides a des
ription of the OO paradigm, with an
emphasis on the features whi
h signi
antly ae
t software development. We 
hose to
fo
us on OO rather than the stru
tured approa
h sin
e OO is 
ertainly the predominant
paradigm for developing new software. The OO features are highlighted both within the
languages of the paradigm and its methodologies. We argue that adopting a pa
kaged
approa
h using a methodology and implementation language of the same paradigm
should improve the development pro




to having to swit
h from one paradigm to another.
Chapter 3, Fun
tional Programming, provides a similar des
ription of the fun
tional
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programming paradigm, drawing 
omparisons where appropriate with OO. FP is a sig-
ni
antly dierent approa
h to developing software, and therefore, requires signi
antly
dierent methodologies to support the pro
ess.
Chapter 4, Analysis and Design Methodologies, gives a brief des
ription of method-
ologies, their modelling languages and the te
hniques whi
h together deliver a method-
ology.
Chapter 5, FAD Modelling Language, des
ribes the modelling language of the Fun
-
tional Analysis and Design Methodology (FAD). We des
ribe ea
h of the elements of
the language whi





h provides a major example upon whi
h the language and te
hniques
of the methodology 
an be illustrated. The 
ase study is the development of an auto-
mated football results pro








ause it is large enough to illustrate the appli
ation of the methodology but
small enough to 
omprehend fully. Ea




al notation. The syntax and semanti
s of the methodology's diagrams are
presented in an informal manner.
Chapter 6, FAD Fun




an be modelled in FAD.
Chapter 7, FAD Methodology, des
ribes the methodology as a list of tasks. The
presentational style is linear, within the phases analysis and design but we emphasise
that the methodology should be pra





hniques, many of whi




ribe in terms of its required inputs, deliverables and
a
tivities. The deliverables are typi




Chapter 8, Data Di




iently organised medium for storing entities. This supports the development






orded in a des
ription do
ument whi
h provides keys to their storage lo
a-
tion.
Finally, Chapter 9, Summary, summarises the thesis and lists its key 
ontributions.
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Future resear
h and development requirements are presented in
luding the need for
CASE tools to support the use of the methodology.
Throughout this thesis the names of 
ase study entities - types, fun
tions, signatures,
modules, subsystems, les and proje
ts - are presented in teletype, as is implemen-
tation language 
ode. All fun
tional programs in this thesis are written in Haskell 98.
Obje






h are also o

asionally used for emphasis. Non-
ode example names are





h has been written about obje
t-oriented (OO) software development. It has been
variously des
ribed as evolutionary, revolutionary or both when 
ompared to its prede-

essors. Whi
hever is the 
ase it has been su

essful when measured in terms of the
number of job adverts requiring skills in parti
ular OO languages or OO development in
general. The sizeable number of obje
t-oriented languages (OOLs) and obje
t-oriented
analysis and design methodologies (OOADMs) are supported by innumerable texts, lan-




h as Java [36, 148℄, Smalltalk [56, 51℄, Eiel [115℄, C++ [133, 85, 86℄,
and JavaS
ript [44℄, and equally proli




h Method [15, 82℄, OMT [120℄, OOSE/Obje
tory [64℄, Fusion [30℄ and more re-

ently development approa
hes supported by the modelling language UML [16, 46, 109℄.
CASE tools in
lude Rational's Rose [33, 34℄ whi
h supports Boo






h support Coad/Yourdon's OOA/OOD
methodologies [28, 29℄.
The ubiquity of the obje
t-oriented paradigm in its various guises leads one to 
on-

lude that the argument often-made that the obje
t-oriented (OO) approa
h is the most
natural and robust way to develop software, through its fo




uous [82, 29℄. Budd [21℄ provides a quote from Newsweek whi
h
gives an insight into the reasons for the popularity of obje
t-orientation
Unlike the usual programming method - writing software one line at a time
7
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- NeXT's \obje




kly assemble the way a kid builds fa
es on Mr. Potato Head.
There are however other reasons for OO's popularity. Software 
an be developed
from its in
eption, through to implementation and beyond, within the OO paradigm.
That is, one 
an adopt a single pa
kaged approa
h to software development aided by
a signi
ant number of modelling languages, methodologies and CASE tools. Obje
t-




tion of implementation languages. Ea
h member of the paradigm
supports, at a 
ertain level of abstra
tion, a 
onsistent approa
h to software develop-
ment.
In this 
hapter we present an overview of the paradigm with an emphasis on those
features that have a major impa
t on software development. In the rst se
tion we
des
ribe the features of the paradigm that have a signi
ant ee
t on software develop-
ment, and in some 




lasses as the fundamental building blo
ks of the paradigm; inheritan
e, 
omposi-
tion and aggregation as the essential glue for 
onstru
tion of programs; and, in
lusion
polymorphism, dynami
 binding and subtyping, whi
h provide signi
ant support for
reuse. Where appropriate we will provide the motivation for the introdu
tion of a
feature and draw 





tion 2.2 presents an overview of 
urrent OO languages highlighting their similarities
and dieren
es. We dis
uss single and multiple inheritan
e, and the various approa
hes
to en
apsulation. This is followed in Se
tion 2.3 with a review of existing analysis and
design methodologies and modelling languages. We 
on
lude with some brief remarks
on the benets of analyzing, developing, and implementing software wholly within the
OO paradigm. Where possible we will endeavour to introdu
e notation before using it,
but will undoubtedly on o

asion be unable to uphold this prin
iple.
2.1 The OO Paradigm { Motivation and Features
The obje
t-oriented paradigm is evident in a 
olle
tion of programming languages, soft-




al' OO paradigm whi
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and the `delegation/prototyping' OO paradigm where obje
ts delegate responsibility to
other obje
ts, as in the languages Self [137℄ and JavaS






e most OO languages and OOADMs adopt this paradigm.
Obje
t-Orientation: Evolution or Revolution
Obje
t-orientation is des
ribed by some of its proponents as both an evolution and a
revolution [21℄. It is an evolution be
ause it follows on naturally from earlier software
development approa





k of support for modularity, the potential for
data inse
urity due to the separation of data and fun
tionality, and the higher priority
given to the solution domain rather than the problem domain. However the foundations
of most OO languages remain imperative in nature. One must not forget of 
ourse that
stru
tured programming was itself a rea
tion to problems with its prede
essors [38, 35℄.
OO is regarded as revolutionary sin
e it adopts an approa
h to modelling a software
solution that is signi
antly dierent from its prede




uses on data and pro






h hide their details, and instead presents an expli
it
interfa
e for any potential 
lients. Although stru
tured programming is sometimes
referred to as a prede
essor of OO they were a
tually mooted at the same time [35℄.
However stru
tured programming was easier to put into pra
ti
e due to the availability
of appropriate languages.
Boo
h [15℄ and others disagree with this revolutionary emphasis, and argue that OO
simply re
e
ted developments in various elds of 
omputer s
ien
e in the early 1970s.
Obje
ts were introdu
ed to deal with the in
reasing 
omplexity of software systems. For
example, database te
hnology introdu
ed the idea of the entity-relationship approa
h to
data modelling [119, 26℄ where a system is des
ribed as a set of entities, their attributes





h to Software Development






h host their own state, provide me
hanisms for manipulating the state, and deliver




t to other abstra






entralised to a fo
used 
olle
tion of entities. The OO
software engineering philosophy is to be problem-
entred rather than solution-
entred.
One should therefore des
ribe and model the problem in terms that are familiar to the
system user and not to the 
omputer professional. That is, one models tangible and
intangible problem elements as abstra
tions in whi
h data and pro
ess are 
ombined.




iations to support 
ommuni





ontrolled via an expli
it interfa
e. That is, ea
h abstra
tion knows enough and




ates. This is a
hieved through
building the abstra






apsulation. Pooley and Stevens [109℄ summarize these terms in the following manner.
Abstra
tion is when a 
lient of a module doesn't need to know more than
is in the interfa
e. En
apsulation is when a 
lient of a module isn't able to
know more than is in the interfa
e.
Thus, OO is expli
itly modular, en
ourages information hiding through en
apsula-
tion of state and fun
tionality, and if pra
tised ee
tively should minimise maintenan
e










tured development is pro
edure-driven and thus sup-
ports te
hniques for pro




through the stepwise renement of pro





tion and iteration [12℄. Although adopting a stru
tured
approa
h should result in ee
tive pro
edural 
ode, it provides limited support for the
development of 
omplex systems and 
ertainly no support for developing models whi
h

an be naturally implemented in an OO language. Stru
tured programming is supported
by methodologies in
luding SSADM [41℄ and SA/SD [152, 153℄. SSADM, in 
ommon
with most stru





h supported by graphi
al representations in the
form of logi
al data stru
ture diagrams (or entity-relationship diagrams), data 
ow dia-






ribing the data in the system through entities and their attributes
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as rst des
ribed by DeMar
o [37℄, and also supports entity subtype/supertype rela-
tionships, ea
h entity has no behavioural 
hara
teristi
s and is a





ed through the adoption of stru
tured methodologies are most
naturally implemented in various imperative languages su
h as C [72℄, and COBOL
[130℄. Although data-driven design methodologies su
h as JSD [134℄ (Ja
kson System
Development) do promote more of a problem fo
us, where the stru
ture of the solution
mirrors the stru
ture of the data being pro




h to algorithm development and la
k support for modularity and information
hiding.
Obje
t FAQ [92℄, a web site whi








Modelling in analysis and software design and languages for programming
originally fo
used on pro
ess. But many metri





 and a limiting fa
tor in what 
ould be
a
hieved, perhaps by several orders of magnitude, whi








oers a superior 
apability that 
an be viewed as an improvement over the
older (stru
tured) te
hniques, or as a totally reengineered breakthrough ad-
van
e resulting from philosophi
al inquiry and methodologi
al improvement,
the latter in terms of both pedagogy and pragmati
s.
In 
ommon with any paradigm there is some debate regarding what 
onstitutes
obje




t-oriented = data abstra
tions + obje
t types + type inheritan
e
This equation des
ribes OO languages as extensions of pro
edure-oriented (or imper-
ative) languages whi




ts with a 
ommon
interfa
e (type), and 
onstru
tion of a new interfa
e through inheritan
e. If one re-
moved the last operand, the right hand side of the equation would des
ribe obje
t-based
languages. Coad [28℄ provides a dierent but similar equation whose right hand side is:













through the instantiation of a 
lass. These languages are typi
ally referred to as 
lass-
based languages. This equation also indi
ates that obje
ts are a me
hanism for en
apsu-




In the following se
tions we des
ribe the essential features of OO and how they
in
uen






omposition and aggregation, and in
lusion polymorphism and subtyping.
The rst and most obvious feature is the use of obje
ts as software building blo
ks.
2.1.1 The Building Blo
ks { Obje
ts and their Classes
An obje
t is a me
hanism for en
apsulation and abstra
tion. It hosts state, the methods
whi
h a
t on the state, and an interfa
e to the obje
t for any potential 
lients. Thus an
obje
t normally has a number of named attributes or variables representing its state, and
a 
olle
tion of methods that implement the behaviour required of the obje
t. A subset
of these methods and attributes, typi
ally empty in the latter 







tually presents two interfa
es sometimes referred





e is the interfa
e presented
to all potential 




e is presented to 













h is independent of the values of its variables.




lient module wants to know what it 
an do with a server module,









an therefore quite naturally
adopt Parnas's information hiding modular development 
riterion when developing OO
software [95℄, using obje
ts as the me
hanism for information hiding.
Class-based versus delegation-based
Most obje
t-oriented languages are 
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whi
h denes ea
h of its obje
t's attributes, methods and interfa
e. It is not un
ommon
to equate an obje
t's 
lass and its type. However the obje
t-oriented view of a type is






ies behaviour, every obje
t
of a 
lass shares a type. However, obje
ts of other 
lasses may also support the same
behaviour and therefore have the same type. In addition, an obje
t may support a
subset of the behaviour de
lared in its 
lass, and thus an obje
t 
an have more than one
type. The relationship between 
lasses and types are generally linked to the inheritan
e
me
hanism that we des
ribe in Se
tion 2.1.2. Thus the 




tor method (also 
alled X), a single attribute i of type int, and two other





ated by the keyword publi
. The keyword private indi
ates that
the attribute is not part of the interfa
e. The obje
t xObje




















h as Smalltalk, an obje
t's 
lass
is simply used for obje
t implementation and not to provide type information. In
stati
ally-typed languages like Java, a 























an be added to a 
lass whi




ription of the inheritan
e me
hanism is presented in Se
tion 2.1.2. A 
lass whi
h
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provides either no implementations or an in
omplete set of implementations is referred
to as an abstra
t 





The latter two names signal their use in 





lass provides an in
omplete blueprint for an obje
t, there are no obje
ts
of the 





e that will be
supported by any obje
t whose 
lass inherits from the abstra
t 
lass. Thus the 
lass X

ould inherit from the abstra
t 
lass, Abstra


























ript and Self are OO languages whi
h are not 
lass-based. These are delega-
tion/prototyping languages where obje
t prototypes are used as the me
hanism for the

reation of new obje
ts with extended behaviour. These are 
reated through the addi-
tion of methods and/or attributes to those provided by the prototype obje
t. This form
of OO is sometimes referred to as single hierar
hy sin
e one simply has a hierar
hy of
obje
ts (and no hierar
hy of 











ts is marshalled via their publi
 interfa
es. Budd [21℄
presents his rst prin
iple of obje
t-oriented problem solving as
a
tion is initiated in obje
t-oriented programming by the transmission of a
message to an agent (an obje
t) responsible for the a
tion.
That is, a message is passed to an obje
t, where the message in
ludes information
about whi
h method to 
all and with whi
h arguments. The obje
t is responsible for
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invoking the method that satises the request. The behaviour of an obje
t may depend
both on the method's parameter values and on the values of the obje
t's attributes.
That is, it is not unusual for behaviour to be dependent on the state as it is in im-
perative systems. The dieren
e is that the state is typi
ally lo
al rather than global.
In fun
tional programming systems, behaviour depends solely on a fun
tion's inputted
values.
Ideally one should be able to send a message to any obje
t 
apable of invoking
the appropriate method. In pra
ti












ontrolled by the obje
t re
eiving the message. The
route of message passing between obje
ts has a signi
ant ee
t on the amount of

oupling between obje
ts. The Law of Demeter [77℄, named after an obje
t-oriented
programming tool, provides guidan
e on the development of intera
ting obje
ts. It
states that an obje
t, in response to a message, should only send messages to:
 the obje




reated due to the message; or,
 an obje
t provided as an argument to the message.
The tool will 
he
k whether a program 
onforms to the law.
The following se




















ts as arguments to methods. It is 
lear that ob-
je
ts and their 
lasses provide a me
hanism for modular software development guided
by the requirements of en
apsulation and abstra




t) based development, whi
h is supported by
languages su
h as Modula-2 [150℄, is inheritan
e [15℄. This is the primary develop-
ment me
hanism used within the obje
t-oriented paradigm. It is a me
hanism that,
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e extension, and implementation or 








The verb to inherit has two transitive denitions [31℄
to re
eive by legal des
ent, as heir or,
to derive from parents




It is the se





al OO paradigm. A parent 




of its features. Ea
h 




an only inherit from a single 





e within the delegation/prototyping paradigm, links
an obje
t to a list of obje
ts to whi
h it delegates some of its responsibilities.





epted terminology within the 
las-
si




both the verb and the inheritan
e relation are transitive. That is, if the 
lass A inherits
from the 
lass B, and B inherits from the 
lass C, then A inherits from C. To take
the parental metaphor one step further, C is a grandparent of A. Thus when using a

lass-based language one develops a hierar
hy of 




h inherits from a 
lass Parent 
an adopt the attribute and method
spe
i
ations, any attribute and method implementations, and the interfa
e of the 
lass
Parent. If the 
lass Parent is abstra
t then any non-implemented methods 
an be
implemented in the Child 
lass. Any implemented method of the 
lass Parent 
an either
be adopted or overridden by the 
lass Child. An obje




ial privileges in regard to a

ess to entities of an obje




ess rights are de
lared in the prote
ted interfa






e of the 
lass plus some attributes whi
h are hidden from
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general 
lients. We illustrate inheritan
e using the 
lasses X and Abstra
tX referred to
earlier in this 
hapter. X inherits the attributes and methods of Abstra
tX and provides
















lass X extends Abstra
tX {
publi





















ompile time. Smalltalk, a dynami
ally-typed, 
lass-based language






reate new forms of obje
ts through inheritan
e at run time.
Every obje
t of a 
lass presents to 
lients the interfa
e de
lared in the 
lass. They

an also present the interfa







lasses but support the same behaviour as des
ribed by an interfa
e. They thus have
the same type. Thus an obje
t 
an have more than one type, and a type be exhibited by
obje






lared with an expli
it 
lass whi
h states the variable's type. The variable 
an
then be assigned any obje
t of the stated 





k to determine if an obje
t's 
lass supports a required interfa
e is
performed at run time, and therefore one is not 











hanism for reusing existing entities.
Sin
e an obje
t has three ro^les, a host of a set of attributes whi
h make up the obje
t's
state, state manipulation through its methods, and a

ess 




an enable reuse of any 





e from a parent 





ould inherit attributes, fun
tionality and an interfa
e from its parent. This
overloading of the inheritan
e me
hanism 
an be viewed as both a positive and negative
feature. It is positive simply be
ause it is overloaded, and thus one 
an a
hieve multiple
versions of reuse with the same me
hanism. It is however a negative feature, sin
e the
semanti
s of a parti
ular appli
ation of inheritan
e is a fun




of the parent 
lass and 
hild 
lass, and not of the inheritan
e me
hanism itself. Budd
[21℄ presents a 
omprehensive list of the various forms of inheritan
e.
The 
ombination of multiple ro^le abstra
tions, and development through extension
has important impli
ations for software development within the paradigm. One is re-




questions need to be answered whi
h in
lude:
 Will the 
lass's interfa
e ever be reused without its implementations?
 Will I need a 
lass with a subset of the fun
tionality of the 
lass?
 Will I need a 
lass with more fun
tionality than the 
lass but less than another

lass that is being developed through inheritan
e?
Many texts on obje
t-orientation devote substantial spa
e to warnings about overuse
or misuse of inheritan
e, often des
ribing alternative designs available to the developer
[49℄. Although one 
an reuse 
ode through inheritan










lass that reuses implementa-
tions from a parent 
lass is tightly 
oupled to the parent 
lass and, therefore, any 
hange
to implementations in the parent 
lass 
ould potentially have an ee
t in the 
hild 
lass.




ult to determine sin
e an obje
t's response
to a message may be a method de
lared in an an
estor 
lass.
Meyer's design by 
ontra
t [84℄ has addressed this issue through the introdu
tion of
some formal rules of pra
ti
e. These rules give formal guidan
e on the behaviour of a
method, and on the development of overridden methods in sub
lasses. The rules require
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that a method should be a

ompanied by one or more pre
onditions (require 
lauses) on
input values and host obje




h are overridden in 
hild 
lasses must have require 
lauses that
are no more 
onstraining then their an
estors, and ensure 
lauses whi
h are no less

onstraining. Design by 
ontra
t makes expli




lasses and their sub






s of their parental 
ounterparts. Design by 
ontra
t is
supported by the OO language Eiel, and by the modelling language of BON (Business
Obje
t Notation) [143℄, but it is not generally supported by OO languages or OOADMs.
In summary, although inheritan
e provides a useful and natural medium for reusing
interfa
es and implementations, it 
an result in software built on tightly 
oupled mod-
ules, whi





t building requires the developer to foresee any potential future developments,
whi
h makes iterative development diÆ




ontinually having to be rearranged as the prime motivator of




hanisms for developing OO software.
Other OO Glue
A developer using the obje
t-oriented paradigm 





iations during system development. They in
lude passing obje
ts as
parameters to methods, and obje
ts as attributes of other obje
ts.
The fun
tional programming paradigm and the obje








ts are those that 
an be treated
like any data value. Fun
tions are rst-
lass in fun
tional programming and therefore

an appear in data stru




lass in the obje
t-oriented paradigm and for example, 
an be passed as parameters
to methods of other obje
ts. In a pure OO language with no non-obje
t values, only
obje





an be passed as arguments to
methods.
An alternative to adopting another 
lass's behaviour through inheritan





ts as attributes. There are two general forms of
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obje
t attribution. The rst is where the obje
t attribute is de
lared in the host obje
t,
and thus is dependent for its existen
e on its host. This is sometimes referred to as

omposition or 
omposite aggregation. In the se




lared independently of any potential host obje
t, whi
h asso
iates itself with the
attribute through a variable whi
h referen
es the used obje
t. Thus the attribute obje
t
may be used in this manner by several other obje
ts. This form of obje
t attribution




lient and server obje
t. Support for these me
hanisms is language-dependent. For
example, C++ supports both 
omposition and aggregation, where others su
h as Eiel
and Java only support aggregation.
Attribute obje
ts 
an either be used as an alternative to implementation reuse
through inheritan
e or in 
ollusion with inheritan
e. When used as an alternative one
benets from the de
oupling of the implementation of the used (server) obje
t and the
implementation of the 
lient obje
t. The host obje
t 
an then delegate method respon-
sibility to an attribute obje
t. This highlights a tension between the development of
a system through a natural model of the problem, and providing a model whi
h 
an
be implemented in the most eÆ
ient manner. For example, if an item A `is a' B with
some added features, then the most natural obje
t-oriented design is one where 
lass
A inherits from 
lass B. However, a 
ontainment (or `has a') relationship may be more
appropriate as an implementation me
hanism.
Development through attribution in
reases the potential for reuse. In a stati
ally-
typed language, any inheritan




ontrast, if an obje
t of 
lass A `has an' attribute of 
lass B, the obje
t assigned to
the attribute variable 
an be of 
lass B or any of its sub
lasses. This will be determined
at run time. That is, attribution and inheritan
e 
an be used in tandem to deliver a
design that maximises reuse.
In summary, OO provides several me
hanisms for building software whi
h take ad-
vantage of the primary ro^le played by obje
ts, and in most 
ases, their 
lasses. One
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2.1.3 Polymorphism
Obje
t-orientation supports three forms of polymorphism. The rst is where one 
an
send the same message to a 
olle
tion of obje




respond in an obje




ribe this form of polymorphism as in
lu-
sion polymorphism [25℄. Together with parametri
 polymorphism, where a method or
fun
tion works uniformly on a range of types, they 
omprise the two major forms of
universal polymorphism. Although parametri
 polymorphism is universally supported
by fun
tional programming languages, it is only provided by a subset of OO languages.
Eiel's generi
 
lasses and C++'s templates allow 
lasses to be de
lared with formal
parameters, whi
h are used to 
reate instantiable 
lasses when provided with an a
tual
parameter [133, 84℄. Thus one has the ability to a
hieve reuse over several types in a
manner whi
h is orthogonal to reuse via inheritan
e. Eiel also provides 
onstrained
generi
ity where one 
an require the a
tual parameter to be of a parti
ular 
lass or
one of its des
endants, and thus guarantee a parti















The nal form of polymorphism is ad-ho
 polymorphism, where a method works (or
appears to) on several dierent types in possibly dierent ways, and is often known
simply as fun
tion/method identier overloading. Ad-ho
 polymorphism is in fa
t also
supported in some non-OO languages.
In
lusion polymorphism is the dominant form of polymorphism within OO, whereas
in fun
tional programming parametri
 polymorphism is the dominant form and over-
loading is variably supported. This has a signi
ant ee
t on the way one builds systems
within the two paradigms. The OO approa
h is to fa
tor out the 
ommon behaviour
exhibited in various abstra
tions, and to build 
lasses that support this behaviour.
These are then the building blo
ks from whi
h one 
an develop new abstra
tions with




tional programming paradigm, one analyses the behaviour of fun
tions.
If more than one fun
tion exhibits the same behaviour it 
ould be repla
ed by a single
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(polymorphi
) fun











ontain (or refer to) an obje
t of more than one

lass. With stati
ally-typed languages where ea
h variable is de




ontents of a polymorphi
 variable are 
onstrained by the inheritan
e hier-
ar
hy. That is, the obje
t must be of the de
lared 
lass or one of its sub
lasses. In
dynami




value. Therefore all methods whi




eives a message should be able to respond appropriately. That
is, ea
h obje
t should deliver some 
ommon behaviour spe




lass X supports the behaviour of obje
ts of 
lass Y, X is 
alled a subtype
of Y and Y a supertype of X [79℄. Ea
h obje
t of a subtype 
an be used in pla
e
of an obje




For example, a sub
lass with less behaviour than its super
lass is not a subtype. A
subtype whi
h is not related to its supertype through inheritan
e is not a sub
lass.
However subtyping is typi
ally introdu
ed through inheritan
e. The main problem
with a
hieving `polymorphism through inheritan




implementations, where subtypes fo
us on interfa
es. That is inheritan
e supports 
ode
reuse by the `implementor', where subtyping supports 
ode reuse by `
lients' [108℄.
Java supports `polymorphism without inheritan






h provides a behavioural proto
ol, but no implementation. It is therefore
similar to an abstra
t 
lass, ex




any implementations for any methods of the interfa
e. One is then able to a
hieve
subtyping through an interfa
e instantiation, sin
e every 
lass that implements the
interfa
e will be a subtype of the type spe




Although OO is often des
ribed as a natural way to develop software through its support
for modelling the problem, developing an eÆ
ient, implementable solution is not a trivial




OO developer [114, 49, 85, 86℄. Gamma et al [49℄ begin their book with the warning:
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Designing obje
t-oriented software is hard, and designing reusable obje
t-
oriented software is even harder...Your design should be spe
i
 to the prob-
lem at hand but also general enough to address future problems and require-
ments. You also want to avoid redesign, or at least minimize it.




software entities to be open for extension but 
losed for modi
ation. That is, if one
wants to add behaviour to a module then extend it do not 
hange it. If one wants to
in
rease the range of obje
ts over whi
h a fun
tion applies, then introdu
e a new 
lass
with the required behaviour. Satisfying this prin




ost and is not a
hieved by simply translating a `natural' model of a problem into
a design and then implementation. For example, if one needs to add behaviour to a
parent 
lass that is not 




the existing base 




although it has been argued that obje
t-oriented software is easier to maintain than its
alternatives [84℄, there is eviden
e to suggest that it often requires signi
ant redesign




ategorised as same-paradigm problems or the
essential 





h arises when one mixes paradigms is far more severe and diÆ
ult to re-
solve. As an illustrative example of this we des
ribe the approa
hes to implementing in
an OO language, a design that uses higher-order fun
tions. With pure obje
t-oriented
languages one has to mimi
 `fun
tions as arguments' by applying a method to a param-
eter obje










t on the state of another obje
t one breaks the en
ap-
sulation required of any OO model. In C++ one 
an overload the parenthesis operator
(), whi
h enables an obje
t to be used as a fun
tion. C++ also supports a non-OO
approa
h through the 
reation of a parameterised 
lass, whi
h 
an be instantiated with




lusion, OO models are best implemented in OO languages. In the following
se
tion we provide a brief overview of some modern OO languages.
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2.2 OO Languages
In this se
tion we present a brief overview of OO languages, highlighting their similarities
and des
ribing some of their dieren
es. Obje
t-oriented languages naturally support
the features of obje
t-orientation des
ribed in the previous se
tion. This does not imply
that every obje
t-oriented model built using these features 
an be implemented in every
obje
t-oriented language, or that if they 
an they will result in the most ee
tive and
eÆ
ient implementation. However, it is more natural to implement an OO design in
an OO language than in a non-OO language, be
ause the development approa
h is the
same. That is, they share 
ommon building blo
ks and glue, and a 
ommon development
philosophy. We believe that this equally applies to any paradigm.
2.2.1 What is an OO language?
There are many des
riptions of obje
t-oriented programming or the properties required
of an obje
t-oriented language [71, 132, 87, 43℄. The features possessed by languages
that 
laim to be obje
t-oriented in





apsulation and are extendible through inheritan
e, subtyping, and the binding of a
method to a message at runtime (dynami
 binding). Ea
h OO language is either pure
and sits wholly within OO, or in
ludes features of other paradigms and is thus impure.
Smalltalk, Java (whi
h does however have non-obje
t primitive types [3℄) and Eiel
[115℄ are pure languages, where C++, Obje
t Pas
al [17℄, UFO (United Fun
tions and
Obje
ts) [125℄ and OCaml (Obje
tive Caml) [75℄ in
lude various impurities. Further
examples of impure OO languages are Pizza [105℄, whi
h has added support for higher-
order fun
tions and parametri
 polymorphism to Java, and O'Haskell [91℄, an obje
t-
oriented extension of Haskell.
The typing me







an be passed. Although stati










ally-typed languages partially resolve this dilemma by supporting
in






used rather than type-fo
used [49℄, adopts the opposite approa
h of not 
at
hing
any type errors at 
ompile time, but having the freedom to send a message to any obje
t
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that supports the appropriate behaviour through a mat
hing method. Thus Smalltalk

lasses are not used for 
he
king the type 
orre












an be manipulated at run-time. OO languages 
an be
dierentiated both through the type of inheritan








e provided by any obje
t is dependent on the 
lient obje
t. In most OO
languages, if the 
ommuni
ating obje
ts are of the same 




lared in the 
lass. If the 
lient obje
t is of a sub
lass
of the other obje
t, then it is presented with an interfa
e that in
ludes all non-private
entities. If there is no inheritan
e asso
iation between the obje
ts, then the 
lient ob-
je
t is presented with the most restri
tive interfa







ess to an obje
t's private parts to the obje
t itself.







apsulation of state by making every attribute private and 
on-
versely, every method publi
. One is unable therefore to provide non-interfa
e methods
whi
h are used to servi
e interfa
e methods. Other OO languages are not as dra
onian
as Smalltalk, and allow the developer to de






Many OO designs in
lude 
lasses that inherit features from more than one parent

lass through multiple inheritan
e. Although many problems are most naturally de-
signed using multiple inheritan
e, it is not typi
ally supported by OO languages. There
are many reasons for this in
luding the potential for ambiguity when invoking methods





lass doesn't provide an implementation of the required method, the message is
deferred to a parent 
lass (analogous to delegation in prototype/delegation languages).
If both parent 
lasses provide their own implementations the 
ompiler will be unable to
de
ide whi
h one to invoke.
The large number of modern OO languages are mat
hed by an ever in
reasing num-
ber of OO analysis and design methodologies. They 
an equally be 
ategorised through
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2.3 OO Analysis and Design Methodologies
This se
tion presents an overview of OO analysis and design methodologies (OOADMs).
This is in no sense a 
omplete overview. However it provides an insight into the essen-
tial features 
ommon to methodologies within the paradigm and how they support the
development of OO software. A detailed, albeit dated 
ritique is presented in [89℄. A
more re
ent survey of stru
tured and OO te
hniques and methods is presented in [147℄,
and a web-based 
omparative review of OOADMs 
an be found at [32℄. In 
ommon
with the imperative/stru
tured paradigm, the OO paradigm supports the eÆ
ient and
ee
tive development of software. This is a
hieved by using development methodolo-
gies and implementation languages that use the same building blo
ks and glue. The
methodologies are normally marketed through CASE tools that support their parti
ular
notation and te




h Method [15, 82℄, OMT [120℄, BON [143℄, OOA/OOD [29, 28℄, Fusion
[30, 80℄ and OOSE/Obje
tory [64℄. Re
ently there has been a fo
us on developing a
unied language, the Unied Modelling Language (UML) [16℄. Although it is only a
modelling language, and is therefore pro
ess independent
it should be used in a pro








The Unied Software Development Pro
ess has re
ently been developed using UML
as its modelling language [63℄.
Ea
h OOADM is a 






onvert the results of requirements engineering into an implementable
design. Most OOADMs provide a 
olle
tion of diagrams that graphi
ally represent
various views of the models in development. Typi
ally these diagrams 
an be used
through all phases of development. Ea
h OOADM 
an be 
ategorised as pure, if it only
models systems through 
ommuni
ating obje
ts or their 
lasses, or impure (or even
hybrid) if a
tion-oriented or data-oriented te
hniques and models are supported.
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2.3.1 Pure and Impure OOADMs
A pure OOADM only uses obje
t-oriented te
hniques and models to analyse a problem
and design a solution. That is, the te
hniques aim to build models using obje
ts and/or

lasses and their various asso
iations. Fun





ts, and data is similarly des









ow diagrams, into a single methodology. Examples in
lude OMT [120℄ and
the S






ow diagrams, and stru
tural models using ERD type diagrams.
The Boo
h Method, OOSE, and BON are all pure obje
t-oriented methods. For
example, the Boo
h Method presents a stati
 view of a system through 
lass diagrams,
a fun




tion diagrams and a
dynami
 view of the internals of an obje
t via state diagrams. BON simply has stati

diagrams, dynami
 diagrams and diagrams that present 
lass details in a similar fashion
to CRC (Class,Responsibility,Collaboration) 
ards [8℄. CRC 
ards are used in many
methodologies to re
ord the name of a 
lass, the attributes and methods it supports,
and the other 
lasses it 




ally been used in brainstorming sessions and 
an be physi
ally arranged to illustrate
parti
ular designs.
Every methodology, pure and impure, supports the building blo
ks and glue of
the OO paradigm. However, ea
h methodology is typi
ally des
ribed using its own
modelling language and graphi
al representation of OO 
onstru
ts and relationships.
In the following se
tion we present the steps in OO software development typi
ally
supported by an OOADM.
2.3.2 OO Development
OOADMs 
an be further 
lassied by the driving fa
tor of initial development. The

lassi
ations are user-driven, data-driven and responsibility-driven. With user-driven




ase analysis in his OOSE/Obje
tory method. Initial development models user
intera
tions with the system through appli
ations of use 
ase analysis. We des
ribe use
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ase analysis later in this se
tion. All OOADMs en
ourage an iterative approa
h to
development. A system 
an initially be developed using a subset of user requirements,
with any additional requirements introdu
ed iteratively.
Data-driven methodologies su
h as OMT, initially fo
us on the major nouns in the
requirements do







h Method and Martin and Odell's OOAD method [81℄ adopt a behaviour-
driven approa
h, where the verbs in the requirements do
umentation guide the devel-
opment of obje
ts to support the behaviour indi
ated by a verb. Whi
hever approa
h
is adopted there is a 
ommon underlying theme to development, whi
h is summarized
in the following list.
 Dis







ollaborations required to satisfy the system's fun
tional re-
quirements;
 assignment of responsibilities to ea
h 
lass;












onversion of an analyti
al model whi
h represents the problem to a design model
of an implementable solution. New 
lasses are introdu
ed either to manage other

lasses or to redu
e the 
oupling between existing 
lasses.
Ea
h methodology has its own te
hniques, notation and development themes. For
example, OMT divides development into three modelling strands obje
t modelling, dy-
nami
 modelling and fun
tional modelling, OOA/OOD has the multilayer, multi
om-
ponent model, and BON en




The initial step in obje
t-oriented development is eli
iting obje
ts and their 
lasses,
from the deliverables of system's requirements engineering. The route to their dis
overy
will depend on whether the methodology is user-driven, data-driven or behaviour-driven.
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In ea
h 
ase, any data or behaviour are des
ribed through a host obje
t. The develop-
ment is immediately modelled through abstra
tions whi
h en
apsulate their state and
host the methods whi
h may a
t on the state. These abstra
tions should be extensible
and ea
h should model a real world entity or behavioural 
hara
teristi
 of the problem.
Future development, for example of system fun
tionality, is modelled through these ab-
stra
tions. That is, fun




ts and guided by the interfa
es of the obje
ts.
We will illustrate the user-driven approa
h with a brief des
ription of use 
ase anal-
ysis [64℄. A use 
ase is a des
ription of a set of sequen
es of a
tions that a system
performs to a
hieve a desired result. Ea
h sequen
e of events represents an intera
tion
between system users, sometimes referred to as a
tors, and the system.
A use 
ase is an analysis te
hnique in that it 
aptures the intended behaviour of
the system, but does not spe
ify how this is a
hieved. Ea
h use 
ase will be des
ribed




s of the use 
ase. For example a
use 
ase 
ould be `The data entry 
lerk inputs a result into a football results pro
essing
system'. The textual des
ription of the use 
ase that in
ludes details of the user will be




hievement within the system. This
may result in the introdu
tion of new 
lasses, new responsibilities assigned to existing





k et al. [149℄ subdivide OO software development into three phases:
initial exploration, detailed analysis and building subsystems. The se
ond phase puts








ies - required of the system. Sin
e 
lasses
are extendible one is en




and behavioural, of any 









lass's attributes, methods, and 
ollaborations 
an be gleaned from require-
ments information through the appli





ase analysis and CRC 
ards. As one moves through analysis and into design a

lass's responsibilities and 
ollaborations are s
rutinized so that ea
h 
lass has a 
lear
purpose and a high degree of 
ohesion, reuse is maximised, and inter-
lass dependen
y is
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Figure 2: Class Diagram
minimised. One 
an use operational rules su
h as those des





ally represented in 
lass diagrams. These are similar
to SSADM's logi
al data stru
tures or entity relationship diagrams [26℄ in that they
des
ribe the major data entities in the system. In a 
lass diagram the entities also
in
lude behavioural responsibilities. Figure 2 presents a 
lass diagram where the 
lass
Results has a single Date attribute through aggregation, and one or more Result
attributes through 
omposition.
All OOADMs have a graphi
al notation for obje
ts and 
lasses, and their various









insight into the a











apsulate state and behaviour, method development relies on the in-
tera
tion of obje
ts through message passing. Thus the appropriate metaphor is of a
network of abstra






tion is responsible for managing the response to a message. One 
an present
a view of fun
tion or method development through obje
t diagrams. UML supports
two types of obje
t or intera
tion diagrams. Collaboration diagrams (obje
t-s
enario
diagrams in the Boo
h Method, instan
e diagrams in OMT) have obje
ts as the main
subje
ts, and methods are des
ribed through messages passing between the obje
ts. The
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Figure 3: Collaboration and Sequen
e Diagrams
reverse is the 
ase with sequen
e diagrams in whi





e diagrams emphasise the ordering of the messages,
where the emphasis in a 
ollaboration diagram is on the obje




e diagrams have similarities to Gantt 




tivities) of use within a eld of operations resear
h. We give examples
of these types of diagrams in Figures 3(a) and 3(b).
The models des
ribed thusfar fo
us on the stati
, and fun
tional requirements of
a system. Many obje
ts' response to a message will be state-dependent. That is, the
values of an obje
t's attributes will often in
uen
e an obje










t states, and the a
tions whi
h lead to transitions between the states. The state
diagrams used by most OOADMs follow the notation of Harel [54℄.





al model of the problem is in pla
e, the fo
us turns to
the development of an implementable design. At this stage one may introdu
e 
lasses
that manage the intera
tion of other 
lasses, or others whi
h support some 
ommon
behaviour required of existing 
lasses. Where analyti
al models simply re
e
t a system's
requirements, design models need to be eÆ
ient, ee
tive and implementable. The
developer 
an adopt various prin






t-oriented paradigm has marketed itself as a pa
kaged develop-
ment approa
h. From the initial stages of development one 
an des
ribe a problem in
terms of OO elements and models using one of a signi
ant number of modelling lan-
guages, methodologies and supporting CASE tools. The translation from an abstra
t
model to implementation 






hing paradigms. Although translating a model of the problem into an
ee
tive and eÆ
ient model of a solution is not a trivial task, on
e a
hieved there are
a large number of OO programming languages in whi




tional programming paradigm is 
urrently without any analysis and design
methodologies. Therefore, if one wants to model a problem one either has to adopt
an ad ho
 approa
h or use an existing non-fun




tional programming paradigm, pla
ing emphasis on the
features whi
h have a major in
uen







larify the main features of the fun
tional programming paradigm
and how they in
uen
e software development within the paradigm. We begin with
a brief overview of the paradigm that lists its major features. These are: fun
tions
as the basi
 unit of program development; strong typing as an aid to development
pre-implementation, during implementation and post-implementation; parametri
 poly-
morphism and the rst-
lass nature of fun
tions as the major routes to reuse; and, the
support provided for developing user-dened datatypes. Ea
h of these features are de-
s
ribed with illustrative examples, and, where appropriate we draw 
omparisons with
approa
hes adopted within the OO paradigm. For example, parametri
 polymorphism
is supported by both paradigms, but has a greater in
uen
e on software development
within the fun
tional paradigm. In Se
tion 3.2 we review features whi
h are either
variably supported or are supported by a signi
ant minority of modern fun
tional pro-
gramming languages (FPLs). These in
lude lazy evaluation that supports programming
with innite data stru
tures, overloading of fun
tion names, and the me
hanisms for
delivering modularity-in-the-large. We in
lude various pointers to the modelling of fun
-
tional designs using FAD. For example, we introdu
e the FAD units ex
lusive signature
and permissive signature. These are dened brie
y in this 
hapter, with a more detailed

overage provided in Chapter 5. In the nal se
tion, we present the arguments for the
need for (and requirements of) a fun
tional analysis and design methodology (FADM).
Chapter 4 provides a more detailed argument in support of analysis and design method-
ologies.
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omputes a value that depends solely on the values of
the fun
tion's inputs. Every fun





lass and thus 
an be treated as data





tions that host their own state, provide
me




t to other abstra
tions
fun








tional languages also oer signi
ant support for modular development and
thus for programming-in-the-large. Although it is beyond the s
ope of this thesis to
provide an exhaustive list of features of the paradigm, we list below those features
whi
h we believe have the most signi
ant impa
t on how one develops software within
the paradigm. The following subse
tions present details on ea
h feature in turn with
some 
ommentary on its in
uen
e on the development of software within the paradigm.
We will illustrate many of the features with example 
ode written in Hugs 98 [70℄. The
fun
tional programming paradigm in
ludes the following features:
 fun






















ant support for reuse. It enables the developer to fo
us dire
tly





s of a system without either the loss of data se
urity
inherent in imperative programming, or the indire
t approa




tions, Values and Referential Transparen
y
Programming in a fun
tional style using a fun
tional language involves building deni-
tions and evaluating expressions. As Bird and Wadler [11℄ 
on
isely state:
The primary role of the programmer is to 
onstru
t a fun
tion to solve a
given problem.
The behaviour of these fun
tions depend only on the values of their arguments, and
not on the value of any variables whi
h model the state. Thus fun
tional programming
en
ourages a view of 
omputing that is signi




Imperative programs are built through a 
olle
tion of mutable variables whi
h model
the state, and pro
edures whi
h modify these (typi
ally global) variables. The behaviour
of the pro
edures typi




hanged as the pro
edures run. There are various problems with this approa
h. Global
data is inherently inse
ure sin




ess to a variable's

ontents, and it 
an be diÆ
ult to understand a program given that the value 
ontained
by any variable will depend on the program itself. Non-modular, unstru
tured programs
written in an imperative style also suer from multiple entry and exit points and little
support for programming-in-the-large [38℄. Although stru
tured programming [35℄ has
addressed some of these problems, and obje
t-based languages su
h as Modula-2 [146℄



















to a variable is 
onstrained by the interfa
e supplied by the obje
t that hosts the vari-
able. Obje
ts, and not variables and independent pro
edures, are the units upon whi
h
a program is developed. New fun
tionality is developed through 
ollaborating obje
ts
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rather than dire
tly gluing together existing pro
edures.
The (pure) fun
tional programming paradigm has adopted a quite dierent ap-
proa





s) do not vary but always denote the same value.
Fun
tions are therefore the me
hanisms for 
reating new values and not for updating
the values of existing variables. That is, a fun
tion takes one or more input values and
returns a new value that is determined 
ompletely by the inputted values.
This has a signi
ant impa
t not only on how one builds a program, but also on the
meaning of a program. The meaning of an imperative or OO program is understood by
the ee
t it has on the state (the 
olle
tion of variables) of the ma
hine as it runs. In

ontrast, the meaning of a fun
tional program is understood by the values it 
omputes.
That is, the meaning of an expression in a pure fun
tional language is simply its value.





ompanying the evaluation of an
expression.
One benet of using a side ee
t-free language is that any expression of the language
that has a well-dened value 
an be evaluated in any order. Order of evaluation only
matters when a variable's value may depend on the order of evaluation of some sub-
expressions. Many pure fun
tional languages 





e on software development we des
ribe in Se
tion 3.2.1.
An expression written in a side ee
t-free language 
an have any subexpression






ase of referential transparen
y, the ability to substitute equals for equals.
Sin
e an expression `equals' its value the substitution will not ae




lusion, in a pure fun
tional language all 




hanisms for supporting impure intera
tions su
h as
I/O have been developed, the most re
ent of whi
h is the monadi
 approa
h adopted by
Haskell [53, 103℄. Software development within the fun
tional programming paradigm is
built predominantly on fun
tions. Various me
hanisms exist for building new fun
tions
from existing fun
tions and maximising the s
ope of a given fun
tion, some of whi
h
are des
ribed in the following se
tions. The s
ope of a given fun
tion is intimately tied
to its type. We des
ribe in the following se
tion how a fun
tion's type 
onstrains the
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appli
ation of a fun
tion, and in Se
tion 3.1.3, how parametri
 polymorphism allows
the fun
tional programmer to reuse a single fun
tion over more than one type.
3.1.2 Strong Typing
Most modern fun
tional languages are strongly typed. That is, every well-formed ex-
pression of a fun
tional language has a type that 
an be determined at 
ompile time.
This means that no run-time errors are due to type mismat
hes. Just as the value of an
expression depends only on the values of its subexpressions, the type of an expression

an be dedu
ed from the type of its 
omponents' expressions. For example, the fun
tion
frontPlusBa
k is dened as follows:
frontPlusBa
k x = head x + last x
From the right hand side of the denition we 
an determine that the fun
tion is well
dened if x is a value of any list type (denoted [a℄), sin
e the fun
tions head and last
take values of any list type and return the rst and last element of the list respe
tively.
In addition, sin
e the values returned by these fun
tions are added together, the list
must 
ontain numeri
 values. In Haskell we write that frontPlusBa
k has the type
Num a => [a℄ -> a
where a is a type variable, and Num a => 




e strong type 
he
king involves type inferen
e, the developer is not required (but
is en
ouraged) to spe












k :: Num a => [a℄ -> a
frontPlusBa










 a signal to the type-
he
ker regarding the expe
ted type of the asso
iated entity;
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 a guide to the requirements of a fun
tion in terms of its expe
ted input and
required output. This 
an be used both in advan
e of implementation of the
entity and as an interfa










gorised by their types.
Strong typing therefore provides support both at the implementation stage of devel-
opment and during pre-implementation analysis and design. The type of a fun
tion is a

onstraint on how the fun
tion 
an be used. This 
ould lead to a rather ineÆ
ient and
expensive approa
h to development, where fun
tions have to be redened every time





hanisms exist for minimising this 
ost and maximising the
s




guages have adopted in
lusion polymorphism as the predominant me
hanism for reuse,
fun




In Chapter 2 we des
ribed how in
lusion polymorphism is the dominant form of poly-
morphism supported by obje
t-orientation. In
lusion polymorphism supports the no-
tion of `one type many methods' where the method 
alled is determined dynami
ally
through the 
lass of the obje
t that re





an be viewed as the antithesis of in
lusion polymorphism.
Parametri
 polymorphism enables `one fun
tion many types', where a fun
tion is not
restri
ted to single monomorphi
 types but 
an be used over a range of types. However,
the arguments of a polymorphi
 fun
tion must themselves be monomorphi
. Polymor-
phi
 arguments require rank-2 polymorphism whi
h although supported, for example,
by Hugs 98 [70℄, is not a ubiquitous feature within the paradigm. Polymorphism in the
fun
tional world therefore supports the reuse of 
ode rather than the ability to supply






ant reuse within the fun
tional programming paradigm by
taking advantage of parametri
 polymorphism. If two or more monomorphi
 fun
tions
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with the same arity exhibit 
ommon behaviour over values of distin
t types, they 
ould
possibly be repla
ed by a single polymorphi
 fun
tion. For example, the Haskell fun
tion
length whi
h takes a list of values and returns the number of items in the list, operates
in a 
onsistent fashion for a list of elements of any type. Similarly, the pair sele
tor
fun





s of the pair element values, and
thus 
an be applied to pairs whose elements are of any type.
length :: [a℄ -> Int
length = foldl' (\n _ -> n + 1) 0
fst :: (a,b) -> a
fst (x,_) = x
snd :: (a,b) -> b
snd (_,y) = y
In OO one 
ould a
hieve a similar form of reuse through C++ templates or Eiel's
generi
 
lasses. For example, in C++ one 
an de





ludes a method whi




lasses by providing the parameterised 
lass with an a
tual parameter
su
h as List<String>, a list of strings 
lass, and List<Person>, a list of people 
lass.
Sin
e the method whi
h returns the length of the list, and all other methods of the
parameterised 




s of the a
tual parameter 
lass,
the same method 
an be applied over obje
ts of any instantiating 
lass. Some languages
in both paradigms support 
onstrained parameterisation in whi
h the a
tual parameter
is required to support some parti




ator of potential parametri
 polymorphism is the la
k of be-
haviour required over the types asso
iated with a fun
tion or the types that provide
the values for a data stru
ture over whi
h a fun
tion is dened. That is, although the
fun
tion length requires the 
ontainer type (in this 
ase a list) to support 
ertain be-
havioural requirements, the type that provides the values 
ontained in the list has no
su
h requirements. The fun
tion length 
an be applied to a list of any type, sin
e it
does not require a list's values to 
onform to any parti
ular spe
i
ation. This is also
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omputation between several fun










Hughes [57℄ argues that the two features of fun
tional languages whi
h have the most sig-
ni
ant impa
t on (small s
ale) modular development are higher-order fun
tions whi
h
rely on the rst-
lass 
itizenship of fun
tions and laziness. Sin
e laziness is not a fea-
ture of all fun
tional languages it would be inappropriate to des
ribe it as a feature
of the paradigm. However it is supported by a signi
ant minority of pure fun
tional
languages and we will des
ribe it in Se
tion 3.2.1.
One way of distinguishing the OO paradigm from the fun
tional programming








izens in an obje
t-oriented language and thus 




tional programming. Therefore, a fun
tion 
an be an argument of a
fun
tion, returned by a fun
tion, or an element of a data stru
ture.
Fun
tions that either take fun
tions as arguments or return a fun
tion as a result are

lassied as higher-order fun
tions or fun
tionals. They provide a signi
ant glue for
building programs in the fun
tional programming paradigm. Fun
tions with multiple
arguments 
an be modelled in a 
urried form where they take their arguments one at a
time. The un
urried form typi
ally presents the arguments in a tuple. Curried fun
tions

an be partially applied to return a new fun
tion. These fun
tions 
an either be 
reated
at 




trate these two forms, and plus5 is a fun
tion 




urriedPlus to the argument 5.

urriedPlus :: Int -> Int -> Int

urriedPlus m n = m + n
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un
urriedPlus :: (Int,Int) -> Int
un
urriedPlus (m,n) = m + n




tions that take fun
tions as arguments model 
ommon patterns of 
omputa-
tion between several rst-order fun
tions. For example, the fun
tions doubleList and




ed by a single higher-order fun
tion applyArithList whi
h takes an arithmeti

fun
tion as its rst argument, a list of integers as its se
ond argument and returns the
list where the fun
tion has been applied to ea
h element.
applyArithList :: (Int -> Int) -> [Int℄ -> [Int℄
applyArithList f ls = map f ls
Fun
tionals are not unique to the fun
tional programming paradigm but are imple-
mented more naturally than in non-fun




tional arguments through pointers, and Pas
al supports fun
tional
arguments of a simple kind but not fun









tions as arguments. These in




with no state and a single method); applying methods to obje
ts with an overloaded
parenthesis operator (in C++); taking advantage of impurities in 
ertain languages and
using templates/generi
s; and, by using stati






e to an obje
t.
Hutton's paperHigher-order fun






h are used to build parsers through the 
ombi-
nation of existing parsers. More re
ently Hutton and Meijer have re-implemented the

ombinators using monads [60℄ to whi
h we will refer in Se









BNF, alternation in BNF, and the f: : :g operator in Ya





h amongst other things represent su







h are both simple to understand and easy to modify. This
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is not the 
ase with parsers developed using imperative or OO languages.
We illustrate parser 
ombinators below. The fun
tions are written in Haskell rather
than Miranda
1
as used in Hutton's paper.
type Parser a = String -> [(a,String)℄
alt :: Parser a -> Parser a -> Parser a
p1 `alt` p2 = \ inp -> p1 inp ++ p2 inp
then :: Parser a -> Parser b -> Parser (a,b)
p1 `then` p2 inp = \ inp -> [((v1,v2), out2)
| (v1, out1) <- p1 inp,
(v2, out2) <- p2 out1℄
using :: Parser a -> (a -> b) -> Parser b
p `using` f = \ inp -> [(f v, out) | (v, out) <- p inp℄
The rst line of the 
ode de
lares the type Parser whi
h is parameterised over the
type of result values. In Hutton's paper the parser type was parameterised over the
input value type as well. A parser is a fun
tion that takes a 
olle
tion of input tokens
(as a string of 
hara
ters) and returns a list of `parsed input/un
onsumed input' pairs




h to parser generation diers from that of parser generators
su
h as Lex and Ya

 [2℄ and Happy [50℄, in oering an extensible rather than a xed set
of 
ombinators for des




tional development is des
ribed by Walla
e and Run
iman [144℄ who have developed
a toolkit of 
omponents for pro
essing XML do









tional analysis and design methodology must both en
ourage and support
the development of higher-order fun
tions. FAD's modelling language in
ludes a graph-
i
al representation for 
urried fun
tions and supports fun
tion development through the
1
Miranda is a trademark of Resear
h Software Ltd
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Figure 4: Higher-order Development
partial appli
ation of a fun
tion to an in
omplete set of arguments (see Se
tion 5.4.3).
In addition, one is en
ouraged to use permissive signatures to dis
over higher-order
fun
tions. A permissive signature provides a spe
i
ation of fun
tions dened over an
asso
iated type. It does not provide an interfa
e to a type, but rather a guarantee
that the fun
tions spe
ied are dened over the type. Permissive signatures are fully
des
ribed in Se
tion 5.2.3, but we brie









tions require the elements in their argument lists to be 
ombined
using an arithmeti
 operator. That is, they both require that `folding' behaviour be
supported by the list type. One 
an make this 
ommon pattern of behaviour expli
it
through the asso
iation of a permissive signature - in this 
ase FOLD - with the list
type. This is illustrated by the FAD representations of the fun
tions sum and produ
t
in Figure 4.
Although this does not guarantee that a higher-order fun
tion would be appropriate,
it 
ertainly signals that it is a possibility. See Chapter 5 for full details on FAD's
modelling language and graphi
al notation, and Se
tion 7.3.3 for a fuller des
ription of
this approa
h to the dis
overy of potential higher-order fun
tions.
Thusfar the fun
tional programming features des
ribed have been largely fun
tion-
oriented. The last ubiquitous feature whi




software development is the support for user-dened types.
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3.1.5 User-Dened Types
Every modern fun
tional language provides a wealth of built-in types. These in
lude
base types su
h as the type of 
hara
ters and the Boolean values, and various 
omposite
types su
h as tuple types and fun
tion types. However the languages in the paradigm
also provide the developer with me
hanisms for developing new types. The predominant
me






 types are a single me
hanism for the 
reation of various forms of types that




h have alternative domains and produ
t types whi
h are types with multiple

omponents. They are 
alled `algebrai
' sin
e they are examples of term (or initial)
algebras whose elements are uniquely 
reated through a set of value 
onstru
tors. Here
we must make a distin











t types. In Haskell, algebrai
 types are de
lared
using the keyword data, and introdu
e a new type 
onstru
tor su
h as TC, and one or
more new value 
onstru
tors, VC1, VC2 and so on.




an take zero or more parameters made expli
it by the type vari-
able(s) whi




tor may take one or more parameters, whi
h in ea
h 
ase will either a
type variable used by the type 
onstru
tor or a type. We have named these t11 to tnp.
For example, the algebrai
 sum type IntOrFloat, in 
ommon with the built-in types
Int and Char, is a nullary type 
onstru
tor sin
e it takes no parameters. Its values are

onstru
ted by applying the unary value 
onstru
tor ConsInt to an Int value, or the
unary value 
onstru
tor ConsFloat to a Float value. anIntValue and aFloatValue
are both values of type IntOrFloat.
data IntOrFloat = ConsInt Int | ConsFloat Float
anIntValue = ConsInt 3
aFloatValue = ConsFloat 3.0
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data Days = Sunday | Monday | Tuesday | Wednesday|
Thursday | Friday | Saturday
data ThisOrThat a b = This a | That b
data Tree a = EmptyTree | Node a (Tree a) (Tree a)
Figure 5: Algebrai
 Types
For the remainder of this thesis, to ease exposition, we will refer to nullary type

onstru
tors simply as types and non-nullary type 
onstru






 enumerated types through the de
laration of a set of nullary value 
onstru
tors.
This is illustrated in Figure 5 with the type Days;
 parameterised types. These are types that are 




tor to one or more parameters. Ea
h type 
onstru
tor has a kind
whi
h spe
ies the number and form of parameters of the type 
onstru
tor. That
is, a kind is to type 
onstru
tors what a type is to fun
tions [66℄. Using Jones'







tors that take an entity of kind 
1
and returns one of kind 
2
. This is
illustrated in Figure 5 with the parameterised type ThisOrThat a b whose type

onstru
tor ThisOrThat takes two parameters of any, and possibly diering, types.
For example, values of the type ThisOrThat Int Bool are 
reated through the
appli
ation of the unary value 
onstru








ribed in terms of themselves. This is illustrated in
Figure 5 with the type Tree a.
Fun
tions over an algebrai
 type that have value-dependent behaviour are most
naturally dened using pattern mat
hing. A
tual arguments are mat
hed against an
argument pattern presented in a fun




expression is evaluated. If the mat
h fails, the next argument pattern is 
he
ked and so
on. For example, the polymorphi
 fun
tion zeroOrOne takes a value of type ThisOrThat
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a b and returns 0 if the value is 
onstru
ted using the value 
onstru
tor This and 1
otherwise. That is:
zeroOrOne :: ThisOrThat a b -> Int
zeroOrOne (This _) = 0
zeroOrOne (That _) = 1
The unders
ore is the wild
ard pattern that 
an be used when a part of a pattern is not
used in the body of the fun
tion denition.
Clearly pattern-mat
hing requires that the fun
tion has a

ess to the implementation
of the type, whi
h results in tight 
oupling between the fun
tion and type. This is poor
modular design, sin
e any 
hange in the type implementation will require a 
hange to
the fun
tion denition. A modular approa
h built on information hiding is a
hieved by
using abstra
t data types whi
h we des





t data types support a separation of a type's interfa
e from its implementation.
They are a me
hanism for de
oupling a type and its 
lients. An abstra
t data type is
a type with an expli
it 
olle
tion of operations dened over the type. These operations
are spe
ied in the interfa
e to the type. Thus one 
an only use values of the type
by using one of its interfa
e operations. One 
an then reimplement the type and its
operations with the interfa
e remaining 
onsistent for any existing or future 
lient.
Abstra
t data types are therefore integral to the modular development of fun
tional
programs. It is therefore essential that they are both supported in any fun
tional
modelling language, and play a predominant role in the methodology. The me
hanism(s)
for the implementation of abstra




languages use modules as the type host, whi
h is a





ribe modules in fun
tional languages in Se
tion 5.3.1. We present here a brief
overview of the various me
hanisms for implementing abstra
t data types (ADTs).
Miranda uses the keyword abstype to de
lare su
h a type, whi
h is followed by the
type's identier and interfa
e, whi
h is presented as a 
olle
tion of type spe
i
ations.
SML has both a keyword and a means of abstra
ting the 
ontents of a stru
ture through
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to the asso
iated signature. The signature provides full synta
ti
 details regarding ea
h
of its entities. Haskell supports ADTs through its module system. A module export
list that in
ludes a type without its value 
onstru
tors de
lares the type as abstra
t.
However the type's operations are simply named without any type spe
i
ation. Clean
delivers ADTs through their denition modules, whi
h are similar to SML's signatures
ex
ept that ea
h implementation module 
an be asso
iated with only one denition
module.
Abstra
t data types are essential to the development of a modular system, whose

omponents 
an be modied, reused, and maintained, in an eÆ
ient and ee
tive man-
ner. FAD supports abstra
t data types through the assigning of a type to a module,
and asso
iating an ex
lusive signature with the module. An ex
lusive signature is a

olle




iated with a module whi
h hosts
the entities, a
ts as an interfa
e to the module. That is, a 
lient of the module has
a

ess only to those entities spe
ied in the ex
lusive signature whi
h mediates use of
the module by the 
lient. One 
an impose abstra
tion on a type by hosting it in a
module whose 
lients have no knowledge of how the type is 
onstru
ted. That is, the
type is spe
ied in an ex
lusive signature E but its 
onstru
tor signature is absent. A

onstru
tor signature is a permissive signature whi
h spe
ies the value 
onstru
tors of
a type. This example highlights the diering roles of the two forms of signature provided
by FAD. An ex
lusive signature provides an interfa





larations, whereas a permissive signature de
lares a minimal set of operations over
one or more types.
A type is therefore not abstra
t by default, but instead 
an have abstra
tion imposed
when used by an entity of another module.
The module Abstra
tTypeModule hosts the type ThisOrThat a b but only exports
its type 
onstru
tor and not its value 
onstru
tors. Thus any entity of another module
whi
h uses the type, uses it as an abstra
t type via the operations spe
ied in the export





ompanied by two sele
tion fun
tions get1 and get2. In FAD, the
export list will be modelled as an ex
lusive signature.
module Abstra
tTypeModule (ThisOrThat, get1, get2) where
data ThisOrThat a b = This a | That b
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get1 :: ThisOrThat a b -> a
get1 (This x) = x
get1 _ = error "Inappropriate appli
ation"
get2 :: ThisOrThat a b -> b
get2 (That x) = x
get2 _ = error "Inappropriate appli
ation"
The development of module (and subsystem) ar
hite
tures and the development of
asso
iated ex
lusive signatures are integral to the FAD methodology. Full details of
modules, ex
lusive signatures and abstra
t data type support are provided in Chapter
5. The methodology is des
ribed in Chapter 7.







tional programming languages, but are also important in in
uen
ing the way one
develops fun
tional programming software. The se









tional programming languages are 
hara
terised in various ways. For example,
Haskell, Miranda and Gofer [65℄ are pure, non-stri
t, sequential languages. ML is an
impure, stri
t, sequential language. Erlang and Clean [106℄ are 
on
urrent languages
that are impure, stri
t and pure, non-stri
t respe
tively. All of these languages de-
liver the fun
tional programming features des
ribed in Se
tion 3.1. Impure languages
also support features typi
ally asso
iated with imperative languages su
h as variable
assignment. FAD does not support impure features.
Although FAD des
ribes software models whi
h may be implemented using any
fun
tional language, a signi
ant minority of fun
tional programming languages support
non-stri
t semanti





to program design and development. The following se
tion provides a review of laziness
and its impa
t on software development.
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3.2.1 Laziness
Programming languages are initially 
lassied rst through the (predominant) paradigm




tional languages are fur-
ther 
lassied as either stri
t or non-stri
t. Languages with stri
t semanti
s, supported
by eager evaluation (or 
all-by-value redu
tion), for
e the full evaluation of all argu-
ments. In 
ontrast, those with non-stri
t semanti
s delivered through lazy evaluation
(or 
all-by-need redu
tion), only require those arguments that are needed in the fun
tion




t languages, and at most on
e in non-stri
t languages. When both approa
hes
lead to termination the values returned will be identi
al. However there are simple
examples that will not terminate when using eager evaluation, su
h as the appli
ation
of the fun
tion fst - whi
h sele
ts the rst element of a pair - to a pair whose se
ond
element is undened.
fst :: (a,b) -> a
fst (x,_) = x
f = fst (True, 1/0)
Sin
e the fun
tion fst only uses the rst element of a pair on the right hand side of
the denition, the se
ond element will not be evaluated when using lazy evaluation.
Thus f will evaluate to True. With eager evaluation, both parts of the pair need to be
evaluated, and hen
e, f would be undened.
Lazy evaluation distinguishes most pure fun
tional languages from imperative lan-
guages and most obje
t-oriented languages. Programs written in those languages often
rely on side ee
ts, whi
h are intimately linked to evaluation order and thus require
stri
t semanti
s where evaluation order is 
lear. Lazy evaluation is ee
tively `demand
driven evaluation', and hen
e it is more diÆ
ult to predi
t evaluation order, and there-
fore harder to predi
t when side ee
ts will take pla
e.
Lazy evaluation supports programming with innite data stru
tures, su
h as innite
lists, through enabling partial evaluation of a data stru
ture. For example, the higher-
order fun
tion filter takes a predi
ate and a list and returns those elements of the
(possibly innite) list that satisfy the predi
ate. The higher-order fun
tion take takes
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an integer n and a list and returns the rst n elements of the list. If filter even is

omposed (denoted .) with take 2, the resulting fun
tion will return the rst 2 even
numbers in a list.
first2Even :: [Int℄ -> [Int℄
first2Even xs = (take 2 . filter even)
With lazy evaluation one only evaluates as mu
h of the list as is required to return 2 even
numbers. Thus as ea
h even number is 
onrmed, it is outputted until 2 numbers are
returned. That is, if we apply first2Even to the innite list of positive integers, denoted
[1..℄, evaluation pro
eeds as follows where `;' indi




; (take 2 . filter even) [1..℄
; (take 2 . filter even) [2..℄
; 2 : (take 1 . filter even) [3..℄
; 2 : (take 1 . filter even) [4..℄
; 2 : 4 : (take 0 . filter even) [5..℄
; 2 : 4 : [℄
; [2,4℄
Laziness has enabled a modular design where there is a separation of value generation
and value use. One is therefore able to adopt a software development approa
h where





tional languages support parametri
 polymorphism. However re
ent
developments within several languages deliver support for the middle ground between
monomorphism and polymorphism. The motivation for this development is that there
are many examples where monomorphism is too restri
tive and polymorphism is too
general. For example, the fun
tion sum of Se
tion 3.1.4 
ould be given a monomorphi

type
sum :: [Int℄ -> Int
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whi
h disallows appli
ation to lists of other numeri
 values. Alternatively we 
ould give
it the type
sum :: [a℄ -> a
that suggests that the fun
tion 




learly not the 
ase.
The OO language Eiel provides 
onstrained generi
ity to solve this problem of 
on-
strained parametri










ity requires the parameter to be of a stated 
lass or one of its sub-

lasses. Thus one 








h as Haskell and Clean, have resolved this
dilemma through supporting 





lass is a 
olle
tion of types. Type 
onstru







lasses. Current language support is largely restri
ted to single parameter









appropriate kinds are supported, for example, by Hugs98.
Ea






tion of entities with their type spe
-
i
ations. A type or type 
onstru





hed by one of the same name dened over the type 
onstru
tor, and with a type
that is an instan
e of that spe
ied in the 
lass. Thus one may overload fun
tion and
value names in a 






h takes a value of an







h takes a value of an algebrai
 type whose type 
onstru
-
tor has the kind * -> * and returns 0 if it is `empty' and 1 otherwise. The types Int
and Bool instantiate the type 
lass ZeroOne, and the type 
onstru
tors [℄ (the list type

onstru





lass ZeroOne t where
zeroOne :: t -> Int
instan
e ZeroOne Int where
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zeroOne i
| even i = 0
| otherwise = 1
instan
e ZeroOne Bool where
zeroOne False = 0





 a -> Int
instan
e EmptyOrNot [℄ where
emptyOrNot [℄ = 0
emptyOrNot _ = 1
instan
e EmptyOrNot Tree where
emptyOrNot EmptyTree = 0
emptyOrNot _ = 1
In 
ommon with types, the languages that support type 
lasses provide built-in 
lasses
and enable the user to dene new 
lasses, extend existing 





lass presents an interfa
e that is implemented by
any type/type 
onstru
tor that instantiates the 
lass. For example, all numeri
al types





 operations and numeri
 fun
tions. We present the 
lass in an elided form below




lass (Eval a, Show a, Eq a) => Num a where
(+) :: a -> a -> a
(-) :: a -> a -> a
(*) :: a -> a -> a













lass Num extends the interfa
es of the 
lasses Eval, Show and Eq, and is instantiated
by the types Int, Integer, Float, and Double. We 
an now de
lare sum as follows:
sum :: Num a => [a℄ -> a
sum = foldl (+) 0
where the 
ontext Num a => states that the type variable a is 
onstrained to range over
types that belong to the type 
lass Num. sum 
an be applied to a list of values of a type
in the type 
lass Num. The version of the addition operator used is determined by the
type of values in the list.
Constru
tor 
lasses support higher-order polymorphism or the appli
ation of fun
-
tions uniformly over (potentially) all type 
onstru
tors of a parti










lass has a single parameter of kind * -> *, and thus 
an be instantiated
by unary type 
onstru
tors su




lass Fold f where
ffoldl :: (a -> b -> a) -> a -> f b -> a
ffoldl1 :: (a -> a -> a) -> f a -> a
ffoldr :: (a -> b -> b) -> b -> f a -> b








tures built using an instantiating type 
onstru
tor. The version of ffoldl
used depends on the argument type of the fun
tion.
sumC :: (Fold 
, Num a) => 
 a -> a














tion of types or
type 
onstru





the name of the 
lass. We 
an regard 
onstrained polymorphism as a natural generalisa-
tion of polymorphism, where polymorphism is simply un
onstrained use of the general
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ase. That is, where polymorphism delivers abstra
tion over any type, 
onstrained
polymorphism requires the types to support some spe
ied behaviour.
FAD represents type and 
onstru
tor 
lasses through permissive signatures. How-




lass. Permissive signatures indi
ate that a type must support some stated behaviour
or that a fun
tion requires a 
ertain behaviour over one of its types. Whether the
implementation involves overloaded fun
tions and type 
lasses will depend both on
the implementation language and other design de
isions. A full des
ription of FAD's
permissive signatures is presented in Se
tion 5.2.3, and the development of permissive
signatures to support fun





tional languages, in 




ant support for modular development. `Modularity-in-the-small' is a
hieved
through building programs using small single-purpose fun
tions, and where possible
taking advantage of the non-stri
t semanti






hanisms for supporting `modularity-in-the-large'.
SML provides signi
ant support for modular programming. It has separate 
on-
stru
ts for module implementation, stru
tures, and module interfa
e, signatures, whi
h
enables reuse either through atta
hing various signatures to a single stru
ture or as-
so




default signature, everything in the stru
ture, whi
h is overridden by any expli
it signa-
ture asso
iation. SML's signatures provide detailed synta
ti
 information for potential
users of an asso




an opaque signature to a stru
ture. SML's modules are not rst 
lass but are supported
by an extension of the 
ore language. However they 
an be used to 
reate new modules
either simply through 
ontainment or through the appli
ation of fun
tors to existing
modules. These parameterised modules are also part of the extended language.





e details are provided by the same entity, whose export list names
those entities that are available to any potential 
lient. This list is devoid of any type
signatures. A module's interfa
e 
an also be de
lared when the module is used, but
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is 
onstrained by the interfa
e de
lared by the module. Haskell's module system also
provides a means of 
reating abstra
t types by spe





tors in a module export list.
We illustrate the Haskell module system with two simple modules Exp and Imp. Exp
in
ludes a de
laration of a type 
lass ExpTC, a data type ExpT, and an instantiation of
the type 
lass. All of these entities are in the interfa




tors Con1 and Con2 of the data type. Thus the data type ExpT is not abstra
t
when used by any 
lient of the module Exp. Module Imp imports the type 
lass ExpTC
from the module Exp and de
lares a data type ImpT whi
h instantiates the imported
type 
lass. The type is abstra
t to any 
lient sin
e it is presented in the export list
without its value 
onstru
tors.
module Exp (ExpTC, ExpT(Con1, Con2), expFun) where
data ExpT = Con1 Int | Con2 Bool deriving Show

lass ExpTC a where
expFun :: a -> a
instan
e ExpTC ExpT where
expFun = id
module Imp (ImpT, expFun, 
reateImpT) where
import Exp(ExpTC, expFun)
data ImpT = Con (Int,Bool) deriving Show

reateImpT = Con (0,True)
instan




h and Peyton Jones [90℄ des
ribe how SML's substantive support for modu-
larity 
an be largely expressed in Haskell using its module system.
Clean also provides a robust environment for modular programming whi
h is similar





ts, an implementation module and a denition module,
but ea
h implementation has at most one interfa
e. Clean's module-based abstra
tion
support is similar to that of Haskell.
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Although Miranda does not have an expli
it module 
onstru
t, modules are delivered
through Miranda s
ripts (les). That is, a Miranda s
ript 
an be viewed as a module.




h is used when a s
ript
is imported into a 
lient s
ript. That is, modular development in Miranda is supported
by dening program entities in dierent s
ripts, and enabling reuse through the lan-
guage's le import/export me
hanism. Miranda also supports parameterised s
ripts
where denitions rely on information provided when the s
ript is used by a 
lient s
ript.
FAD's modelling language in
ludes the ma
ro units subsystem and module. These
units support a hierar
hi
al approa
h to managing the development of a large system.
A system 
an be divided into several subsystems whi
h are developed independently
but to known requirements. A subsystem is further divided into several modules ea
h
of whi
h should be a 
ohesive unit with a 
lear, spe
i
 purpose. External a

ess to a
subsystem's or module's entities is mediated through an ex
lusive signature asso
iated
with the host ma
ro unit. Des
riptions of FAD's ma
ro units, ex
lusive signatures, and




t-oriented software development as des
ribed in Chapter 2 is
guided by modularity. That is, modularity drives fun
tionality. The reverse is true in the
fun
tional paradigm and therefore when developing using FAD. One rst des
ribes the
fun
tional requirements of a system and then builds a modular system whi
h supports
them in as ee
tive and eÆ
ient manner as possible. The main reason for this is that
in an OO system, obje
ts (or modules) are rst-
lass and are therefore the fundamental
building blo
k upon whi
h a system is developed. Fun
tional programming has rst-

lass fun
tions, and modules are used to aid the management of development.





e thatmonads have had on software
development within the fun
tional programming paradigm.
3.2.4 Monads
Monads are a re
ent addition to the fun
tional programmers' toolbox. They en
ourage
a stru
tured and sequential approa
h to program development, and have resulted in
a new approa
h to intera
tive programming in pure, non-stri
t, fun
tional languages
[139, 138, 140, 103℄.
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Although monads have their roots in 
ategory theory where they are sometimes re-
ferred to as triples, one does not have to be a 
ategory theorist either to understand
their stru
ture or to pra
tise their use. For the purposes of fun
tional programming,












unitM, return, or result) takes a value of a parti
ular type, and 
reates an item of the
monadi
 type. The other fun
tion (variously 
alled bind, bindM, then, (>>=), or (*))
takes an item of the monadi
 type and a fun
tion from a value (wrapped in the rst
monadi
 type) to another monadi
 type, and returns an item of the se
ond monadi

type. From now on we will view a monad as the triple (m, return, (>>=)), where
return and (>>=) have the following type spe
i
ations:
return :: a -> m a
(>>=) :: m a -> (a -> m b) -> m b








ations to those presented above.
Another des
ription of a monad is as a type of 
omputations so that m a is the
type of 
omputations (of a 
ertain sort) of values of type a. With this view in mind,
return turns a value into the 
omputation that simply returns the value. (>>=) takes
a 
omputation whi
h returns a value of type a, extra
ts the value returned by the

omputation, and applies the se
ond (fun
tional) argument to this value whi
h returns
a 
omputation that returns a value of type b. In essen
e programming with monads
repla
es fun
tions from values to values by fun
tions from values to 
omputations, where
the notion of a 
omputation has several dierent interpretations su
h as one that does
some I/O.
Monadi
 I/O is part of the Haskell language denition, and 
ompares favourably
to the other fun
tional I/O alternatives, dialogues or 
ontinuations [53℄. Peyton Jones
and Wadler des
ribe how the type IO a integrates the fun
tional world with the non-
fun
tional world (pure and impure) [103℄. The fun
tional world is all about being , in
that an expression in a fun
tional language denotes a value. In 
ontrast, the imperative
world in whi
h IO more naturally sits, is about doing , and an IO 
ommand should
perform an a
tion. Thus the type IO a in the words of Peyton Jones and Wadler
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denotes a
tions that, when performed , may do some I/O and then return
some value of type a.
One of the main design impli
ations of monad use is that it en
ourages en
apsulation
and programming through an (monad) interfa
e. En
apsulation prevents any 
hanges
to 
ode from having a rippling ee
t through the software, and simple interfa
es make
expli







ular evaluation strategy that is sequential in nature. For any fun
tion dened over
a `monadi
' datatype - a datatype with asso
iated monad 
ombinators - the 
omputation
will be sequential and guided by the 
ombinators (>>=) and return. That is, one
abstra
ts over the 










 I/O that looks very similar to the 
ode one would write in an imperative
language like C [72℄. The se
ond example presents the fun
tion allSquarePlusOne
whi
h takes a list of integers, ea
h of whi
h is squared and then in
remented.
exIO :: IO ()
exIO = getChar >>= \ 
1 ->
getChar >>= \ 
2 ->
putChar 
2 >>= \ _
putChar 
1
allSquarePlusOne :: [Int℄ -> [Int℄
allSquarePlusOne xs
= xs >>= \ x ->
return (square x) >>= \ y ->
return (y+1)
getChar and putCharmimi
 the C fun
tions getC and putC, and exIO 
learly illustrates
the sequential nature of fun
tions dened using monads. That is, exIO:
takes a 
hara
ter from the standard input and binds it to 
1. It then takes another

hara
ter from the standard input and binds it to 
2. 
2 is then sent to the standard output
and the non-existent result bound to a wild
ard. Finally 





The design of exIO is very similar to the design one would use in an imperative
language like C. This is an ex
ellent illustration of one of the main benets of monads:
the ability to mimi




h as referential transparen
y, higher-order fun
tions and
lazy evaluation. In addition, quite disparate fun
tions 
an be des










painlessly, and more importantly, lo
ally. A large s
ale example of monadi
 software
design is the Glasgow Haskell 
ompiler, itself written in Haskell. The 
ompiler uses
monads for various bookkeeping tasks, and when the type 
he
ker needed to be updated
to maintain information about the 
urrent line number, this was not an onerous task
[104℄.
FAD supports monadi









hapter we have des
ribed an approa
h to software development whi
h is sig-
ni
antly dierent to that pra





h have a signi
ant impa




tions are the fundamental building blo
ks of the paradigm. Their output
depends solely on their input;
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 types are sets of values that provide guidan
e through all the stages of software
development. They make expli
it the values that are a

eptable as arguments for
a fun






t the aforementioned types. They may take one or
more arguments to 
onstru















t values of a type. They also may take one or more
arguments;
 every fun
tional programming language provides support for the development of
user dened types through the algebrai
 type me
hanism. A new type is 
reated
through the de
laration of a new type 
onstru






t types are types whose 
onstru
tion details - value 
onstru
tors - are in-
visible to potential 
lients;
 parametri
 polymorphism is the predominant form of polymorphism supported by
the paradigm. It enables a fun
tion to be reused over several types;
 permissive signatures are FAD units (fully des
ribed in Se
tion 5.2.3) that spe
ify
entities that are dened over an asso
iated type(s). They provide a behavioural
guarantee for an asso
iated type and 





ertain languages. A permissive signature is not an interfa
e to a type
but rather states the minimum fun
tionality dened over the type; and,
 ex
lusive signatures, whi





e to an asso
iated ma
ro unit su
h as a module. Where
a permissive signature states at least this, an ex
lusive signature state only this.
They play an important ro^le in developing software based on abstra
t types.
Fun
tional programming is dierent to other paradigms in that:




edures and methods are repla
ed by fun
tions whose output depends only on
their input; and,
 en




Thus software is developed through fun
tions that delegate their behaviour to simple
fun
tions with a 
lear singular purpose. That is, one is en
ouraged to develop fun
tions
using simpler fun
tions that implement a required behaviour. How this behaviour is
implemented is not of interest to the 
lient fun
tion. Large systems 
an be built using
the support for modularity-in-the-large. Abstra
t data types provide a me
hanism for
modular design based on information hiding.
A dierent approa
h to software development requires a dierent approa
h to mod-
elling systems, whi
h in turn requires new modelling languages and methodologies. In
the following 
hapter we des
ribe methodologies and their languages, emphasising the
benets of their appli
ation. In Chapter 5 we des
ribe the modelling language of FAD,
and in Chapter 7 the methodology and its te
hniques.









ming paradigms with an emphasis on their dierent approa
hes to software develop-
ment. Chapter 2 also in
luded a brief overview of obje
t-oriented analysis and design
methodologies and how in 
ombination with obje




h to software development. In this 
hapter we present a des
ription
of analysis and design methodologies (ADMs) as a modelling language and set of in-
tegrated te
hniques that deliver models using elements of the modelling language. In
Se
tion 4.2 we outline the benets of using an ADM within a software development
proje
t. These in
lude using a language whose purpose is modelling problems and so-
lutions rather than implementing them. In Se
tion 4.3 we will des
ribe the benets of
adopting a pa
kaged approa
h where the ADM and implementation language are from
the same paradigm.
4.1 Analysis and Design Methodologies
Sut
lie [134℄ argues the 
ase in favour of ADMs as follows:
 Before building systems we have to understand them.
 To understand systems we should make a model.
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An analysis and design methodology is a medium for understanding a problem, mod-
elling a solution, and managing and do
umenting software development. Ea
h method-
ology is a 




notation, and a 
olle
tion of integrated te
hniques whi
h support analysis and design.
The development of large software systems requires three forms of management.
Firstly, there are a 
olle
tion of proje
t management tasks whi
h in
lude the general
management of multiple development teams, ensuring that deadlines are met within
budget, and that resour





agement is integral to su

essful software development. System entities and de
isions
should be do
umented and made available for 
urrent and future referen
e. Finally there
is development management whi
h may involve the appli
ation of an in-house or named
development method. Within this thesis and with FAD, we will fo
us solely on the nal
two forms of management sin
e proje
t management 
an be delivered independently of
any parti
ular methodology.
In the following two se
tions we present the essential elements of a methodology -
its modelling language and te
hniques.
4.1.1 Modelling Language
Every ADM has an asso
iated modelling language through whi
h systems are modelled
and do
umented. In most 
ases the modelling language will support both graphi
al
representations and textual des




h as SSADM [41℄ and SA/SD [37, 153, 152℄ have modelling
languages whi
h deliver, for example, data 
ow diagrams and logi
al data stru
tures.
Every language unit, su
h as pro




al representation. That is, most modelling languages, in 
ommon




s of a modelling language are des
ribed informally.
The modelling languages asso
iated with OOADMs in
lude elements whi
h represent
the OO building blo
ks - 
lasses, obje




tion of a 
lass in
ludes 
lass responsibilities and details of asso
iations with other 
lasses.
Class do
umentation has similarities to CRC (Class,Responsibility,Collaboration) 
ards
[8℄ where one presents the 
lass name, followed by a list of responsibilities and then any
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links to other 
lasses in the system.
A modelling language is spe
i
ally used for modelling systems and not for im-
plementing systems. Although one 




h as Rational's Rose [33, 34℄, a modelling language should aid development of




al modelling language is not a visual programming language su
h as
Prograph [110℄, or Visual Haskell as put forward by Reekie in his thesis Realtime Signal
Pro
essing: Data
ow, Visual, and Fun
tional Programming [112℄. Modelling languages
are typi
ally smaller and semanti
ally less ri






e over detail. There are however benets
in having a 
orresponden
e between the modelling language and potential implemen-
tation language. This 
orresponden
e is maximised when the modelling language and
implementation language are of the same paradigm.
A modelling language is in essen
e an abstra
tion of an implementation language,
where one fo
uses on the essential features of the paradigm whilst disregarding the ele-
ments that are only required by an implementation language. Most graphi
al modelling
languages do however support the embedding of either implementation language 
ode
or pseudo
ode into their models. For example, one typi
ally re
ords a method within
a 
lass using the syntax of an OO language. The te
hniques of a methodology take as




h methodology provides the user with a 
olle




tured development the te
hniques fo





riptions of the system, whi
h are rened top-down into more detailed des
rip-
tions. The models are typi





tured English, or graphi












kson System Development [62℄, the modelling 
omponents
are similar but the te






ture of the system's data, su
h as les.








apsulate their state. The various analyti
al models will be itera-
tively modied through a 
olle
tion of te
hniques that return an implementable solution.
The models delivered in
lude:
 models of the major 








lude the messages passed between obje
ts; and,




Most modern methodologies support both analysis and design. Analysis te
hniques
fo
us on developing models of what is required, where design te
hniques deliver how it
is a
hieved. That is, analyti
al te





is required without imposing any design 
hoi
es. The results of the analysis phase are
delivered to the design phase, where te
hniques manipulate the models to deliver an
implementable, maintainable and potentially reusable design.
Ea
h te
hnique will have a 
lear purpose, expli
it input requirements and a set of
deliverables. For example, use 
ase analysis whi
h is an essential analyti
al tool of use
in OOSE [64℄, the Boo
h Method [15℄, and supported by UML [16℄, is a methodi
al
approa






an be used in the development of 
lasses and their 
ollab-
orations. CRCs 
an then be used as a te
hnique for analyzing the s
enarios returned
by use 
ase analysis. Similarly the entity a
tion step of Ja
kson System Development
[62℄ aims to produ
e an abstra
t des
ription of the real world using only interdependent
nouns and verbs as the medium. The entity stru
ture step takes su
h a des
ription and






ation of their te
hniques typ-
i
ally have models that are linked to a parti







aused by a single event,
are produ
ed midway through the pro




h present a stati
 view of the system's data and interrelationships.
Methodologies that en
ourage iterative and in
remental development tend to have a set
of models (and asso
iated diagrams) that are of use throughout system development.
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Whether pra
tised iteratively or linearly there are several benets in using an ADM
to support software development, whi
h are des
ribed in the following se
tion.
4.2 What are the Benets of Using an ADM?
Birrell and Ould [12℄ present the following argument in favour of using a methodology
during software development.
Anyone undertaking software development, on no matter what s
ale, must
be strongly advised to establish a methodology for that development - one
or more te
hniques that, by integration and 
ontrol, will bring order and
dire
tion to the produ
tion pro
ess.
We will present the reasons for using an analysis and design methodology as an aid
to su

essful software development in the following se
tions. The rst des
ribes the
benets of using a language whose raison d'e^tre is modelling rather than implementing
an eÆ
ient solution.
4.2.1 A Language for Modelling
Ea
h methodology delivers a 
olle
tion of models using the units and relationships
dened in its modelling language. Sin
e a model is an abstra
t representation of a
design or spe
i
ation, a modelling language is a 
olle
tion of elements that support the

onstru
tion of an abstra
t des
ription of a problem or solution. Thus one 
an produ
e
models of a system or design that emphasize the major abstra
tions involved whilst
avoiding the unne
essary details required in implementation language 
ode.





e in a paradigm
rather than best pra
ti
e due to the idiosyn
rasies of a parti
ular implementation lan-
guage. A modelling language thus enables a separation of 
on
erns, by allowing the
designer the freedom to develop systems beyond the 
onstraints enfor





ities of a parti
ular programming language. That is, the implementation
language does not drive design but instead enables a design to rea
h fruition. For ex-





t data types provide an expli
it interfa
e but their implementation is
not uniform a
ross the languages of the paradigm. For example:
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 in Haskell one de
lares a type in a module whi




 in SML one 
an either use the abstype me
hanism or de




iated with an opaque signature; and,
 in Clean one spe
ies a type 
onstru








It is not relevant to a design whether one de
lares an ADT through a module in-
terfa





t. For design purposes one simply requires a 
lear model of an abstra
t type
and information regarding what one 
an do to values of the type.
A methodology's modelling language provides a

essibility to a system's design to
those who have an interest in the system but are not familiar with the (potential)
implementation language(s). A graphi




ture than several pages of 
ode, and most modelling languages support several
orthogonal views of the same system.
In the following se
tion we des
ribe how a methodology delivers an integrated set of
te
hniques that deliver models using the elements of the modelling language.
4.2.2 Development Guidan
e Provided by a Set of Te
hniques
An ADM 




hniques that guide and drive the development pro
ess. There are parallels here with
the use of operational resear
h (OR) te




ourage the user to look at a problem at a level of abstra
tion that would not otherwise
be a
hieved. They also oer a set of well-dened steps that enable the user to break the
problem down into understandable pie
es, and then to put them ba
k together again
in the most ee
tive way. ADMs mimi
 this pro
ess. They 
annot guarantee the best
design, but they 









ourse must be 
areful not to make any false 
laims. There is no statisti
al
eviden
e that a parti
ular methodology outperforms others, or that methodology use











osts of failure and so on. However, modelling
pro
esses are used in other elds with evident su

ess and there is no obvious reason to
dispute their transferability to software development.
Ea





tly one adheres to the template will depend on the type of problem and one's







overing the essential data and fun
tionality requirements in the
problem and for representing them using elements of the modelling language;
 te
hniques for analysing the data and fun
tional requirements and modelling them
in terms of 
ollaborating elements;
 te












hniques for translating models of the problem into models of the solution.
Thus beyond the support for dis
overing the required data and pro
edures, methods
or fun
tions, most modern ADM's also in
lude te
hniques for developing large systems
through giving guidan
e on how to divide a system into sensible 
omponents. This
division is normally dire
ted through one or more 
riterion for modular development.
The modelling language of ea
h ADM will provide elements that present the modular
ar
hite
ture of a system, one of several system insights or views that 
an be des
ribed.
4.2.3 System Viewer and Complexity Manager
All ADMs support several views of a system both during development and upon 
om-
pletion. Where an implementation language presents one view of the system based on
the syntax of the language, ADMs provide some or all of the following:
 a stati
 view whi
h represents the major data elements of the system and their
relationships;









uses on the ee
ts of events on a system entity; and,
 a modular view whi
h des
ribes the high-level ar
hite
ture of the system.
Thus an ADM is a medium for 
ommuni
ating a design in various formats typi
ally
using graphi
al notation. In the obje
t-oriented paradigm, design patterns [27, 113, 49℄,
are be
oming an in
reasingly popular means of sharing ee
tive and reusable designs.
A pattern is
the abstra











ould not, and more importantly, should not be presented in
any of the many obje
t-oriented implementation languages. Through graphi
al repre-
sentations using modelling language notation (Gamma et al. use OMT, Obje
tory and
the Boo
h Method notation [49℄), a

ompanied by some 
ommentary on their develop-
ment, one 
an present a 
lear pi
ture of a pattern that 




lear views of a system in development, a methodology will en-

ourage the user to produ
e a thorough 
olle









ode with some 
ommentary, this tends to only support a des
ription of the terminal

onstru
tion of the software. There is no obvious site for a histori
al des
ription of de-
velopment or non-implementation do
umentation.
An ADM will support full do




lude a development history for a parti
ular entity or a snapshot of a system or

omponent of the system during development.
In 
on
lusion, most ADMs provide generi




ategorised as in the previous se
tions. However, modelling a system using any
methodology and implementing its design in any language is not advised. Instead one
should look to analyse a problem, and design and implement a solution using tools of
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the same paradigm. We present the reasons for this re





Most analysis and design methodologies 
an be 
lassied by the paradigm they support.
The Boo




t-oriented methodologies. UML [46, 16℄ though not a methodology, is
a notation for supporting obje
t-oriented analysis and design. Similarly, SSADM [41℄















ed in response to per
eived faults in the systems developed
using imperative languages. They en
ourage a parti
ular approa
h to system devel-
opment and 
onstru
tion through their 
on
entration on data 
ows, and the stepwise
renement of system pro
esses whi






tion. That is, they are fundamentally un-
derpinned by imperative 
onstru
ts. Obje
t-oriented methodologies, in 
ommon with
obje
t-oriented languages, naturally support obje
t-oriented development. Although
ea
h methodology has its own notation and spe
i
 set of te
hniques, they ea
h support
the development of obje
t-oriented systems.
Coad and Yourdon [29℄ argue that
It was diÆ
ult to think about stru
tured programming when the languages
of 
hoi
e were assembler and FORTRAN; things be
ame easier with Pas
al,
PL/1, and ALGOL. Similarly, it was diÆ
ult to think about 
oding in an
obje
t-oriented fashion when the language of 
hoi
e was COBOL or plain-
vanilla C; it has be
ome easier with C++ and Smalltalk.
Of 
ourse one 
an always implement a `paradigm A' design in a `paradigm B' imple-
mentation language but not without development 




an be implemented in non-obje
t-oriented languages but the
programmer will be required to: translate 
lasses into data stru
tures, pass arguments
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to methods, allo
ate storage for obje
ts, implement inheritan
e in data stru
tures and
so on. Boo
h [15℄ is more dismissive, arguing that
obje
t-oriented analysis and design is fundamentally dierent than tradi-
tional stru
tured design approa
hes: it requires a dierent way of think-
ing about de








arise from the fa
t that stru
tured design methods build upon stru
tured
programming, whereas obje
t-oriented design builds upon obje
t-oriented
programming.
A methodology that builds upon fun
tional programming also requires a dierent
design approa
h, and should be built from the underlying abstra
tions of fun
tional pro-
gramming. Brooks [20℄ des
ribes a mismat





h adds to the underlying essential 
omplexity of software development.
The degree of essential 
omplexity is a fun
tion of the type of problem and familiarity
with the problem domain, and thus 





avoided by adopting a paradigm-
onsistent approa
h from the modelling of requirements
through to the design and implementation of a solution.
Simply using a 
ombination of stepwise renement, data 
ow design and a general
modular approa
h will ignore the spe
i
 benets of programming in a fun
tional style
with a fun











hapter has outlined the stru
ture of ADMs and the benets of their appli
ation
within a software development proje





e, modelling using elements that are familiar to a potential implementation lan-
guage enhan
es the appli
ability of its produ
ts. We therefore believe that there are
strong arguments in favour of a fun
tional ADM that supports the essential features of
the fun




al representation. In the following 
hapters we des
ribe the modelling language
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and te
hniques of FAD, an analysis and design methodology that supports software
development within the fun
tional programming paradigm.
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Chapter 5
FAD Modelling Language
In the previous 
hapter we outlined the benets of using analysis and design method-
ologies (ADMs) as aids to software development. In addition we argued that the best
results are a
hieved when the ADM and implementation language support development
within the same paradigm. That is, one 
an argue at length regarding whi
h paradigm
provides the best support for software development, but one a




kage when one remains within a single paradigm
from problem des
ription through to implementation and delivery.















urred if one attempts to swit
h paradigms between any phases of develop-
ment. The obje
t-oriented and stru




kage within their paradigm. We believe that the fun
tional
programming paradigm requires methodologies to support its software development ap-
proa
h.
In Chapter 3 the major building blo
ks and glue of the fun
tional programming
paradigm were des
ribed. In this 
hapter we des
ribe the modelling language of FAD
(Fun
tional Analysis and Design). We believe that any paradigm-spe
i
 ADM should
support, in a natural manner, software development within the paradigm with minimal
notational overhead. In addition, a paradigm-spe
i
 ADM should not reinvent or over-

onstrain the software development pro
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pra
ti
e. This requires a modelling language that supports the major building blo
ks
and glue of the paradigm with a minimal 
olle
tion of graphi
al notations for pi
tori-
ally representing analyti
al and design models. The methodology should support the
re
ording and storing of entities in a manner that eases use and maximises dis
overy of
potentially reusable entities.
FAD is both a modelling language and a set of te
hniques to support software devel-
opment within the fun
tional programming paradigm. FAD should be pra
tised within
an iterative and in
remental development pro
ess. This is fa
ilitated by adopting a
single set of notations and diagrams that are appli
able throughout development. That
is, one does not use parti
ular types of diagram and entity representations at parti
ular
stages of development and then 
onvert them to new diagram types and representations
appli
able to later stages as is the 
ase with most stru
tured methodologies su
h as
SSADM. Any FAD diagram and its 
onstituent notation is of use throughout the de-
velopment pro
ess but will be iteratively updated in step with iterations in the system





h present a fun




h provides the same servi
e for types; and,
 module dependen
y diagrams whi




FAD supports development in any fun
tional language and not in a spe
i
 language.
It therefore needs to support 
onstru
ts that are 
ommon to all fun
tional languages,
or shared by just a few. In Se
tion 5.2 we des
ribe the basi
 units of the language.
We divide them into the mi
ro units: types, fun
tions and permissive signatures, and
the ma
ro units: ex
lusive signatures, modules, subsystems, proje
ts, and les. We
provide both informal denitions of the units and their FAD notation. For ea
h unit we
provide a brief quali
ation for the 
hosen notation. Ea







ord the unit's name, version and other
relevant information. These des
ription do
uments provide an histori
al re
ord of the
development of a parti
ular 
omponent of a system.
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In Se
tion 5.4 the inter-unit relationships supported by FAD are des
ribed. These
in
lude: the type use relationship, fun
tion use relationship and asso
iations between
types and permissive signatures, modules and ex
lusive signatures, and subsystems and
ex
lusive signatures. On
e again the informal denition is a

ompanied by a des
ription
of the FAD notation whi
h in
ludes some 
ommentary on the 
hoi
e of notation. In
des
ribing the units and relationships of the modelling language we present the diagrams
of FAD that aord various views of a system.




ts are dened and
represented in FAD. In the following se
tion we present a 
ase study that will be used to
illustrate elements of FAD's modelling language and the appli




ase study was 
hosen be
ause it is both small enough to 
omprehend fully and large
enough to illustrate the various 
omponents of FAD. A larger 





ker - is presented in the appendix to this thesis. A system is required
to automate the produ
tion of various football league related data. The system stores

urrent data on the league's football teams, the teams' players, histori
al data on league
tables, results, and s
oring tables. New results are entered by a data entry 
lerk and,
upon request, a 
urrent version of the league table or s
oring table is generated.
In brief, the system must support the following fun
tional requirements:
 the inputting of football results (for as many leagues as required);
 the produ




h present the top s
orers in the league, their





h present teams in order of average home
attendan
es;
 the transfer of players between teams;
 the updating of team data due to re
ent results; and,
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Figure 7: Mi
ro Unit Guide
 the updating of player data due to re
ent results where the data in
lude appear-
an
es and goals s
ored.
No non-fun
tional requirements are stated and the system should be developed so
that if new fun
tionality is required, it 
an be introdu






ro units of FAD are types, fun
tions and permissive signatures. We
des
ribe ea
h in turn and then des
ribe how they 
an be 




ts of the fun
tional paradigm. Figure 7 presents a `Mi
ro Unit Guide' whi
h
summarizes the mi
ro units, their relationships and diagrams.
The diagrams built using these units and relationships have a (informally) de
lared
syntax and semanti
s. These are des
ribed in the following se
tions and in Se
tions
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and Se
tion 5.4 where we present the ma
ro units and relationships of FAD. Ea
h unit
and relationship is illustrated by an example from the 
ase study.
5.2.1 Types
A type is a 
olle
tion of related values whi
h have some 
ommon usage. Examples
in
lude the type of 
hara
ters and the type of Boolean values. A type typi
ally has
a mnemoni





s of its values. Modern fun
tional
languages support type aliases whi
h assign a name to a type whi
h is appropriate in a
given 
ontext. In FAD ea
h type has a unique name whi
h begins with a lower 
ase letter.
In Se
tion 3.1.2 we emphasised the importan
e of types to software development within
the fun
tional programming paradigm. They provide a spe
i
ation of a program's
entities, and enable the early dete
tion of errors.
Every fun
tional language (and other typed languages) provides a set of built-in basi

types whose values are primitive to the language. Most languages provide 
hara
ters,
Booleans and various 
olle
tions of numeri
al values as basi




ompanied by built-in fun
tions and operators dened over the types. These normally
in
lude the arithmeti
, relational and logi
al operators.
The languages also support built-in and user-dened 
omposite types whose values
are 
onstru
ted using values of existing types. Tuples and lists are usually provided
by a fun
tional programming language. In 
ommon with basi
 types the languages
provide fun











ted by users through the multi-purpose algebrai
 type me
h-
anism using a unique type 
onstru
tor. The values of an algebrai
 type are 
onstru
ted
by using one of the value 
onstru
tors de
lared with the type. Enumerated types, sum
types, produ
t types, parameterised types and re
ursive types 







t data types, whi
h provide a me
hanism for modular development through




h interest in existential types [74℄ as a me
hanism for implementing rst-

lass abstra
t data types. FAD's support for these and for tuple types, re
ord types,
algebrai
 types and abstra
t data types are left to Se
tions 6.10, 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4
















The type of football teams. Ea
h team must be a

essible and
their information updateable. The date represents the latest
update to the teams' data. Ea
h team will in
lude data on its
results, attendan
es and other team-related information.
Figure 8: Type Des
ription Do
ument for the Type teams
respe
tively.
The details of a type are des
ribed in a Type Des
ription Do
ument (TDD) as
illustrated by the TDD for the type teams presented in Figure 8. Ea
h type may
have several TDDs illustrating the iterative development of the type. However ea
h
type will have a TDD whi
h represents the 
urrent form of the type whi








ument presents a des
ription of a type. To the right of
the header is the proje
t within whi
h the entity is dened. The list in the body of the
do
ument presents the following information:
 the name of the type 
onstru
tor of the type whi
h begins with a lower 
ase letter;
 the version of the type denoted by a date:natural number value to a

ommodate
multiple versions in a single day;




tors with the kind * are simply
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types;
 the module in whi
h the type is de
lared. Every mi
ro unit is de
lared in a unique
and identied module. The organization of modules and their entities is a design
de
ision and therefore the 
ontaining module will typi
ally be re
orded in a later
version of a TDD;
 the types used in 
onstru
ting values of the type;
 the type variables and asso
iated permissive signatures. This entry will be blank
for any type whose type 
onstru









tion 5.4.4. A type variable is written as a single lower 
ase letter. This name
has no intrinsi
 value and if there are no asso
iated permissive signatures then no
entry will be re
orded;
 the permissive signatures instantiated by the type (see Se
tion 5.4.4). The pa-
rameter (or a parameter for permissive signatures with more than one parameter)





 type instantiates a 
onstru




 a textual des
ription of the type.
In summary, a type des
ription do
ument is a host for information relating to the
development of a type. As a type is iteratively developed the do










Types and values of types are represented in FAD by similar notation. A type is
represented in FAD by a re
tangle (or box) en
losing the type's name as illustrated in
Figure 9. This notation was 
hosen be
ause a type is a 
olle





s. Alternatively, one 
an view types as a me
hanism for
partitioning the universe of values (ignoring some overloading of numeri
 literals), and
partitions are often represented as re
tangular segments of a set.
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Figure 9: A Type, Parameter of a Type, and a Named Value of a Type
If the type is 
onstru
ted through the appli
ation of a non-nullary type 
onstru
tor












an also add a name to a parti
ular use of a type to make expli
it how a type's
value is being used in a parti
ular 
ontext. That is, parameter names or type values
in the form of a valid expression or literal, or names asso
iated with a value 
an also
be in
luded in a type re
tangle. A parameter is written parameterName:typeName or
simply parameterName if the type is 
lear due to the 
ontext, and a value 
an similarly
prex a type name or appear on its own. The re
tangle en
losing a value of a type has
a thi
k solid perimeter. This notation dierentiates a type from a value of a type but
with minimal added notational overload. One 
an use this value notation to represent
partial appli
ation. This is des
ribed along with FAD's support for the 
urried form
of multiple argument fun
tions in Se
tion 5.4.3. Hen
e one is able to reuse the same
notation for a type, a type variable, a non-nullary type 
onstru
tor, a named parameter
of a type and a value of a type or a name asso
iated with a value. A fun
tional type
has its own notation as des




The major building blo
ks of the fun
tional paradigm are pure fun
tions that map
values from a single type (argument type) or multiple argument types, to a value of






an be arguments of other fun
tions, be returned by fun
tions and be
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through the appli
ation of a 
urried fun
tion to an in
omplete set of arguments known
as partial appli
ation
FAD supports all forms of fun
tion use in
luding fun




tional arguments (see Se
tion 6.9) and
fun




The details of ea
h fun
tion are des






ommon with TDDs will be developed iteratively. We present in Figure
10 the FDD for getData, the higher-order polymorphi
 fun
tion whi
h takes a fun
tional
argument and a value of the type teams, whi
h is a 
olle
tion of values of type team,
and returns the result of applying the fun
tion to ea
h team value. The return type is

olle
tion a where the type 
olle
tion a is used by the type teams.
In 
ommon with TDDs, the 
olle




tions. That is, the 
olle
tion of do
uments presents a re
ord of de-
sign de
isions for a parti
ular fun
tion. These are of potential use in future maintenan
e
of the system, in supporting reusable designs and to allow rollba





tion is dened is presented to the right of the
do




h begins with a lower 
ase letter. An operator name is
presented in prex form en
losed in parenthesis. Fun




 identiers are en






tions and overloading. However
no two fun
tions with the same type spe
i
ation will have the same name. This
also prohibits the 
o-existen
e of a polymorphi
 fun
tion and its monomorphi

instantiations. In Chapter 7 we des
ribe a te








with the same name 
an be dis
riminated by qualifying their name with the name
of the module in whi
h they are dened. For example, the fun
tion getData 
an
be qualied as TeamsMod.getData. This naming 
onvention 
an be applied to any
module entities;
 the version of the FDD represented by a date:natural number value;
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tion 5.3.1). During the
early stages of development one may re
ord a subsystem as host. This applies to
mi
ro units of any kind;
 the fun
tion's arity. This will be used as a key for storing the fun
tion in the data
di
tionary as des




ation written using the fun
tion type operator -> ;
 the required type/permissive signature asso
iations. This information will help
guide development of the fun
tion and its asso
iated types. For polymorphi

fun
tions, the permissive signatures provide 
onstraints on the types that 
an in-
stantiate the asso




iations are written PERMSIG a where a is the name assigned to the type variable.
For multiple parameter signatures the signature name is followed by the requi-
site number of type variables. See Se
tion 5.2.3 for a des
ription of permissive
signatures, and Se
tion 5.4.4 for an explanation of the type/permissive signature
asso




 the required type/signature instantiation asso
iations. These are written as above
repla
ing the variable name with the type name. For example, PERMSIG typeName.
Many fun




ated permissive signatures will provide information regarding the behaviour of the
fun
tion. They will also provide 
onstraints on the implementation of any asso-

iated types, and suggest potential fun
tion overloading when implementing in a
language with su
h support. A type or used type may be required to instantiate a
parti
ular signature. This information aids the dis






 the non-argument fun




is presented with its type spe
i
ation to distinguish overloaded fun
tion names.
A 
olon separates a fun
tion name from its type. A fun
tion with 
onditional
behaviour will not ne







































ation of a data-getting fun
tion to ea
h
team in the 
olle





ument for the Fun
tion getData
 a des






ant information for developing
a fun
tion and storing it in the data di
tionary. The fun
tion's arity and permissive
signature instantiations are used to store and retrieve fun
tions for potential reuse. This
approa
h is built on that des
ribed by Park and Ramjisingh [94℄ and An and Park [4℄,
and is fully des
ribed in Chapter 8.
FAD Notation
A fun
tion is represented in FAD by a grey re
tangle or box juxtaposed with its ar-
gument types to its right (
onsistent with fun
tion appli
ation syntax in all modern
fun
tional languages) and the result type to its left. The fun
tion re
tangle is larger
than the type re
tangles. The grey box notation is motivated by the idea of a `bla
k
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Figure 11: Fun
tion Representation
box' view of a fun
tion where one is only interested in the mapping between a fun
tion's
inputs and outputs. Thus, one presents the type(s) of the input values and the type of
the output value linked by a box whose inner details are not visible. The type boxes
are external to the fun
tion box sin
e it: 
onforms to the juxtaposition-based syntax
between a fun
tion and its arguments found in most fun
tional languages; it avoids




tion 5.4.4; and, it simplies the representation of fun
-
tions with fun
tional arguments or results.
A fun
tion name is written inside the shaded box, as is a fun
tional parameter name
if required. If a fun




h further argument appears to the right of ea
h existing
argument.
We illustrate FAD's fun
tion notation in Figure 11 where we present the FAD rep-
resentation of the 
urried fun
tion getData. whi
h takes two arguments. The rst
argument is of the fun
tion type team -> a. A fun
tion type is represented as a fun
-
tion with no name in the fun
tion box. When used as an argument or result type of a
fun
tion it is en
losed in a type box.
5.2.3 Permissive Signatures
The development of fun
tions and types requires as mu
h information as possible. A
fun
tion's development is guided by its type and required behaviour, and a type's devel-










tion getPlayer takes a player's name and the

olle
tion of players of type player, and returns the relevant player. The fun
tion will
test ea
h player in the 
olle
tion against the inputted name until a mat
h is a
hieved.




eptional value is returned. The fun
tion therefore requires
a test of equality of player names and needs to 
he
k ea
h player in turn. These be-
havioural requirements 
an be made expli
it through asso
iating permissive signatures
with the relevant type or type 
onstru
tor. We asso
iate the signature EQ, whi
h deliv-
ers an equality testing fun
tion, with the type of players' names, pName. In addition,
we asso
iate the permissive signature MAP that spe




h is used by the type players.
A permissive signature de
lares operations that implement the behaviour indi
ated
by the name of the signature. The operations are spe
ied in terms of the parameter(s)
of the signature. That is, a signature will have one or more parameters that are bound
to the type 
onstru
tors of the types that instantiate the signature. For example, the
Haskell type 
lasses Eq and Ord 
an be modelled in FAD as permissive signatures whose
operations deliver equality and ordering behaviour. They are instantiated, for example,
by the various numeri
 types.
Ea
h entity may only be spe
ied in a single permissive signature but 
an be reused





5.4.7. That is, sin
e (==) is spe
ied in the permissive signature EQ it 
annot appear in





iated with one or more types that will instantiate the signature (see Se
tion
5.4.4 for details on how this is a
hieved) su
h as the type Int and Char whi
h instantiate
the Haskell 
lasses presented above. A type instantiates a permissive signature when
bindings exist for ea
h entity spe
ied in the signature dened over the type.
A permissive signature provides a 
ontra
t of usability for any type (or types when
there is more than one parameter) whi
h instantiate the signature. Ea
h parameter will
have an expli
it kind where a kind identies 
olle
tions of type 
onstru
tors in the same
manner that types des
ribe 
olle
tions of values [66℄.
Ea
h algebrai





tor signature. In most 
ases the signature will have a single parameter that









tor signatures will generally be
instantiated by a single type. That is, there will typi





tor signatures and algebrai
 types. The operations of a 
onstru
tor
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Figure 12: Constru
tor Signature
signature are the value 
onstru
tors of an instantiating type. This is illustrated in
Figure 12 where the 
onstru
tor signature of the Haskell type Maybe is presented. The
type has two 
onstru
tors, Just whi
h takes a value of any type a and returns a value
of type Maybe a and Nothing whi
h is a value of the type Maybe a.
The details of ea
h signature are des
ribed in a Permissive Signature Des
ription
Do
ument (PSDD) as illustrated by the PSDD for EQ whi
h is equivalent to the Haskell





ation by writing the name followed by a 
olon and then the type.
The proje
t within whi
h the signature is dened is presented to the right of the
header. The list in the body of the do
ument presents:
 the signature's unique name whi
h is written in upper-
ase letters;
 the version of the signature;
 the module in whi
h the signature is de
lared;
 the signature's parameters and their kind. Although the parameter name is not
important it must not 
lash with any type variable names that are not mat
hed
with the parameter. For example, a signature whose parameter is of kind * ->
*, will possible spe
ify operations over at least two type variables. One of kind *
-> * will use the parameter name and the other of kind * must have a dierent
name;







Parameter(s): a : *
Operations: (==): a -> a -> bool
(with type spe





ies the ability to test for equality
over an instantiating type.
Figure 13: Permissive Signature Des
ription Do
ument for EQ





using the name of the parameter(s);
 the signature(s) from whi
h the signature has inherited operations;
 a des
ription of the signature.
Permissive signatures not only present the names of operations dened over a type
but also the types of the operations. This is important development information sin
e
one wants to know not only what is available but how to use it. However, the information
is purely synta
ti
 and provides no semanti
 guarantee. That is, one 
an guarantee that
a named fun
tion exists over a 
ertain type, but one 
annot guarantee that the behaviour
implied is a
tually delivered. This would require a formal approa
h to development that
is beyond the s
ope of FAD.
FAD Notation
A signature is represented in FAD by a double-edged re
tangle as shown in Figure 14.
The notation was 
hosen sin
e a permissive signature is in essen
e an outerfa
e to a
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Figure 14: A Permissive signature
type (as opposed to an interfa
e) and the notation mimi
s su
h a wrapping around a
type. That is, a type with an extra layer of information. It en
loses the signature's
name whi
h may be followed by the name of the instantiating type or type 
onstru
tor,
or a type variable. If the instantiating type is 
lear by the 
ontext of its use, then the
type name 




Any operations of the signature may be added below the signature's name (either
graphi
ally or using the textual syntax name : type), separated by a horizontal line.
One may elide a signature if it has a large number of operations or if the operations are
presented elsewhere su
h as an inherited signature.
That 
ompletes the des
ription of FAD's mi
ro units. In order to model large systems
one needs to be able to des
ribe modular stru
tures and their relationships. Thus












ro units and their various relationships deliver models of the fun
tionality and
data stru
tures required of a system. The relationships are des
ribed in Se
tion 5.4.
They do not provide a means of des
ribing the high level modular stru
ture of a system.
For this we require the ma
ro units of FAD, whi
h are modules, subsystems, ex
lusive
signatures, proje
ts, and les. In the following se
tions we present des
riptions of ea
h
of these units a

ompanied by their graphi




ro unit relationships are des
ribed in Se
tion 5.4. Figure 15 presents a `Ma
ro




h summarizes the ma
ro units, their relationships and diagrams.
A proje








ture to deliver the fun
tionality required of
an automated system. A proje
t 
an be partitioned into a 
olle










ture). That is, subsystems partition
a proje
t, whi
h are themselves partitioned by modules. Ea
h module is the host of
the denitions of various mi
ro units. Ea
h subsystem 
an be used in other proje
ts
independently of the proje
t for whi
h it was originally developed. This is also true






omponent of a new proje
t. A subsystem 
an be used
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in the development of a new proje
t, and modules 
an be used independently in the
development of subsystems of new proje
ts.
5.3.1 Module
A module is an identied 
olle
tion of mi
ro units. In FAD, a proje
t is partitioned into
a 
olle
tion of subsystems (whi
h are des
ribed in the following se
tion) and these are
further partitioned into a 
olle
tion of modules. Every type, fun
tion and permissive
signature is de
lared in a module, whi
h provides a medium for the development of a

ohesive unit and in asso
iation with ex
lusive signatures, support for en
apsulation
and a me
hanism for type abstra
tion. Every entity de
lared in a module is visible from
every other entity de
lared in the same module. Entities de
lared in module A 
an use
entities de
lared in module B if there is a module use relationship from A to B, and
the required entity is spe
ied in the mediating ex
lusive signature. The module use
relationship is des
ribed in Se
tion 5.4.10, and ex
lusive signatures in Se
tion 5.3.3. If
the two entities are de
lared in modules of dierent subsystems then the subsystems
must be asso
iated through a subsystem use relationship as des
ribed in Se
tion 5.4.11.
Thus FAD supports modular program development based on information hiding




ourages the development of an ar
hite
ture that maximises the 
ohesion
of its units and minimises the 




tional programming languages support a modular approa
h to pro-
gram development. Although there is some 







The details of ea
h module are des
ribed in a Module Des
ription Do
ument (MDD)
as illustrated by the MDD for TeamsMod, the module whi
h delivers the types and
fun
tions asso
iated with football teams. This MDD is presented in Figure 16.
In ea
h MDD, the proje
t within whi
h the module is dened is presented to the
right of the header. The list in the body of the do
ument presents:
 the module's unique name whi
h begins with an upper 
ase letter;
 the version of the module;








Permissive sig(s): TEAMSCON, MATCHTEAMSCON
Fun
tion(s): addResultsToTeams:
results -> teams -> teams
addResultToTeams:
result -> teams -> teams
addTeams: mat
hTeams -> teams -> teams
sele
tTeams:




hTeams -> result -> mat
hTeams





This module hosts the type of football teams and its asso
iated
fun
tions. It also hosts the type whi
h represent the teams whi
h
played in a mat
h. The type whi
h represents a football team will
be hosted in a separate module to de
ouple it from the teams type.
Figure 16: Module Des
ription Do
ument for the Module TeamsMod
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Figure 17: The Module TeamsMod
 the types, permissive signatures and fun
tions de





ompanied by its type;
 the modules used by the module. In ea
h 





h mediates its use. The name of the module
and signature are separated by a 
olon;
 the subsystem within whi
h the module is de
lared;
 the le in whi
h the module is implemented;
 a des
ription of the module.
In 
ommon with FDDs and TDDs, the des
ription do
ument for a module will be
updated to re
ord iterative developments of the module.
FAD Notation






e a module supports en
apsulation whi
h 




apsule-like notation. One 
an en
lose any subset of the module's en-
tities represented graphi
ally or textually. The module TeamsMod is presented with one
of its fun
tions in Figure 17.
5.3.2 Subsystem
A subsystem is a 
olle
tion of modules and ex
lusive signatures. That is, ea
h module
is de
lared in a subsystem along with any asso
iated ex
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tion of subsystems supports an in
remental approa
h to software development
and provides a robust ling system for system entities. That is, ea
h entity will be
dened in a named module, whi
h itself is part of a named subsystem.
An entity EA of a module A may use an entity EB of module B de
lared in
the same subsystem, if there exists a module use relationship from A to B whi
h is
mediated by an ex
lusive signature in whi
h EB is spe
ied. If however, modules A
and B are de
lared in the subsystems SA and SB then there must be a subsystem
use relationship from SA to SB whi
h is mediated by an ex








5.4.6 and the subsystem use relationship in Se
tion 5.4.11. Ex
lusive signatures are an
important developmental aid in that they support the prin
iple of least 
ommitment,
where one 
an delay detailed design until absolutely ne
essary. The ro^le of ex
lusive
signatures in development using the FAD methodology is des
ribed in Chapter 7.
Subsystems are not assigned a unique 
onstru
t by any fun
tional programming
languages. However, they 
an be realised through the modular system of ea
h language.
For example, in SML a stru
ture (whi







tures. Similarly one 
an use Haskell's module import me
hanism to mimi
 the




ess to all the
modules through a single interfa




The details of ea
h subsystem are des
ribed in a Subsystem Des
ription Do
ument
(SSDD) as illustrated by the SSDD for the subsystem FootballSS, the subsystem whi
h
will deliver the problem domain fun
tionality for the football system. That is, it will
deliver through a 
olle
tion of modules, the essential types spe
i
 to the football system,
teams, results and so on, and the fun
tions whi
h implement the fun
tionality required
of any football league. This SSDD is presented in Figure 18.
In ea
h SSDD, the proje
t within whi
h the subsystem is de
lared is presented to
the right of the header. The list in the body of the do
ument presents:
 the subsystem's unique name whi
h begins with an upper-
ase letter and must
not 
lash with any module or existing subsystem name;














lusive Sigs: RESULTSSIG2, TEAMSIG
PLAYERSIG, RESULTSIG




This subsystem hosts the modules whi
h are essential to the
pro
essing of football results. That is, the modules host the
football related types and fun




h provide the interfa
es
to its modules.
Figure 18: Subsystem Des
ription Do
ument for the Subsystem FootballSS
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 the version of the subsystem;
 the modules de
lared in the subsystem. Those modules that are asso
iated with
the subsystem via a partition relationship (des
ribed in Se
tion 5.4.14) are pre-
sented with the ex
lusive signature whi
h mediates the relationship. The ex
lusive
signature makes expli
it the module's entities that 
an be used by a 
lient from





iated with the subsystem. Modules whi
h are only




 the other ex
lusive signatures de
lared in the subsystem. These signatures are
used to mediate intera
tion between the modules of the subsystem;






ess to their entities;
 a referen
e to the programming unit whi
h is responsible for the development of
the subsystem;
 a des
ription of the subsystem.
The subsystem FootballSS hosts seven modules, and is dependent on a single sub-
system GeneralSS that provides types and fun




lared in a language's standard environment.
FAD Notation
A subsystem is represented in FAD by a semi-ellipse en
losing the subsystem's name.
This notation was 
hosen sin
e a proje
t is represented as an ellipse, and a subsystem is
a part of a proje
t. The modules de
lared in the subsystem 
an be presented textually
below a horizontal line whi
h delimits them from the subsystem's name. Alternatively
one 
an present hosted modules through the partition relationship des
ribed in Se
tion
5.4.14. We present the graphi
al notation for a subsystem in Figure 19.
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The development of any large system requires the division of work among several devel-
opment units. How one divides the work and the information provided to ea
h devel-
opment team, is essential to su

essful development. In FAD the unit of subdivision is
the subsystem whi
h was des
ribed in the previous se
tion. The information regarding
what is required of a subsystem, and how ea
h 
an intera
t with other subsystems, is
provided by ex
lusive signatures. They are also used to guide the development of mod-
ules. That is, during software development ex
lusive signatures play an essential ro^le
in spe
ifying system requirements, and later in designing an implementable solution.
Full details of the methodology and the te
hniques that develop ex
lusive signatures are






ro units. These units are the only
units visible to a 
lient de
lared in another ma
ro unit. A module or subsystem 
an




lares the entities that are
available for use. That is, an ex
lusive signature mediates a

ess to an asso
iated item.
Module use and subsystem use are des
ribed in Se
tions 5.4.10 and 5.4.11 respe
tively.
Ea
h signature entity is a







iated with any module or subsystem whi
h provides a binding for
all of the signature's entities. This does not imply that the bindings are hosted by
the asso
iated ma
ro unit, but that the unit is visible from the asso
iated ma
ro unit.
Visibility of one mi
ro unit from another is dened in Se
tion 5.4.1. Module and sub-
system asso
iations with ex
lusive signatures are des
ribed in Se
tions 5.4.5 and 5.4.6
respe
tively.
Standard ML signatures, Miranda abstra
t type signatures, Clean denition modules
and Haskell module export and import lists are thus supported through FAD's ex
lusive




used on using parameterised signatures to
support a type-theoreti
 framework for modular programming [69℄. FAD however has
a 
lear distin
tion between the semanti
s of a (parameterised) permissive signature and
that of a (non-parameterised) ex
lusive signature. A permissive signature presents the
minimal fun
tionality supported by its asso




ess to the entities of an asso
iated item. That is, a permissive signature
spe
ies at least this where an ex
lusive signature spe
ies only this.









ision without imposing a parti
ular implementation approa
h. The FAD de-
s
ription may present more information than that provided by an implementation lan-
guage. Haskell, for example, presents (in a module's export or import list) the names of
a

essible entities without any type information (although this may be added to Haskell
2). In 
ontrast, ML signatures and Clean denition modules provide type information
alongside the entity names.
The details of ea
h ex




ument (ESDD) as illustrated by the ESDD for TEAMSSIG, an interfa
e to
the module in whi
h the type teams and asso
iated types and fun
tions are dened.
This is presented in Figure 20.
The proje
t within whi
h the signature is dened is presented to the right of the
header. The list in the body of the do
ument presents:
 the unique name of the signature written in upper-
ase letters. The name must
not 
lash with any (permissive or ex
lusive) existing signature name;
 the version of the signature;
 the subsystem in whi
h the signature is de
lared. If the signature is asso
iated
with a subsystem then this will appear blank sin
e it is de
lared in the proje
t
and not any of its subsystems;
 the types spe
ied in the signature. If the type's 
onstru
tor signature is not
spe
ied in the signature then the type is used as an abstra
t type. Se
tion 6.4
provides full details of FAD's support for abstra
t types;
















This signature provides an interfa
e to the module TeamsMod
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Figure 21: The Ex
lusive Signature TEAMSSIG
 the permissive signatures spe






ied in the signature with their type spe
i
ations;






ription of the signature.
FAD Notation
An ex
lusive signature has the same graphi
al notation as its permissive 
ounterpart





ts as an an interfa
e to an asso
iated ma
ro unit and the notation
mimi
s su
h a barrier to entry. This is illustrated with the ex
lusive signature TEAMSSIG
presented in Figure 21.
5.3.4 Proje
t
A system is developed as a proje
t. A proje
t is typi
ally partitioned into several
subsystems. Thus one de









an be used in the development of another proje
t. The only 
onstraints on
the use of a subsystem's entities are those imposed by an asso
iated ex
lusive signature.


























ument for the Proje
t Football
The details of ea
h proje
t are des




as illustrated by the PDD for Football, the football system proje
t. This PDD is
presented in Figure 22.
A PDD presents:
 the unique name of the proje
t whi
h begins with an upper-
ase letter and must
not 
lash with any names of modules, subsystems or existing proje
ts;
 the subsystems de
lared in the proje




h mediates use of the subsystem's entities. That is, any
other signature asso




lared in this signature;
 the other ex
lusive signatures de
lared in the proje
t. These are used to mediate
intera
tion between entities of the proje
t's subsystems;
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Figure 23: The Proje
t Football
 the other proje
ts used by the proje
t;
 the development units assigned to the proje
t, and the subsystem(s) for whi
h
they are responsible;
 a brief des




t is represented in FAD by an ellipse en
losing the proje
t's name. An ellipse
was 
hosen sin
e it is ni
ely represents the global nature of a proje
t. Below a delimiting
horizontal line one 
an present the names of the proje
t's subsystems. Alternatively
these 
an be linked to the proje




al representation of the proje




t will be implemented as a 
olle
tion of les. These may in
lude standard




lared. That is, a le is a 
omponent of the system that delivers a part of an
implemented proje
t. Where the subsystem and module ar
hite
ture provides a logi
al
model of a system, the 
olle




of the software whi
h implements the system. Sin
e les are units of implementation,
their ar
hite
ture is determined late in any development pro
ess.
Every module will be dened in a single le but a le 
ould in
lude the denition of
several modules. A subsystem will normally be dened through several les, but every
le will be asso
iated with a single subsystem. Every ex
lusive signature will be dened
in a single le although on
e again several 
ould be dened in the same le.













The implementation of the football teams module.
Figure 24: File Des
ription Do
ument for the File Teams.hs
The details of ea
h le are des
ribed in a File Des
ription Do
ument (FIDD) as
illustrated in Figure 24 by the FIDD for teams.hs.
In ea
h FIDD the proje
t being implemented is presented to the right of the header.
The list in the body of the do
ument presents:
 the le's unique name whi
h will be written in a manner 
onsistent with the
implementation language;
 the subsystem supported by the le;
 the module(s) implemented in the le;
 the ex
lusive signatures implemented in the le;
 the data hosted by the le. For example, the 
urrent re
ord of the football teams;





ription of the le.
Ea
h modern fun
tional programming language adopts its own 
onventions regarding
the assignment of modules to les. In Haskell ea
h module must be de
lared in a separate
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Figure 25: The File Teams.hs
le typi
ally of the same name. The module denitions are normally a

ompanied by an
export list of entities available to potential 
lients. SML imposes no su
h restri
tion, and
thus multiple modules 
an be de
lared in a single le. Clean requires two les for any
module whi
h 
ontains entities available to other modules, one to host the denitions
and the other to de
lare the entities that are for export. In ea
h 
ase the le name
must mat
h the module name with the le extension signalling its use. That is, an
implementation module le has the extension i
l as opposed to d
l for a denition
module le. Miranda has no language notation for a module, providing its support for
modular programming dire
tly through its les. A more detailed des
ription of modular
support in modern fun
tional languages is presented in Chapter 3.
FAD Notation
A le is represented in FAD as a bla
kened re
tangle with a white border. This looks
similar to a ling 
abinet with the names representing ea
h drawer. The le name is




lude the name(s) of the module(s) de
lared




ription of FAD's mi
ro and ma
ro units. How they 
ollabo-
rate is des
ribed in the following se
tion.
5.4 FAD Relationships and Asso
iations
Various relationships and asso
iations between the modelling language's units are sup-
ported by FAD. These in
lude instantiation of a permissive signature by a type, mod-
ule/ex
lusive signature asso
iation and several `use relationships'. In this se
tion we
will des
ribe the syntax and semanti
s of ea
h relationship. We will illustrate ea
h with
an example from the 
ase study.
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5.4.1 Argument of a Fun
tion
Sin
e all data 
ow is expli
it in a pure fun
tional program, and most modern fun
tional
languages are strongly typed, the argument and result type(s) of a fun
tion play an





s of a program. Although a fun
tional programmer is not required to spe
ify the
types of fun
tions, as is the 
ase in stati
ally-typed OO languages, as a development
tool it is extremely bene
ial and is therefore en
ouraged by FAD. The relationship
between a fun
tion and its argument (and result types) is a use relationship sin
e the
fun
tion uses values of the argument type(s) to 
reate values of the result type.
All argument types must be visible from their asso
iated fun
tion. The visiblity
rules are the same for all mi
ro units. That is, mi
ro unit B is visible from mi
ro unit
A if and only if pre
isely one of the following is true:
 A and B are hosted by the same module;
 B is hosted by a module BMod in the same subsystem as the module AMod
whi
h hosts A. There is either a module use relationship from AMod to BMod
with B spe
ied in the mediating ex
lusive signature, or there is a path from
AMod to BMod via one or more intermediate modules where ea
h module use
relationship linking the modules is mediated by an ex
lusive signature that spe
-
ies B;
 B is hosted by a module BMod hosted by a subsystem BS whi
h is used by the
subsystem whi
h hosts the module in whi
h A is de




h mediates use of the subsystem, and in the ex
lusive
signature whi
h mediates the partition relationship between the subsystem BS
and BMod or a module whi
h is linked to BMod via a path as des
ribed in
the 
ase above. This is illustrated in Figure 91 where to aid readibility we have
limited the spe
i
ations presented in the ex
lusive signatures to those required
for the example.








tions 5.4.10, 5.4.11, 5.4.14, 5.4.5 and 5.4.6 respe
tively.




ted in their appli
ation to types that are visible.
Constrained polymorphi
 fun




onstraint. They are restri
ted in their appli
ation to types that are visible
and instantiate the permissive signature as des
ribed in Se
tion 5.4.4. This implies that
software must be designed in su
h a way that a fun
tion has a

ess, maybe only in an
abstra
t sense, to its argument type(s).
Higher-order fun
tions with fun
tional arguments imply a dependen
y between the
higher-order fun
tion and any a
tual fun






tion argument type is represented in FAD through the juxtaposition of the type
to the right of the fun




onforms to the juxtaposition-based syntax between a
fun
tion and its arguments found in most fun
tional languages; it avoids potentially








To support modular development, one 
an annotate the type notation to indi
ate
whether the fun
tion and type are de
lared in the same subsystem or if they are de
lared
in the same module. The default notation represents an intra-module relationship.
That is the fun
tion and type are de
lared in the same modules. An inter-subsystem
relationship is indi
ated by a broken verti
al line in the type box at the fun
tion end of
the link. An intra-subsytem, inter-module relationship is indi
ated by a solid verti
al
line in the type box at the fun









eptability of a result against existing
results and the 
olle
tion of football teams, is de
lared in the module ResultMod of the
subsystem FootballSS. It takes three arguments. The rst is of type result whi
h
is de
lared in the same module. The se
ond and third of types results and teams
are de
lared in the modules ResultsMod and TeamsMod of the same subsystem. The
result type bool is a general-purpose type that is de
lared in a module of the subsystem
GeneralSS.
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Figure 26: A Fun
tion and its Type with Modular Annotations
5.4.2 Result of a Fun
tion
A fun
tion is dependent both on its argument type(s) and result type. Therefore, the
visibility rules des
ribed in the previous se
tion equally apply to a fun
tion and its result
type. Hen
e a fun
tion has a use relationship with its result type and the same design
impli
ations apply as those stated in Se
tion 5.4.1.
FAD Notation
A result type is represented in FAD through juxtaposing the type box to the left of
its fun
tion box. That is, a type to the left of a fun
tion box is the result type of the
fun
tion. The reasons for this notation are as des
ribed for an argument type.
A fun
tion/result type asso




tional languages aord the developer a 
hoi
e of designs for multiple
argument fun
tions. The rst form, whi
h is also 
ommon to non-fun
tional languages,
is to present the arguments in a tuple. The se
ond form delivers the arguments one at
a time and is known as the 







tions are represented through juxtaposing the rst type box to the right of
the fun
tion box, and then ea
h further type box to the right of the previous type box.




h in Haskell has the following spe
i
ation.
addResultToPlayers :: Result -> Players -> Players
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Figure 27: The Curried Fun
tion addResultToPlayers
Figure 28: Partial Appli








reated through the partial appli
a-
tion of the fun
tion to an in
omplete set of argument values. FAD represents partial
appli
ation by repla
ing a type with a value of a type as illustrated in Figure 28 where
the fun
tion sele






h retrieves data from a 
olle
tion of values by applying its
rst argument to ea
h element in its se
ond argument.
5.4.4 Type/Permissive Signature Asso
iation
A permissive signature provides the minimum fun
tionality supported by any asso
i-
ated type. There are two forms of asso
iation that FAD supports. The rst is that






iation. A permissive signature restri
ts the type whi
h 
an be
bound to the type variable(s) to those that provide bindings for ea
h of the signature's
operations. These types are linked to the permissive signature through the se
ond form
of asso
iation that we 




tors of any type(s) that instantiate a permissive signature must have the
same kind as the signature's parameter(s). Type instantiation of a signature implies
that bindings exist for the operations of the signature dened over the type.
FAD Notation
The asso
iation between a permissive signature and a type (or type variable) is rep-
resented through juxtaposing the two. Juxtaposition was 
hosen sin
e a permissive
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Figure 29: Type Dependen
y Diagram for the Type teams with Signature Instantiation
signature is adding an extra layer of information to a type. This is illustrate in Fig-
ure 29 where we present part of the type dependen
y diagram for the type teams. We
will return to this diagram to illustrate other relationships but for now we fo
us on
the instantiation of the permissive signature ORD by the type date, and the permissive
signature CONTAINER by the type 
olle
tion a. In both 
ases one 
ould represent




tively. Here one simply presents the type 
onstru
tor
name (without any parameters) after the permissive signature name.
When more than one signature is instantiated by a type this 
an be represented
either by juxtaposing the signatures, or juxtaposing ea
h signature with the type. In
addition one 
an represent multiple instantiations of a single signature by juxtaposing
the signature with ea
h type as in Figure 30.
Thus the types int, bool, 
har, and float all instantiate the signature EQ.
Instantiation of a multiple parameter permissive signature is represented by en
losing
the instantiating types inside a type box juxtaposed with the signature. We illustrate
this in Figure 30 with a FAD representation of an example similar to one des
ribed in
[102℄. In [102℄ the example refers to a multiple parameter type 
lass Colle
tion with
two parameters of kind * -> * and *. The se
ond parameter enables 
onstraints to be
applied to the type variable whi
h represents the elements of a 
olle
tion type. We have

alled the permissive signature SET.
One 
an in
lude type/permissive signature asso
iations in the des
ription of a fun
-
tion. The methodology en
ourages su
h asso
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Figure 30: Type Instantiation of a Signature
Figure 31: Type Constru
tor/Signature Asso
iation




tions. They also provide a key for storing a fun
tion in the data di
tionary.
FAD's te





tions 7.3.3 and 7.3.2. The data di
tionary is presented in Chapter 8.
We illustrate with an example from the 





tion 5.4.3 to illustrate partial appli
ation. The des
ription of the fun
-
tion in Figure 31 has been updated with the asso
iation of the permissive signature MAP
with the type 
olle
tion a, whi
h is used by the type teams to 
onstru
t values of
the type. This indi
ates that the fun
tion sele
t requires `mapping' behaviour over
its se
ond argument. That is, it needs to apply a fun
tion to ea
h of the elements in
a 
olle
tion. The type des
ription of the type 
olle
tion a will need to be updated
a

ordingly unless the instantiation has already been de
lared.
Fun
tion overloading is not supported by all modern fun
tional programming lan-





onverts a value to its printable form as a string. SML allows
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fun
tion identier reuse through module name quali
ation but not fun
tion overload-




lasses [66℄. The 
lass presents the signature supported by any instantiating
type. A 
lass 
an therefore implement a permissive signature.
Although support for fun
tion overloading is not provided by all fun
tional lan-
guages, the design benets of making expli
it the behaviour required by a type, or
the behaviour dened over a type is invaluable during development. Permissive signa-
tures and their asso
iations 
an be modelled either dire
tly or indire







tion 5.3.1 we presented a brief overview of the support within fun
tional program-
ming for modular programming. When designing a system it is important to be able
to separate the implementation of a module's entities from its interfa
e to the outside
world so that the ee
t of any implementation 
hanges are lo
alised. FAD supports this
approa
h both notationally and in its methodology des
ribed in the following 
hapter.
FAD provides modules in whi
h mi








the entities of a module whi
h are available to a 
lient module whi
h is linked to the
module via a module use relationship. Ea
h entity spe
ied in the signature is either
de
lared in the asso
iated module, or in a module whi
h is 
onne
ted to the asso
iated




signature. Thus one 
an asso
iate an ex
lusive signature with any module whi
h 
an
provide a binding for ea
h entity spe
ied in the signature, where the binding may be
provided by entities de
lared in the module, de




lusive signature) used by the module, or de
lared in a module used by
a used module (and spe
ied in the asso
iated ex
lusive signatures) and so on. The




h module will be asso
iated with at least one ex
lusive signature, but 
ould
be asso
iated with several signatures. Ea
h signature will present an interfa
e to the
module for a parti
ular 
lient. For example, module A may require a

ess to the types
de
lared in module B and require knowledge of how they are 
onstru
ted. Module C
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Figure 32: Module/Ex
lusive Signature Asso
iation for the Module ResMod
simply requires a

ess to the types of moduleB and some operations over the types. The
ex
lusive signature asso
iated with module B and used by module A will in
lude the
types of B and their asso
iated 
onstru
tor signature, often referred to as a transparent
signature. In 
ontrast, the signature used by module C in




t data types) and the required operations. Multiple
interfa





iation is represented through juxtaposing an ex-

lusive signature with a module. We 




e to the ma
ro unit to whi
h it is juxtaposed. In Figure 32 ea
h
entity of the signature RESULTSIG is de
lared in the module ResultMod. Entities not
spe
ied in the signature may also be de
lared in the module. They are not however
visible to external 
lients.
Hen
e FAD supports and en




it statement of the fun
tionality availed by a
module through its asso
iated signature(s). This allows the developer to des
ribe the

ollaboration between modules at the interfa
e level before fo
using on the internal
implementation details of ea
h module.





tion 5.3.2 we des
ribed subsystems and how they 
an be used during the develop-
ment of a system. Subsystems provide a me




tion of modules with some 
ommon purpose. The subsystem/ex
lusive
signature asso







ied in an ex
lusive signature asso
iated with a subsystem must
also be spe
ied in the ex
lusive signature whi
h mediates use of a 
ontained module's
entities through a partition relationship, or in an ex
lusive signature whi
h mediates
use of another subsystem via a subsystem use relationship. We des
ribe the subsystem
use relationship in Se
tion 5.4.11 and the subsystem/module partition relationship in
Se
tion 5.4.14.
During development the design of module interfa
es is guided by the usage require-
ments of their host subsystem and not vi
e versa. That is, subsystem use drives the
development of its modules and asso
iated signatures. Full details of this pro
ess are






ommon with the module/ex
lusive
signature asso
iation is represented in FAD by the juxtaposition of an ex
lusive signa-
ture with a subsystem. This notation was 
hosen for the same reasons presented in
Se
tion 5.4.5. This is illustrated in Figure 33 where the user interfa
e subsystem UISS
is asso
iated with the ex
lusive signature UISIG whi




tion of I/O fun
tions available for use. We des
ribe
in Se






an adopt the entities spe
ied in another signature, through the transitive
signature inheritan
e relationship. The only me
hanism for respe
ifying an entity in a
new signature is through inheriting its spe
i
ation from an existing signature.
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Figure 33: Subsystem/Ex
lusive Signature Asso
iation for the Subsystem UISS
A signature 
an only inherit from one or more signatures of the same form. That
is an ex
lusive signature 




e of other permissive signatures where they have
mat
hing parameter kinds. A signature 
an only inherit from a signature that is visible.
That is, if one wants a signature to inherit from another signature then they must either
be de
lared in the same ma
ro unit (the only possibility for ex
lusive signatures sin
e
they do not appear in other interfa
es), or are de
lared in the appropriate interfa
e(s).
Sin
e a permissive signature may be instantiated by several unrelated types they should
be as visible as possible. For example, in the 
ase study all permissive signatures are
de
lared in the subsystem GeneralSS and spe
ied in the mediating ex
lusive signature
GENERALSIG. This subsystem is used by all other subsystems of the proje
t.
In fun










lasses. For example, in Haskell 98 [100℄
several of the built-in 
lasses su




e relationship is represented by an arrow between two signa-
tures, pointing towards the bequeathing signature and from the inheriting signature.
Parameter names should be supplied when needed for 
lari
ation. For example, if a
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Figure 34: Signature Inheritan
e Relationship between EQ and ORD
multiple parameter signature inherits from a single parameter signature, one should use
a 
onsistent name for the related parameters in the two signatures.
The graphi
al notation is the reverse of that adopted in the Haskell 98 Report [100℄.
We argue that this is a more natural representation sin
e the dire




t that an inherited signature is implied by an inheriting signature. That
is, if a type instantiates a signature A whi
h inherits from signature B then it also
instantiates signature B. A similar argument 




 types have re
ently been mooted as a means of supporting
subtyping within fun
tional languages [107℄. FAD supports them through the signa-
ture inheritan
e relationship between 
onstru
tor signatures. As yet modern fun
tional
languages do not support extensible algebrai
 types.
We illustrate signature inheritan
e in Figure 34, where the permissive signature
ORD inherits from the permissive signature EQ. The new operations spe
ied in ORD are
presented below its name.
In the following se
tion we des
ribe the various use relationships between units of
the same form.
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5.4.8 Type Use Relationship
A type 




y from the using type to the used
type(s). The using type 
ould be an alias for the used type or 
ould be a 
omposite type
whose values are 
onstru
ted using values of the used type(s). For design purposes it is
important to make expli
it these dependen
ies sin





of the system. A type may only use a type that is visible.
A type is visible from another type if one of the 
ases for visibility presented in
Se
tion 5.4.1 is true. The relationship is non-transitive sin
e the type t1 
ould be visible
from the type t2 whi
h is visible from the type t3. However the type t1 may not be
visible from t3. In a modular design in whi
h a minimum of 
oupling between modules
is pra
tised, one would expe
t and en
ourage these patterns of design. A 
onstrained
parameterised type requires an asso
iation between a type variable and at least one
permissive signature. The permissive signature(s) must be visible from the type, whi
h
will always be the 
ase if one pra
tises a design approa
h where all permissive signatures
are visible from all entities.
FAD Notation
The type use relationship is represented by a link from the user type to the used type or
an asso
iated permissive signature. The link is 
onne
ted to the using type by a lled-
in re
tangle. This notation was 
hosen be
ause we required a simple (and reusable)
notation that made 
lear the dire
tion of usage. We use this same notation for all
use relationships between units of the same form. In support of modular development
the use relationships may re
e
t whether the entities at ea
h end are de
lared in the
same subsystem and also if they are de
lared in the same module. A broken line link
indi
ates an inter-subsystem relationship; a thin line link indi
ates an intra-subsystem
but inter-module relationship and a thi
k line link an intra-module relationship. The
thin line link is used by default and will be updated if ne
essary.
A sum type 
an be modelled by annotating the use relationship with 
omma delim-
ited natural numbers, to indi
ate whi
h types and type 
onstru
tors are used by ea
h
element of the sum. We need an annotation that supports more than one number sin
e
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Figure 35: Type Dependen
y Diagram for the Type teams
some types will be used in more than one element of the sum.
We illustrate the type use relationship in Figure 35 with a type dependen
y diagram
for the type teams. Type dependen
y diagrams present a data-
entri
 view of a system





tion of its values. The types teams and team are both de
lared in modules
of the subsystem FootballSS. The types date and 
olle
tion a are dened in the
subsystem GeneralSS. The type team uses the types tName, perfData and teamInfo
whi
h are all de




tional programmers are en
ouraged to design programs that are both `modular-in-
the-large' and `modular-in-the-small'. FAD's ma
ro units and ma
ro unit relationships
support the rst form of modularity. The fun
tion use relationship supports the latter
through the development of designs built on small fun
tions with a 
lear single purpose.
FAD's non-transitive fun




from a using fun
tion to a non-argument used fun
tion. The same visibility rules apply
for used fun
tions as for used types.
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Figure 36: Fun
tion Dependen




tions used in the body of a fun
tion are linked to the using fun
tion through
the same uses notation as for type use. This is illustrated in Figure 36 with the fun
tion
dependen
y diagram for the fun
tion updPlayersPerf.
The I/O fun
tion updPlayersPerf uses the le I/O fun
tions readPlayersFile,
readResFile, and writePlayersFile. It also uses the fun
tion addResultsToPlayers
whi
h in turn uses the fun
tions filterByDate and addResultsToPlayers.
One 
an annotate fun
tion use relationships to indi




onditional behaviour. One 
an also use annotation to indi
ate nested
sequentiality. We rst des
ribe non-nested sequential annotation. Ea
h use relationship
link is annotated with a natural number that indi




tion with a link indexed with a natural number n will be applied in
advan
e of all fun
tions with a link whose index is greater than n and after any with
an index less than n. Sin
e fun
tions 
an exhibit both sequential and non-sequential
behaviour, those fun
tions with identi
al indexes require no mutually sequential appli-

ation. If the use relationship links have no annotations then one 
an assume that no
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sequentiality of appli
ation of the fun
tions is required.
Nested sequential behaviour is represented through qualied indexes. That is, the
index is written by postxing the index of the link to the using fun
tion, with a full
stop followed by a natural number index. This indexing 
an be repeated to any level of
dependen
y, although we would en
ourage models whi
h have several levels of depen-
den
y to be represented using a 
olle
tion of diagrams as is 
ommon when using data







ribed in a separate diagram.
Fun
tions with 
onditional behaviour will require sequential behaviour for the de-
termination of whi
h 
ase is true, and the evaluation of the asso
iated expression. The
implementation of the 
onditional fun
tion 
ould be as a 
olle
tion of guards or as a














an be represented as a fun




be represented by the value True in the result re
tangle and failure by the value False.
A fun
tion with more than two 
ases will have more than one 
ondition fun
tion. We





tion predFun, when applied to the inputted integer returns True,

ondFun uses the fun
tion fun1. Otherwise it uses the fun
tion fun2.

ondFun :: Int -> Int

ondFun i
| predFun i = fun1 i
| otherwise = fun2 i
Thus one 
an use annotations to aid the reading of multiple diagrams that represent
the model of a fun
tion with 
onditional behaviour. In Figure 37(a) we represent the

ase where the rst 
ondition is satised. The annotations are simply those for sequen-
tiality. Figure 37(b) models failure of the rst 
ondition and su

ess of the se
ond. The
annotation to the fun
tion fun2 is extended with the letter a to indi
ate that this is an
alternative to the model in Figure 37(a).
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hing it to the relevant item through a broken line as illustrated in Figure
36.
5.4.10 Module Use Relationship
Hosting fun
tions and types in modules aids the management of software development
and if pra
tised ee
tively will minimise the s
ope of any 
hanges to the software.
One should develop 
ohesive modules whi
h have a minimal but expli
it 
oupling with
other modules. We des
ribe in the following 
hapter how FAD's methodology both aids
and en
ourages the development of modular designs where information hiding is the
dominant 
riterion. In this se
tion we des
ribe how entities de
lared in one module 
an
use entities de
lared in another module of the same subsystem. The following se
tion
des
ribes a similar relationship between subsystems.
FAD supports inter-module development through its module use relationship. This
is a non-transitive, unidire
tional relationship between two modules mediated by an
ex
lusive signature asso
iated with the used module. Entities in one module may make
use of entities de
lared in another module of the same subsystem if and only if there
is a module use relationship from the 
lient module to the used module. The entities
available for use are those spe
ied in the asso
iated ex
lusive signature.
Module use is only supported between modules of the same subsystem. Entities
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Figure 38: A Module Diagram
de
lared in modules of dierent subsystems of a proje
t require a subsystem use re-
lationship from the 





FAD uses the same graphi
al notation for module use as for type and fun
tion use
ex
ept one only uses the inter-subsystem and intra-subsystem versions of the notation.
That is, a module use relationship is a re
tangle-ended link between the 
lient module
and the used module, although it must be linked to an ex
lusive signature asso
iated
with the used module.
We illustrate module use in the module diagram presented in Figure 38. The module
ResultsMod hosts the type results, whi
h is a 
olle
tion of values of type result. That
is, results uses result. The type result is hosted by the module ResultMod and is
spe
ied in the asso
iated ex
lusive signature RESULTSIG.
5.4.11 Subsystem Use Relationship
FAD not only provides modules to support the management of the software development
pro
ess but also subsystems that host a 
olle
tion of modules. One 
an make the same
arguments for a sensible subsystem ar
hite




tion. FAD supports inter-subsystem development through its subsystem
use relationship, a non-transitive, unidire
tional link between two subsystems.
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Figure 39: A Subsystem Diagram
A subsystem use relationship indi
ates that the entities of the 
lient subsystem may
be able to use entities de
lared in the used subsystem. A subsystem may only be used
via an asso
iated ex
lusive signature that spe
ies entities that are available for use.
The subsystem use relationship supports the dependen
y of a mi
ro unit de
lared in
a module of one subsystem on a mi
ro unit de
lared in a module of another subsystem.
Intra-subsystem dependen
y is supported by the module use relationship des
ribed in
the previous se
tion. That is, if a fun
tion de
lared in a module of one subsystem needs
a

ess to a fun
tion de
lared in a module of another subsystem then this is modelled in
FAD through a subsystem use relationship between the relevant subsystems.
FAD Notation
The notation used in FAD is the same as the default use relationship notation for the
type use, fun
tion use, and module use relationships. We illustrate in Figure 39 with a
subsystem diagram from the 
ase study.
The subsystem UISS that hosts the modules whi
h implement user interfa
e types
and fun
tions, is linked to the subsystem FileSS in whi
h the le-handling fun
tionality
is supported. Various text-based I/O fun
tions de
lared in modules of UISS depend on
fun
tions that write to les or read from les. These are de
lared in modules of the
subsystem FileSS.





an make use of another proje
t through FAD's non-transitive, unidire
tional
proje
t use relationship. Alternatively a proje
t 
an use individual subsystems of an-
other proje
t, or develop new subsystems from the modules de
lared in another proje
t.
That is, although a proje
t is partitioned into subsystems that themselves are further









t with its de
lared ar
hite
ture, or one or more of an existing proje
t's
subsystems with their de
lared ar
hite
ture, or one or more modules developed for an
existing proje
t. In summary, subsystems are independent of the proje
t for whi
h they
were originally developed. Modules are also independent of the subsystems for whi
h
they were originally developed. They 
an therefore be re
ongured to support a new
proje
t, or be used 
olle
tively as a 
omponent of a larger proje
t.
FAD Notation
The notation for the proje
t use relationship between two proje
ts is identi
al to that
for the subsystem use relationship, ex
ept there is no asso
iated ex
lusive signature.
5.4.13 File Use Relationship
In Se
tion 5.3.5 we des
ribed how software is implemented as a 
olle
tion of les. The
le ar
hite
ture will depend both on the software design and the idiosyn
rasies of an
implementation language. For example, Clean requires ea
h module to be de
lared
in a separate implementation le with a single asso
iated denition le that de
lares
the interfa
e to the implemented module. Thus a module/signature asso
iation will be
delivered as two les linked by a use relationship. FAD's non-transitive, unidire
tional
le use relationship, de
lares a dependen
y between two les. That is, the 
lient le
hosts entities that are dependent on entities hosted by the used le. A

ess rights are
determined at the logi




essibility will be dependent on the logi
al ar
hite
ture of the system.
A system's le ar
hite
ture is presented in a 
olle
tion of le diagrams whi
h are simply
les linked by le use relationships.
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FAD Notation
The le use relationship has the same notation as the default notation for all other FAD
use relationships. Of 
ourse there are no ex





t is partitioned into one or more subsystems whi
h are themselves parti-
tioned into one or more modules. Ea
h module hosts one or more mi
ro units. These
relationships are modelled in FAD as the transitive partition relationships. Thus a
partition relationship links either a proje
t with a subsystem or a subsystem with a
module.
FAD Notation
A partition relationship is a lled semi-
ir
le ended link from the partitioned ma
ro
unit to a partition element. This notation was also 




le end emphasises that it is a whole/part relationship, where a semi-
ir
le
is a part of a 
ir
le. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 40 where the proje
t
Football's partition in
ludes the subsystem FootballSS that itself in
ludes the module
ResultsMod. If the partition element is asso
iated with an ex
lusive signature this
signature spe
ies the element's entities that 
an be in
luded in an asso
iated signature
of the partitioned unit. This only applies to the subsystem/module partition.
5.4.15 Containment Relationship
A le 
ontains one or more logi
al units. This implies that the unit is dened in the le.
Of 
ourse, more than one le 
ould implement the same unit and possibly in dierent
languages. A le is linked to a 




ontainment relationship is a lled triangle ended link from a le to a unit dened
in the le. This notation was 
hosen for its simpli
ity. The triangle end was 
hosen to
dis
riminate this relationship from the various use relationships and partition relation-
ships. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 40 where the module ResultsMod and
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Figure 40: FAD's Partition and Containment Relationships
its asso




omments to FAD diagrams. These 
an be atta
hed to any FAD unit or
relationship. They are used to add detail to a parti
ular unit or relationship.
FAD Notation
FAD 
omments are presented inside a 
ir
le that is atta
hed to the item for whi
h the

omment is made via a broken line. This notation was 
hosen sin
e it looks like a
`
allout', whi
h is often used to relate text to an item on a pi
ture or a slide. This is
illustrated in Figure 41.
5.5 Summary
This 
hapter provided a des
ription of the elements, syntax and semanti
s of the mod-
elling language of FAD. There are three mi
ro units, types, fun
tions and permissive
signatures and ve ma
ro units, proje
ts, subsystems, modules, ex
lusive signatures and
les. Various asso
iations and relationships are supported between items of the same
unit, and between items of dierent units.
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Figure 41: FAD Comment
The modelling language supports a range of diagrams that provide various views of
a system. A fun
tion dependen
y diagram is a 
olle
tion of fun
tions linked by fun
tion
use relationships. They model the fun





ture information. A type dependen
y diagram is a 
olle
tion of types
and type use relationships. They present a stati






t, subsystem and module diagrams model the
various levels of a system ar
hite





of an implemented system.
In the following 
hapter we illustrate how 
ommon designs used in fun
tional pro-
gramming 
an be modelled using this modelling language. In Chapter 7 we des
ribe the
methodology of FAD. It uses the elements presented in this 
hapter to develop models
of a system.




In Chapter 3 we des
ribed the main features of the fun
tional programming paradigm
and how they in
uen
e software development within the paradigm. Various designs
are 
ommonly used su
h as higher-order fun
tions and algebrai
 types. In the previous

hapter we des





tional programming designs in FAD's modelling language.
Sin
e the language has been developed spe
i
ally to model fun
tional programs, the
designs should be natural to model. In pra
ti
e however, one should not be looking to
model parti
ular designs but to model a problem, whi
h 
an be iteratively developed to
a model of an implementable design. Ea
h design will be illustrated by an example and
a

ompanied by a graphi
al representation of the FAD model.
6.1 Tuple Types
Tuple types are 
omposite types with a spe
ial syntax in all modern fun
tional lan-




tion of types. Values of the type
are similarly represented with values repla
ing the types. Elements of a tuple value 
an
be sele
ted through pattern mat
hing.
FAD Model
FAD represents a tuple type as a type that uses the tuple 
omponent types, and is asso-

iated with a 
onstru
tor signature that spe
ies the relevant tuple-forming 
onstru
tor.
We illustrate in Figure 42 with the model of the following pair type:
129
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Figure 42: A FAD tuple type model
The pair




ord is similar to a tuple with the additional property of element sele
tion through a
eld name. That is, a re
ord is a tuple with named elds. For example, the re
ord aRe

(written in Hugs98 running in Hugs mode) has two elds, a of type Int and 
ontaining
the number 3, and b of type Bool and 
ontaining the Boolean value False.
aRe





ompanied by a set of sele
tor fun
tions - one for ea
h eld of the
re






tional languages support re
ords. Hugs supports a 
exible system of
extensible re
ords or \Trex" [68℄, the name re
e
ting the in
remental building of the
re
ords. Clean and SML also support re
ords but both are more restri
tive in their use
than Hugs. For example, in both these languages fun
tions 
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t that a re
ord is a tuple with some extra fun
tionality. A 
onstru
tor will be applied
to named parameter types, and the signature will be extended with the relevant sele
tor
fun
tions. We illustrate this with the FAD representation of someRe
, the type of the
value aRe
, in Figure 43.
Extensible re
ords 
an thus be naturally represented through a type asso
iated with
a permissive signature, with extensions de







rete types are either built in to the implementation language, su
h as
the Booleans, or are de
lared by the user. Ea
h new algebrai





h as the Haskell type 
onstru
tor Maybe. Its values are 
onstru
ted








 types were fully des
ribed in Se
tion 3.1.5.
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Figure 44: A FAD Algebrai
 Type
Any algebrai
 type with at least one non-zero arity value 
onstru
tor uses at least
one type. That is, some values of the type are 
reated by applying one of its value

onstru
tors to a value or values of parti
ular types. The sum type AlgType1 uses
values of type Int or Char, and the parameterised type AlgType2 t uses values of any
type t.
data AlgType1 = Con1 Int | Con2 Char
data AlgType2 t = Con t
See Se









the values of the type. FAD represents the types algType1 and algType2 as presented
in Figures 44(a) and 44(b). The names of value 
onstru
tors begin with an upper-
ase
letter. A sum type is indi








t type in 
ontrast to a 
on
rete type hides information regarding the 
on-
stru
tion of values of the type. An abstra
t type fo
uses attention on what one 
an do
with values of the type in ignoran

















t data types are therefore integral to the development of a modular system
based on information hiding. The methodology en
ourages designs built on abstra
t
types as will be
ome 
lear in the following 
hapter.
FAD Model
FAD supports type abstra
tion through its modules and ex
lusive signatures. Every
type is de





lusive signature that spe




e, within the module the type is 
on
rete but when used via the ex
lusive signature
des
ribed above, the type is abstra
t. That is, an entity de
lared in the same module
has a

ess to the type's implementation. Any entity de
lared in another module whose
use relationship is mediated by an ex





ess to the type's implementation.
We illustrate in Figure 45 with a model of the following 
ode. The module imple-
mentation has been elided for spa
e reasons.
module TreeMod(Tree, treeFun1, treeFun2) where
data Tree a = Nil | Node a (Tree a) (Tree a)
treeFun1 :: Tree a -> a
...
treeFun2 :: Tree a -> Int
...
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Figure 45: A FAD Abstra














an be applied to values of many types. The
type of any polymorphi
 fun
tion in
ludes at least one (un
onstrained) type variable of
kind *, whi
h 
an be instantiated by any type. That is, a polymorphi
 fun
tion does





s of the types that instantiate at least one of the
type variables of kind * in its type.
FAD Model
One represents a polymorphi
 fun
tion in FAD as a fun
tion whose type in
ludes at
least one type variable of kind * that is not asso
iated with any permissive signature.
Any fun
tion des
ription that does not in
lude any asso
iations with permissive sig-
natures, or only asso
iations with permissive signatures without parameters of kind *,

ould possibly be implemented as a polymorphi
 fun





tion 7.3.2. The polymorphi
 identity
fun
tion id is presented in Figure 46.




6.6 Type Classes, Instantiations and Overloaded Fun
-
tions
We stated in Se
tion 5.2.3 that a permissive signature asso
iated with a type presents
a 
ontra
t of use for values of that type. That is, the signature is not a
ting as an
interfa
e, in the sense of 
ontrolling a

ess to entities of an asso
iated item, but simply
as a guarantor that 
ertain fun
tions are dened over the type. That is the minimum
fun
tionality supported over the type is that de
lared by the permissive signatures







lasses) provide a guarantor servi
e for a set of
overloaded fun
tions they are presented as permissive signatures in FAD. Type 
lass
instantiation is simply type/permissive signature instantiation in FAD, and 
lass de
la-
ration with a non-empty 
ontext is supported by permissive signature inheritan
e. We
illustrate both of these situations in Figure 47, in whi





lass SomeClass a where
fun1 :: a -> a
instan
e SomeClass SomeType where
fun1 = id

lass SomeClass a => AnotherClass a where
fun2 :: a -> a
Non-empty 
ontexts 
an also appear in instan
e denitions and fun
tion denitions.
A fun
tion with a non-empty 
ontext is an overloaded fun
tion. Ea
h element in the
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Figure 47: Class Instantiation and Class De
laration
Figure 48: Class Instantiation and Fun
tion Denition with Non-Empty Context





laration are modelled respe
tively.
instan
e Eq a => Eq (Set a) where...
dfs :: Tree t => t -> [t℄
6.7 Multi-Parameter Classes
Where single parameter 
lasses are supported by Haskell 98, Gofer and Clean, multi-
parameter 
lasses have not been in
luded in Haskell 98, and are only supported by
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Gofer (and extensions of Hugs 98 and the Glasgow Haskell 
ompiler). They are however
rapidly gathering support in the fun
tional programming 
ommunity and have been
proposed by Peyton Jones [98℄ for in
lusion in the next standard Haskell release. The
proposal uses the detailed arguments provided in [102℄. We therefore believe that FAD
should support multi-parameter 
lasses.
FAD Models
The paper [102℄ outlines three types of support provided by multi-parameter type

lasses:
 overloading with 
oupled parameters




h we will represent using FAD notation.
Overloading with 
oupled parameters is the natural generalization of the single pa-
rameter overloading supported by type 
lasses. There are many situations where a tuple
of types (with ea
h type possibly exhibiting 
ertain behaviours) exhibit a parti
ular set
of behaviours, and multi-parameter type 
lasses naturally support su
h a situation. We
present an example from Jones' paper [66℄, illustrated by the FAD representation in
Figure 49.
data State s a = ST (s -> (a,s))

lass Monad m => StateMonad m s where
update :: (s -> s) -> m s
instan
e StateMonad (State s) s where
update f = ST (\s -> (s, f s))
Single parameter type 
lasses in whi
h the parameter is of kind * -> * or any
non * kind, impose no 
onstraints on the type variable(s) asso
iated with any instan-
tiating type 
onstru






ombining two items of the instantiating type, then one
needs to restri
t the set element types to `equality types' or those that instantiate an
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Figure 49: Overloading with Coupled Parameters
equality 
lass. This requires a






hieved through multi-parameter type 




onstrained parameters allows the user 
ontrol over the type vari-




ontrast to the single parameter 
ase where the type
variable is universally quantied. Hen
e one is allowed to a
hieve a higher level of ab-
stra
tion by 
reating a type 
lass of generi
 behaviours, and then support spe
ialization
within the 
ontext of the instan
e denition.
On
e again we provide implementation 




lass Multi m a where
item :: m a

ombine :: m a -> m a -> m a
instan




Type relations allow the user to spe
ify a set of behavioural relationships between
two types that are looser than those des
ribed in the previous two examples. Liang,
Hudak, and Jones [76℄ present the following example of a 
lass dening an isomorphism
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Figure 50: Overloading with Constrained Parameters
Figure 51: Type Relations
between types.

lass Iso a b where
iso :: a -> b
osi :: b -> a
The FAD representation of this 
lass is presented in Figure 51.
6.8 ML Stru
tures, Signatures and Fun
tors
An ML stru








tures, and signatures. Ea
h stru
ture 
an be named and has a default
prin
ipal signature that is the 
olle
tion of type spe
i
ations of the stru
ture's enti-
ties. However, one 
an override this signature through expli
itly assigning a de
lared
signature to a stru
ture. That is, ML supports independent modules (stru
tures) and
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iating a single stru
ture
with dierent signatures
As with all fun




passed as arguments to fun
tions, returned as results from fun
tions or appear in data
stru






tures from existing ones in an eÆ
ient and reusable
manner. That is, a fun
tor takes zero or more stru
tures as parameters and returns
a stru
ture as a result. Fun















an be either transparent or opaque, the latter making the
type's de
lared in the stru
ture abstra
t. Another level of abstra
tion 
ontrol is allowed,
where the user expli
itly de
lares parti
ular types in the stru
ture abstra
t. See [88℄ for
full details on SML's modular support.
FAD Model
In FAD we represent a stru
ture as a module and an SML signature as an ex
lusive sig-
nature. An opaque SML signature is represented by an ex
lusive signature in whi
h any
type is spe
ied without its 
onstru





We illustrate these ideas by presenting in Figure 52 the graphi
al representations of
the following ML stru
tures based on those dened in Paulson's ML for the Working
Programmer [96℄. We present the stru







type 'a t = 'a list;
ex
eption E;
val empty = [℄;
fun enq(q,x) = q  [x℄;
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Figure 52: Stru
tures and Signatures
fun null(x::q) = false







val null : 'a t -> bool
end;
stru
ture Queue2 : QUEUE2 = Queue1;
stru
ture Queue3 :> QUEUE2 = Queue1;
When de
laring a fun
tor, it is good pra
ti
e to make expli
it the signature that
ea
h parameter stru





tly in FAD but one 
an model the result
of their appli
ation. A fun






e, returns a stru
ture that uses the argument stru
tures and









an be modelled using FAD's
modules, ex
lusive signatures and the module use relationship.
For example, the stru
ture NewQueue is the result of the appli
ation of the fun
tor
LimitedQueue to the existing stru
ture OldQueue, and this relationship is represented
in FAD as in Figure 53.
fun














ture NewQueue = LimitedQueue (OldQueue);
One 
an signal the potential for the implementation of a fun
tor by adding a 
om-
ment to the diagram that states that the pattern of module development is likely to be
repeated.
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h either takes a fun
tion as an argument or returns one as a result, is
known as a higher-order fun
tion. Thus, by denition all 
urried fun
tions are higher-







tions as arguments are modelled as fun
tions, with the fun
-
tional type en
losed in a type re
tangle. This is illustrated in Figure 54(a) with the
Haskell fun
tion map. In Figure 54(b) we represent the partial appli
ation of map to
the fun
tion double whi
h doubles a number. The permissive signature asso
iated with
the se
ond argument type, indi
ates that the fun
tion 
an only be applied to lists of
types that support the various arithmeti
 operators (plus some other fun
tions). The
signature only needs to be asso
iated on
e when there is repeated use of a parameter
or type name. Figure 54(a) de
lares that map is dened over all list types and thus 
an
be applied to values of a subset of these types as required by the asso
iated permissive
signature in Figure 54(b).
6.10 Existential Types
Existential types (or existentially quantied type variables) are a me
hanism for allowing
values of diering types in a single data stru




tures. This is in 
ontrast to universally quantied polymorphi
 types in whi
h
ea
h value of the type must itself be monomorphi






However, the use of existential types is restri
ted. When a 
onstru
tor with an
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existentially quantied type is used in pattern mat
hing, the a
tual type of the quantied
variable is not allowed to es
ape outside the expression tied to the pattern mat
hing.
Existential types 
an therefore only be used in fun
tions where one does not try to
a

ess an element of the data stru
ture for external use. For example, a length fun
tion
that simply takes a list of items and returns the number of items, 
ould be applied to
an existentially quantied list type. However, a fun
tion that returns the nth element
of a list 
ould not be applied to values of an existentially quantied list type, sin
e the
a
tual type of ea
h element is unknown.
Existential types are 
urrently supported by a minority of modern fun
tional lan-
guages or implementations of languages. These in
lude Clean and Hugs 98.
Laufer [74℄ argues that 
ombining type 
lasses and existential types in a single
language delivers signi










e. We present below an example based on one from [74℄, whi
h was written
using the Chalmers Haskell B. interpreter, HBI [7℄.
data KEY = (KeyClass ?a) => MakeKey ?a
Sin
e all type variables that are free and have a name that starts with `?' in a type
denition are 
onsidered to be existentially quantied, the above de
lares a data type
with an existentially quantied variable that is 
onstrained by the type 
lass KeyClass.
Thus, the type 
lass KeyClass de
lares the interfa




FAD models existential types using types and the type use relationship. One 
an view
an existential type as a non-parameterised type with parameterised value 
onstru
tors
that uses unknown (but possibly 
onstrained) types to 
onstru
t its values. The FAD
representation is presented in Figure 55.
The type key uses the values of unknown types signalled by the type variable a,
whi
h is 
onstrained by the asso
iated permissive signature KEYCLASS. It is therefore

lear from the model that we have a non-parameterised type using an unknown type in
the 
onstru
tion of its values. Thus the type must be an existential type.
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Figure 55: Existential Type Model
6.11 Summary
This 
hapter has presented a non-exhaustive sele
tion of fun
tional programming de-
signs. We have illustrated how they 
an be naturally modelled using the modelling
language of FAD. In pra
ti
e it is important for the model of the problem to guide
design and not vi
e versa. In the following 
hapter we des
ribe the methodology, how
it supports the development of an analyti
al model of a problem, and the iterative
development of an implementable design.
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Chapter 7
FAD Methodology
In Chapter 5 we presented the units and relationships of the modelling language of FAD.
We also provided a syntax and semanti
s for the models built using these elements. In
Chapter 6 we showed how 
ommon designs used in fun
tional programming 
an be
naturally modelled in the language. In this 
hapter we present the te
hniques of FAD
and des





tion 5.1, to illustrate elements of the methodology.
Ea
h te
hnique will be des
ribed by explaining its a
tivities and deliverables. Where
appropriate we will 
larify how it supports software development within the paradigm
as des
ribed in Chapter 3, and how it 
ontrasts with obje
t-oriented development as
outlined in Chapter 2.
FAD is best used within a pro
ess that supports all phases of system development,
whi
h are des
ribed in detail elsewhere [83, 12℄. FAD is a software analysis and design
methodology and therefore does not deliver any te
hniques for analysing and designing
a system's hardware needs. It provides te




ured through requirements analysis, and te
hniques for developing a design
suitable for implementation in a modern fun
tional language.
FAD 
an be used in the development of any software that 
ould be implemented
in a fun
tional language. That is, its appli
ation domain is the same as that for any
fun
tional language. This is in 




tion Language (SDL) [9, 19℄, whi
h is best applied to real-time systems, and Ja
kson's
stru
tured programming method (JSP), whi
h is appropriate for serial le pro
essing
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or information pro




ribed in Chapters 5 and 6 how the modelling language supports inter alia
fun





luding single and multi-parameter), SML stru
tures and fun
tors, and
modules. In this 
hapter we will des
ribe how the methodology fa
ilitates the dis
overy,
use and reuse of the building blo




ribed within a methodology sin




hniques to be applied in an ad-ho
 manner. Rather we have spe
-
ied a modelling language through whi
h models are des
ribed, and present guidan
e
on the appli
ation of the te
hniques and how their input requirements and deliverables
are related. This will be emphasised in this 





lude details of both required inputs and deliverables.
7.1 FAD's Phases and High-Level Pro
ess Models
The methodology is divided into two main phases, analysis and design. However, this
neither implies a stri
t division between the two phases, nor a linear appli
ation of the
te
hniques within the phases. We believe that FAD is best applied within an iterative
and in
remental development approa
h. Thus, for example, one 
ould develop on the
basis of a subset of fun
tional requirements and then iteratively develop as additional
requirements are introdu
ed. Sin
e FAD will use the same models, notation and dia-
grams to support all parts of development through analysis and design, the developer is
free to de
ide on the 
hronology of the appli
ation of the methodology's te
hniques. A




models that require signi
ant eort in 
onstru
tion will require re
onstru
tion. When
one has models and notation that are appli
able throughout development, although any

hange still requires work on the part of the developer, this work tends to fo
us on the
modi
ation of existing models and other supporting do
umentation.
Most stru
tured methods have phase-linked models and have histori
ally been used
within a waterfall development pro
ess, whi




ess is inherently linear in nature and has been 
riti
ised for:
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 not adequately addressing 
hanges;
 assuming a relatively uniform and orderly sequen
e of development steps; and,
 not providing for su
h methods as rapid prototyping. [58℄
These short
omings have been addressed both by Boehm's Spiral Model [13℄, whi
h
expli






ouraged when using OOADMs. Here one
separates the system into subsystems that 




h to the development of a system's entities. Prototyping is also
en
ouraged within an iterative approa
h to software development. The debate here
tends to fo
us on the 
hoi
e between same-language prototyping and dierent-language
prototyping [114℄.
The reason for using the 
lassi
ation into the two phases of analysis and design,
aside from simplifying exposition, is twofold. Firstly, although the methodology should
not be applied in a stri
tly linear fashion, there is a general linear movement through
the methodology whi
h is highlighted by making these subdivisions. That is, initial
te
hniques are largely analyti









span more than one phase and 





enario analysis, to be des
ribed in Se
tion 7.2.2, is a te
hnique of
FAD that is initially used to investigate the major uses of the system, but will later be
used in the design of fun
tions. That is, some te
hniques have phase-linked ro^les.
The appli
ation of FAD is linear in another sense. The early stages of analysis will
take non paradigm-spe
i
 requirements and des






tions and types. As the system is developed, the ties to the paradigm
will be
ome stronger, resulting in a model whi
h is best implemented in a fun
tional







s of the implementation language. This is 
learly
a sensible approa
h, given that the early analysis part of any methodology needs to
model the problem free of any implementation language 
onstraints, whereas the latter
design stages should be seeking an eÆ
ient, ee
tive and maintainable solution. All
these issues should be
ome 
learer as the methodology is des
ribed.



















ies, and new `use
fun
tions'.




































Table 1: FAD Methodology { Analysis Phase
We will therefore present the methodology within two main se
tions titled Analysis
and Design. In des
ribing ea
h te
hnique, we will present the possible do
umentary
deliverables, leaving it to the developer to de
ide what is a
tually appropriate for a
given proje
t.
The methodology will be des
ribed as a 
olle
tion of tasks within ea
h phase using
a linear presentational style. Ea
h task is exe




e several of the te
hniques span more than a single task, ea
h
new te
hnique will be dened where it is rst introdu





hnique as it is used. FAD's analysis phase is summarized in
Table 1, where we present the tasks of the phase and the te







uses on modelling system requirements using the units and relationships of
the modelling language. One should be fo
using on what is required rather than how
it will be delivered. However, in any paradigm-related ADM one is unable to totally
separate the what from the how. For example, obje
t-oriented methodologies des
ribe
user requirements in terms of the obje
ts whi








ribe user requirements through data 
ow diagrams and thus in terms of independent
data and pro
esses [37, 152℄. Data-oriented stru
tured methods model user requirements
through their ee
ts on the data of the system [73, 23℄. In all 
ases, one is for
ed into
making paradigm-related design de
isions.
FAD supports software development within the fun
tional programming paradigm
and thus user requirements will be des
ribed in terms of fun
tions where data 
ow
is made expli
it. The initial emphasis during analysis is on the modelling of user re-
quirements. Issues of implementation eÆ
ien
y, reusability and maintainability are of
in
reasing importan
e as development pro
eeds.
FAD, in 
ommon with several use-
ase dependent OO methodologies [63, 64℄, is a
user-driven methodology in that users' fun
tional requirements dominate initial devel-
opment. Users 
ould be humans, hardware devi
es or another system. Initial te
hniques

larify the major uses that the system needs to support, and then investigate ea
h in
turn. FAD en
ourages an iterative approa
h to development. One therefore may fo-

us initially on a subset of the major user requirements, develop the system to satisfy
these requirements, and then return to add extra fun
tionality to the system. The te
h-







hnique takes as input the system's requirements and returns the major fun
-
tional requirements of the system users. These are modelled as fun
tions. A detailed
dis
ussion of requirements engineering is beyond the s
ope of this thesis but is 
om-
prehensively des
ribed elsewhere [129℄. Ea
h fun
tion is de
lared in a FDD with its
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Figure 56: User Requirements Fun
tions
argument and results types re
orded. This immediately emphasizes the expli
it nature
of data 
ow within the paradigm. Figure 56 presents the fun
tions that des
ribe the
user's - in this 
ase a data entry 
lerk - fun
tional requirements for the football results
pro
essing system.
To simplify exposition, ea
h fun
tion is spe
ied as a text-based I/O fun
tion. We
are not, however, enfor
ing a parti
ular user interfa
e on the system. The modular
approa
h to development, en
ouraged by FAD and supported by modern fun
tional
languages, will enable an alternative (possibly GUI) interfa
e to be introdu
ed if re-
quired. The important issue here is 
larifying the user's requirements.
Pure fun
tional languages have developed various me
hanisms for dealing with the
impurity of I/O su
h as 
ontinuation passing, stream pro
essing and most re
ently
monadi
 I/O [53, 103℄. The monadi
 approa
h is popular sin
e it presents a pattern of

omputation that is not restri
ted to I/O alone and be
ause
[By using monads℄ we have the intuitive sequential nature of imperative
input/output and the un
luttered 
ode style that results from using global
variables, but have neither the referential opa
ity 
onveyed by both these
things in an imperative language, nor the ex
essive heavy framework and
la




e FAD is not tied to a spe
i




tions in one's own terms, as long as it is supported by 
lear, unam-
biguous do
umentation. We have 
hosen here a notation that is similar to that used
in the monadi
 I/O of Haskell [103℄ but is not meant to signal any parti
ular approa
h
to I/O implementation. An I/O fun
tion has an argument type named IO (written in
upper 
ase to indi
ate that this is not a typi





s. For the above fun
tions, the return type is (), whi
h
is the type with a single value of the same name. This type spe
ies a fun
tion that
does some I/O and returns the value (). I/O fun
tions that return a value of some
other type, su
h as a string, are similarly spe
ied with a return type string. Of

ourse, if one wants to develop a system in whi





iating the permissive signature MONAD with the IO type. This
however is a design de
ision whi
h is typi
ally applied later in development, possibly
when one is tailoring a design to a parti
ular implementation language. We des
ribe




ribe the user's fun
tional requirements are:
 inpRes whi




h manages the produ
tion of a league table;
 transfer whi





h implements the produ
tion of a s
oring table;
 updPlayersPerfwhi
h updates a player's performan





h updates the performan






tion will be do




tially there will be little do
umentation beyond the fun
tion's name, argument and
result types. However, the FDD is an appropriate host for a textual des
ription of the
fun
tion's purpose. This is illustrated in Figure 57 with the initial FDD for the I/O
fun
tion for produ
ing a league table, produ
eLT.
Interested parties are informed of the initial 
olle
tion of `major use fun
tions' in
order to 





























The user requests the produ
tion of the 
urrent league table. The
table is generated from the existing team data that is stored
on le. Ea




ted and used to generate a league
table entry. This entry in
ludes the points a
hieved by the team.
The 
omplete league table is 
reated from the league table
entries for ea
h team where the position in the table is rst
determined by the number of points, followed by goal dieren
e,
goals s
ored, and nally alphabeti
ally. Ea
h league table is
stored in a le with previous league tables.







ision needs to be made regarding how one pro
eeds. One 
an either adopt a `big
bang' approa
h and investigate all of the fun
tions, or fo
us on a subset and return
to others later during development. The `big bang' approa
h is appropriate if one is
dealing with a system with relatively few user requirements. However, if there are a
signi
ant number then one should adopt an iterative approa
h to development.
Two te





tions and, type dependen
y analysis, whi
h investigates types. They are
pra








tional programs are built from fun
tions. Thus any model of a system's fun
tion-
ality must be built using fun
tions. S




at various stages of development, investigates a system's fun
tions and des
ribes them
in terms of other fun
tions. Initially one uses the te
hnique to model the major user
requirements of the system.
S
enario analysis investigates the behavioural 
hara
teristi
s of a fun
tion and de-
s
ribes them in a set of models that are graphi






tion in terms of one or more fun
tions to whi
h
it is linked via a fun
tion use relationship. A single fun








tional programming paradigm provides substantial support for fun
tion develop-
ment and reuse and en
ourages the development of simple fun
tions that are then used




enario analysis, one should adopt a modular approa
h where ea
h
behavioural requirement of an analysed fun
tion is delivered by fun
tions upon whi
h
it depends. The dependen
y is not an implementation dependen
y but a behavioural
dependen
y. That is, a fun
tion depends on the behaviour implemented by the fun
tions
it uses. By adopting a modular approa





reases the potential for reuse of existing fun
tions, whi
h is
supported by FAD as des
ribed in Chapter 8.
The approa
h here is similar to that of use 




tory method [64℄. Although use 
ase analysis is a popular 
omponent of
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various OOADMs - it has re
ently been adopted for use within the Unied Software
Development Pro
ess using UML as the modelling language [63, 127℄ - its prime fo
us
is modelling user intera
tions with a system whi
h are, of 
ourse, fun
tional in na-
ture. Thus one 
an argue that it sits more naturally within a fun
tional development
methodology. Using an OO methodology one is required to deliver the results of use

ase analysis in a manner 
onsistent with the paradigm. Thus every fun
tion or method





assigning of methods to 
lasses. We will not present a des
ription of use 
ase analysis
here but instead will des
ribe s
enario analysis and support its des
ription with ex-
amples from the development of the football system. Use 





enario analysis takes as input the des
ription of a parti
ular user requirement su
h
as that presented in an initial FDD. However, further information may be required,
whi
h 
ould be delivered verbally, graphi
ally or in some textual representation su
h
as informal English, pseudo
ode or a formal language. Ea
h analysis returns one or
more dependen
y diagrams and a

ompanying supporting do
umentation in the form
of des
ription do
uments for the entities in the diagram(s).
To illustrate s




h is informally des
ribed as below.
The user requests the produ
tion of the 
urrent league table. The table is
generated from the existing team data that is stored on le. Ea
h football




used to generate a league table entry. This entry in
ludes the points a
hieved
by the team. The 
omplete league table is 
reated from the league table
entries for ea
h team where the position in the table is rst determined by




ally. The latest league table is then appended to the le whi
h
hosts the previous league tables.
One possible model of the fun
tion produ
eLT uses three fun
tions: readTeamsFile,
whi
h retrieves the latest team data from a le; generateLT, whi
h takes the 
olle
tion
of teams and returns a league table; and, appendLTToFile, whi
h appends the latest
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Figure 58: Initial Fun
tion Dependen
y Diagram for produ
eLT
league table to the le that re




in terms of its type and it is in




h type that is used. The type file used by readTeamsFile and appendLTToFile

ould simply be a type of lepaths or 
ould be a re
ord like the Haskell library type
Handle, whi
h in




output, or whether buering is enabled or disabled and in what form [101℄.
As indi
ated previously ea
h type used by a fun








analysis delivers a model that is represented in a type dependen
y diagram, a graphi
al




y diagram for produ
eLT is presented in Figure 58.
The fun
tion generateLT takes an argument of type teams for whi
h a type dependen
y
diagram is presented in Figure 59. It is 




umentation) that the type teams provides the required input for the
fun
tion. The FDD for the fun
tion produ
eLT will be updated as a result of the
s




ond illustrative analysis is applied to a fun
tion that exhibits 
onditional
behaviour. inpRes is the I/O fun
tion that supports the user's requirement to input a
new football result. An informal des
ription of the fun
tion's behavioural requirements
is presented below.
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Figure 59: Initial Type Dependen
y Diagram for the Type teams
Upon initiation by the user, a result is read in as a string that is then parsed.
If the parse is su

essful the parsed result is 
onverted into a result value. If
the parse fails, then the user is informed of this failure and the intera
tion
is terminated. The 
urrent 
olle




tion of teams. The (su





e of the teams and non-existen
e of the result, and if OK one
pro
eeds by reading the 
urrent 
olle
tion of results from le. If the result
fails the 
he
k the user is requested to edit the result, whi
h then initiates
the pro




that are then written to the results le.
This s
enario is modelled in three fun
tion dependen
y diagrams presented in Figures
60, 61, and 62. Figure 60 presents the dependen





essful. That is, the result is inputted as a string using readInp. The
string is parsed using parseRes whi
h returns a su

essful parse of type parsedRes.
A result is 
reated using 
reateRes. The results history and 
urrent teams data are














y Diagram for the Su

essful Case of inpRes
using inputResult and the new 
olle
tion of results is returned and written to le
using writeResFile.
In Figure 61 we present the dependen
y diagram whi
h represents the 
ase when
the parse fails and results in the fun
tion failedResParse being 
alled. A failed
resultChe
k where there is an error in the inputted result is des
ribed in Figure 62.
In this diagram we have left out the fun
tions pre




represented in Figure 60. We have also used a 
omment to indi
ate a looping design.
The fun
tions that model a s
enario analysis are dependent on the types that they










y analysis takes a type des
ription and returns a model of the type
being analysed. A type is des
ribed in terms of the types it uses in the 
onstru
tion of
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Figure 61: Dependen
y Diagram for the Failed Parse inpRes
Figure 62: Dependen
y Diagram for the Failed Result Che
k Case of inpRes
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Figure 63: Type Dependen
y Diagram for the Type team
its values. As development pro
eeds, the model may also in





ture and behavioural requirements of the types signalled by
asso
iated permissive signatures.
We illustrate the te
hnique with the analysis of the type team. An informal de-
s
ription is presented below and its type dependen
y diagram is presented in Figure
63.
A value of the type team represents a football team. Ea
h team has a
unique name and a re
ord of the team's season's performan
es. In addition,
standard team details su




h team value also has an asso
iated date that re
ords the
last date of data entry (assuming at most one entry per day).
Thus the type 
an be 
onstru
ted using four other types tName, date, perfData and
teamInfo, whi
h represent football team names, dates, team's performan
e data and
the non-performan
e data of football teams. In 
ommon with fun
tion development,




development support aorded the fun
tional programmer. This approa
h maximizes
the potential for reuse of existing types whose storage and dis
overy we des
ribe in
Chapter 8. The information presented in Figure 63 is re
orded in the TDD of Figure
64.
Type dependen
y analysis, in 
ommon with s
enario analysis, spans more than one
phase and one task of FAD. Initially it is used to des
ribe the types used by the fun
tions
returned by s
enario analysis in order to 
onrm that all the required information is













A value of the type team represents a football team. Ea
h team has
a unique name and a re
ord of the team's season's performan
es.
In addition, standard team details su




h team value also has an
asso
iated date that re
ords the last date of data entry (assuming
at most one entry per day).
Figure 64: Type Des
ription Do
ument for the Type team
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supplied by values of the type. Later it will be used within the design phase as input
into the design and implementation of types.
There is a similarity between the use in various stru
tured methods of data 
ow di-
agrams (DFDs) and entity-relationship diagrams (ERDs) [26℄ or logi
al data stru
ture
diagrams [41℄, and the use here of fun
tion dependen




us on the manipulation of data by various pro
esses,
ERDs, or data stru
ture diagrams, des
ribe details not supported by DFDs su
h as the
stru
ture of major data entities and their interdependen
ies [37℄. They tend to be used
in systems that are reliant on major data or le stru
tures su




tions with no side ee
ts and therefore ex-
pli
it data 
ow, requires that signi
ant attention is always paid to the types of the
fun
tions that deliver the required fun
tionality of the system.
The 
olle
tion of models generated through s
enario analysis and type dependen
y
analysis provide inputs for subsystem ar
hite
ture analysis, whi
h delivers a subsystem
ar
hite
ture for the system. If one is building the system initially on the basis of a
subset of the users' fun
tional requirements then one is building an ar
hite
ture that





enario analyses and type dependen
y analyses 
ould be applied ad innitum or at least
until every fun
tion is des
ribed in terms of a 
olle









and thus one needs guidan
e regarding termination of the pro
ess. A division of the
system into manageable units that 
an be developed independently provides both a
stru
ture for future development and guidan
e regarding the termination of the initial
set of s




ture analysis takes the deliverables of the previously applied anal-
yses, and returns a proje
t partitioned into several subsystems. The partitioning 
ri-
terion is information hiding [95℄ through en
apsulation and abstra
tion. That is, ea
h
subsystem hides the details of its design from its 
lients, who simply require knowl-
edge of the entities available for use. One 
an therefore develop systems in
rementally
and use the 
omponents beyond the immediate appli
ation for whi
h they are being
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developed.
Su
h a system will have 
ohesive units that are loosely 
oupled. That is, by grouping
related abstra
tions within a subsystem (or module), and by minimising the dependen-

ies between them, one builds a system through independent and fo
used 
omponents.
In addition, information hiding is invaluable as a development tool sin
e it applies
the prin
iple of least 
ommitment to program design [1℄. That is, one 
an delay design
de
isions in the knowledge that it neither delays nor harms the development pro
ess.
Ea
h subsystem's development will be assigned to a development team. The information




ts both as a mediator of usage and a spe
i
ation for development.
We will illustrate this te
hnique with an analysis of the 
ase study. The proje
t 
an
be partitioned into ve subsystems that deliver:
 the intera
tion with the user, UISS;
 the parsing fun
tionality required to deal with the various entered data, ParseSS;
 the le handling requirements whi




 the football-related fun
tionality, whi
h is unique to the 
ase study problem,
FootballSS; and,
 some general entities whi
h are either typi
ally supported by the standard envi-
ronment of an implementation language or need to be a

essible to all entities of
the system, GeneralSS.
Ea
h of the subsystems are likely to support fun
tionality that is non-problem spe-

i
. For example, ParseSS is a subsystem that supports parsing fun
tionality. Fun
-
tions of the subsystem will support the parsing of values of various types (not just the
string type) and for a range of grammars. Any required fun




lusive signature that hides implementation details. That is, the im-
plementation of the parsing fun
tions (possibly via parser 
ombinators or even monadi

parser 
ombinators) is left to the 
ode writers and is likely to be dependent on the imple-
mentation language. This model is graphi
ally represented in the subsystem dependen
y
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Figure 65: Subsystem Diagram for the Proje
t Football
diagram of Figure 65. Ea
h subsystem is asso





FAD does not provide a standard blueprint for ar
hite
tural design as does, for ex-
ample, Coad and Yourdon's method [29℄, or metri
s for 
omparing one design against
another. However, it en
ourages modularity through information hiding, whi
h if pra
-
tised, will result in sensible, reusable designs. Thus if a fun
tion is de
lared in subsystem
S and its argument and result types are de
lared in subsystem T this suggests poor de-
sign with a high degree of 
oupling between the two subsystems. The models developed
through the appli
ation of FAD will provide an early indi
ation of (potentially) poor
designs.
Type/fun
tion host analysis takes the 
urrent sets of types and fun
tions and assigns
ea
h one to a subsystem of the proje
t. One 
an then analyse their various dependen
ies
that will be des
ribed either as an intra-subsystem dependen
y or an inter-subsystem
dependen






tion host analysis takes the types and fun
tions des
ribed through earlier
analyses and assigns ea
h to one of the subsystems. That is, ea
h entity is the re-
sponsibility of the development unit that develops the host subsystem. Type/fun
tion
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host analysis is also applied later in development when a subsystem's entities are as-
signed to modules of the subsystem. The analysis returns updated fun
tion and type
models whose use relationships re
e
t the assignment of entities to subsystems. With
OO development data and the methods that a
t on the data are the responsibility of
a single obje







tional programming the motivation for assigning entities to modules
or subsystems is to manage development and to support the reusability of 
omponents
of a system. Modules and subsystems host a 
olle
tion of entities but do not provide a
single unit whi
h 
an be the argument of a fun
tion or returned by a fun
tion.
Ea
h subsystem will be do




ord of the assignment will be written in new versions of the des
ription do
uments
of the assigned entities. Every mi
ro unit will eventually be assigned to a module of the
subsystem and the des
ription do
uments will be updated to re
e
t this assignment.
After presenting an illustrative example from the 
ase study, we des
ribe how the de-
liverables of this analysis signal where it is ne
essary to apply further s
enario and type
dependen
y analyses in advan
e of the development of ea
h subsystem.
We illustrate this te
hnique with the analysis of the type dependen
y diagrams for
the fun
tion inpRes presented in Figures 60, 61 and 62. The results are presented in
Tables 2 and 3 where ea
h entity is presented with its host subsystem and some brief

ommentary.
The information in Tables 2 and 3 is 
aptured in updated dependen
y diagrams. The
use relationships now re
e
t whether the related units are of the same subsystem or of
dierent subsystems. Inter-subsystem use relationships between two fun
tions or two
types are represented by a broken line link. See Se
tions 5.4.1 and 5.4.8 for a des
ription
of the various use relationships. These updated diagrams (presented in Figures 66, 67
and 68) give a 
lear view of the impa
t of modular de
omposition on the system.
Ea
h subsystem will be developed to satisfy the requirements spe
ied in any asso-

iated ex
lusive signatures, and in the knowledge that other subsystems will provide the
types and fun
tions spe
ied in the ex
lusive signatures through whi
h they are used. It
is therefore essential that inter-subsystem dependen
ies are made expli
it at this stage.
These will provide input into the development of ex







inpRes UISS An I/O fun
tion.
readInp UISS An I/O fun
tion.




kParse ParseSS A fun
tion that 
he





reateRes FootballSS A fun
tion that 
onstru
ts a value of
type result.
resultChe




kResult FootballSS A fun
tion that tests a value of type result.
readResFile FileSS File-handling fun
tion. Uses and requires
`readability' of type results.
inputResult FootballSS A fun
tion that implements a behaviour
over the type results.
writeResFile FileSS File-handling fun
tion. Uses and requires
`writability' of type results.
failedResParse UISS An I/O fun
tion.
editResult UISS An I/O fun
tion.
Table 2: Fun
tion Host Analysis for the Fun
tion inpRes
Type Subsystem Comment





parsedRes ParseSS Parsing type.
result FootballSS Football type.
bool GeneralSS Basi
 type.
file FileSS File-handling type.
results FootballSS Football type.
Table 3: Type Host Analysis for the Fun
tion inpRes
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Figure 66: Updated Su

essful Dependen
y Diagram for inpRes
Figure 67: Updated Failed Parse Dependen
y Diagram for inpRes
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Figure 68: Updated Failed Result Dependen
y Diagram for inpRes
Any inter-subsystem, fun
tion/type use relationship indi
ates that the fun
tion
should be subje
ted to further analysis sin
e the fun
tion may use other fun
tions whi
h
exist in the used subsystem. For example, if the type is abstra
t various `get' and `set'
fun
tions may need to be provided. Any other fun
tions should be brie
y analysed to

onrm that all used fun




We illustrate with some examples from the 




h takes the parsed result of type parsedRes and returns a value of type result,
is assigned to the subsystem FootballSS. The fun
tion uses the type parsedRes of
the subsystem ParseSS. Assuming that the type parsedRes is abstra
t relative to the
fun
tion, it will need to be a

ompanied by fun
tions that return the team name, goals
s
ored and other information required to 
onstru
t a value of type result.
The se
ond example is an analysis of the related FileSS fun
tions readResFile




onversion from (and respe
tively to) a print-
able string representation of a value of type results, to (and respe
tively from)
its a
tual value. They therefore depend on fun
tions that implement this behaviour,
whi
h we 
all readResults and writeResults. Both fun
tions are assigned to the
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Figure 69: Read and Write Dependen
ies
subsystem FootballSS sin
e they implement behavioural requirements of the type
results. Alternatively we 
ould de
lare that the type results must instantiate re-
spe
tively the permissive signatures READ and SHOW in the de
larations of readResFile
and writeResFile. READ in
ludes a spe
i
ation of a simple read fun
tion and SHOW
provides a simple write fun
tion. Either approa
h des
ribes the same model. The analy-
sis and use of permissive signatures is des
ribed in Se
tion 7.3.1 within the design phase
of the methodology. The dependen
ies des
ribed above are presented in Figures 69(a)
and 69(b).
The fun
tionality delivered by a subsystem and required of other subsystems by

lients is 
urrently hidden within fun
tion and type models that are best used to ex-
press parti
ular fun
tionality and type stru
ture respe





tion one needs to add interfa
e details to the subsys-
tem model. This is a
hieved through subsystem ex
lusive signature analysis the results
of whi





hanisms for the division of a system into manageable 
omponents
that 
an be developed independently. They also provide the me
hanisms for gluing the
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omponents together to deliver a single system. The glue provided by FAD are sub-
system (and module) use relationships. A use relationship links a 
lient subsystem to
another subsystem that provides servi
es that are spe
ied in an asso
iated ex
lusive
signature. That is, the intera








lusive signature analysis takes the various fun
tion and type models
and lters out those entities that are used via an inter-subsystem relationship. These
entities should be spe
ied in the ex
lusive signature that is asso
iated with their sub-
system and mediates a

ess to entities of the 
lient subsystem. Thus ex
lusive signature
analysis returns ex
lusive signatures that provide a spe
i
ation for the development
of their asso
iated subsystem. They also make expli





lusive signature analysis returns a subsystem model that
in
ludes interfa
e details. If one is looking to build a prototype of a system this model
provides mu
h of the ne
essary information.
At this stage we require enough information about ea
h subsystem in order to pro-

eed with the independent development of the subsystems. A single ex
lusive signature
will provide the ne
















ription of the system design is required. With an iterative approa
h to
development ex
lusive signatures are likely to be updated to re
e
t the addition of new
user requirements to the system. We des
ribe the te





tion 7.3.5. The updated subsystem ar
hite
ture for the 
ase study is
presented in the subsystem dependen
y diagram of Figure 70.
The signature FOOTBALLSIG mediates the use of entities de
lared in the subsystem
FootballSS by entities of the subsystem UISS. In





reateRes and inputResult, whi





h is used by resultChe
k.
In addition, the subsystem FileSS uses the subsystem FootballSS through the same
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Figure 70: Updated Subsystem Dependen
y Diagram
signature. Thus there are also spe
i
ations of:
 the type results, whi
h is used by writeResFile and readResFile;
 the fun
tion readResults , whi
h is used by readResFile;
 the fun
tion writeResults , whi
h is used by writeResFile;
 the type teams , whi
h is used by readTeamsFile;
 the fun
tion readTeams , whi
h is used by readTeamsFile;
 the type leagueTable , whi
h is used by appendLTToFile;
 the fun
tion writeLeagueTable , whi
h is used by appendLTToFile.
Therefore the signature FOOTBALLSIG 
urrently mediates a

ess to its asso
iated
subsystem for more than one 





ess to a dierent 
olle
tion of entities, whi









h built on information hiding if a type is spe
ied
in an ex
lusive signature it should not be a






ribes how one 
an model abstra
t data types in FAD. The spe
i
ation
of a type in an ex




lared over the type, but the absen
e of a 
onstru
tor signature signals that they
have no knowledge of the 
onstru
tion of the type. Any intra-subsystem relationship
does not require an entry in an ex
lusive signature but may later be 
ategorised as an
inter-module relationship and be spe
ied in an ex
lusive signature that mediates a

ess
to a module. We des
ribe type/fun




h subsystem's subsystem des
ription do




tion of subsystems upon whi
h it is dependent. Ea




lusive signature. This is illustrated with the SSDD for UISS
presented in Figure 71. The 
urrent version of FOOTBALLSIG is de





h we present in Figure 72.
The development of ex
lusive signatures for ea
h subsystem fa
ilitates the assigning
of subsystem development responsibilities to development units. Ea
h unit will be
responsible for one or more subsystems, but no two units have responsibility for the
same subsystem. These assignments are re




Development of a Subsystem's `used fun
tions'
The development of ea
h subsystem is the responsibility of a designated development
team, whi
h is re
orded in the relevant subsystem des
ription do
ument. The develop-
ment of a subsystem mirrors that of the whole system and should pro
eed in ignoran
e
of the development of other subsystems, but in the knowledge of the interfa
e presented
by other used subsystems. One should begin by applying s
enario analyses to the fun
-




subsystems. Types used by the fun
tions may need to be analysed simultaneously.
We illustrate this appli
ation of s
enario analysis and type dependen
y analysis using
the fun
tion generateLT of the subsystem FootballSS, whi
h is used by the fun
tion
produ
eLT of the subsystem UISS as represented in the fun
tion dependen
y diagram of









Subsystems Used: GeneralSS : GENERALSIG






This subsystem hosts the fun
tions that implement the users'
requirements. It also in
ludes general purpose text-based I/O
fun
tions and may in future in
lude entities that support
other user interfa
es.
Figure 71: Subsystem Des
ription Do













reateRes: parsedRes -> result
inputResult:
result -> results -> results

he
kResult: result -> bool
readResults: string -> results
writeResults: results -> string
readTeams: string -> teams





e to the subsystem FootballSS used by entities of the




ument for the Signature FOOTBALLSIG
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Figure 58. generateLT takes a value of type teams and returns a leagueTable value.




tion of football teams with an asso
iated date that represents the
last date of entry of information. Given the number of teams there is no
requirement that they are stored in any parti
ular order. Although support




The updated type dependen
y diagram for the type teams is presented in Figure 73.
The diagram now re
e
ts the assignment of entities to the subsystems of the system.
The type is dependent on two types that will be de
lared in the utilities subsystem
GeneralSS. The type 
olle
tion a whi
h may be an alias for a list type or some other

ontainer type, and the type date. The type is also dependent on the type team, whi
h
is de
lared in the same subsystem. The behavioural requirements of the type 
ould be
addressed at this stage but, re
e
ting the linear nature of the presentation, will be left
to Se
tion 7.3.1 when we dis
uss the development of permissive signatures.
The requirements of the fun
tion generateLT are presented below.
The fun
tion is responsible for generating a league table from 
urrent team
data. A league table entry must be generated for ea
h team. The entry will
in
lude the team's name, its performan
e data home and away, and its total
points. The team entries will be ordered rst by total points, then by goal
dieren
e, goals s
ored and nally alphabeti
ally.








ts the required information from every team,
sele
tNamesAndData, and another whi
h generates a league table from this information,

reateLT. We des
ribe the model of this s
enario analysis in the fun
tion dependen
y
diagram presented in Figure 74.
In 
ommon with the approa
h adopted earlier in Se
tion 7.2.4 ea
h subsystem will
be developed as a 
olle
tion of modules. Development of an initial module ar
hite
ture
both supports the prin
iple of least 
ommitment and furthers the development of a
system based on information hiding.
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Figure 73: Updated Type Dependen
y Diagram for the Type teams
Figure 74: Fun
tion Dependen
y Diagram for generateLT





iples of modularity applied at the system level are equally appli
able
at the subsystem level. That is, one should seek to develop independent 
ohesive units
that are loosely 
oupled with other units. Module ar
hite
ture analysis takes the de-
s
ription of a subsystem, its asso
iated ex
lusive signatures and the results of s
enario
and type dependen
y analyses applied to `use fun
tions', and returns a model of the
module ar
hite
ture of the subsystem. The model is des
ribed through a 
olle
tion of




The model will satisfy the modular development 
riterion through lo
alizing `in-
timate' knowledge requirements within ea
h module. That is, if an entity requires
knowledge of another entity's implementation then they are 
andidates for housing in
the same module. If, however, the relationship is one where an entity only requires
knowledge of the existen
e of another entity (and possibly some asso
iated operations)
then they 
an probably be de
lared in separate modules. For example, the standard
libraries for Haskell 98 [101℄ are a 
olle
tion of modules where a type is typi
ally de-

lared with a 
olle
tion of fun
tions that support behaviour over the type, and require
intimate knowledge of the 
onstru









iated with the subsystem. One then assigns the type and
fun
tions that implement behaviour over the type to the same module. A module may
also in
lude other types that are used by the signature type but are only of lo
al use.
For example, the type perfData that represents the performan
e data of a football team
will be de
lared in the same module as the type team. The initial module ar
hite
ture
for the subsystem FootballSS has seven modules:
 TeamsMod, whi




 TeamMod, the module housing the type team, whi
h represents an individual foot-








































tion Host Analysis Related to the Fun
tion generateLT
results;
 ResultMod, the module housing the type result that represents a single football
result;
 PlayersMod, whi
h hosts the type that represents a 
olle
tion of players, players;
 PlayerMod, the module housing the type player that represents a football player;
and,
 LeagueTableMod, whi
h hosts the type of league tables, leagueTable.
On
e a set of modules have been de
lared one applies type/fun
tion host analysis to
the mi
ro unit entities of the subsystem. In this in
arnation of the te
hnique entities are
being assigned to modules rather than subsystems. We present in Tables 4 and 5 the
result of type/fun
tion host analysis applied to the entities in the fun
tion dependen
y
diagram of Figure 74.
The fun
tion generateLT 
ould be either assigned to the module TeamsMod or the
module LeagueTableMod sin
e it uses types de
lared in these modules. The fun
-
tion 





ess to the implementation of the type leagueTable,
where in 
ontrast it has deferred su





tion was assigned to the module LeagueTableMod.
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Type Module Comment
teams TeamsMod Host for type teams.
team TeamMod Host for type team.
leagueTable LeagueTableMod Host for type leagueTable.








perfData TeamMod Type used to 
onstru
t values of team.
tName TeamMod Type used to 
onstru
t values of team.
teamLTEntry TeamMod Values generated from values of team.
Table 5: Type Host Analysis Related to the Fun
tion generateLT
The type team has been assigned to a separate module from the type teams sin
e
the module TeamsMod should support the behaviour required of the type teams and not
that of the type team. Any fun
tions over the type teams that use fun
tions over the
type team should not require a





an therefore implement their behaviour using any design without
ae
ting the dependen




through this type of modular approa
h.
On
e all entities have been assigned to a module one 
an update the various depen-
den
y diagrams to re
e
t the module ar
hite
ture. The subsystem ar
hite
ture resulted
in the use relationships being 
ategorised either as inter-subsystem or intra-subsystem.
Now we further 
ategorise the intra-subsystem relationships into either an inter-module
relationship or an intra-module relationship. This is illustrated in Figure 75 where we
present the updated fun
tion dependen
y diagram for the fun
tion generateLT.
The module TeamMod hosts the fun
tion sele
tNameAndData and the two fun
tions
upon whi
h it depends as indi
ated by the thi






lared in the module LeagueTableMod and the fun
tion
it uses teamEntry is de
lared in TeamMod. The fun
tion generateLT of the module
leagueTableMod uses the argument type teams of a dierent module teamsMod, whi
h
is indi
ated by the verti
al line on the fun
tion side of the type box.
Any fun
tions that use a type through an inter-module relationship should be fur-
ther investigated using s
enario analysis. Abstra
tion will probably result in any su
h
fun
tion depending on other fun
tions de
lared in the type's module.
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Figure 75: Updated Fun
tion Dependen
y Diagram for generateLT
Entities assigned to module M 
an use entities of module N of the same subsystem
if and only if there is a module use relationship from M to N and the required entities
are spe
ied in the asso
iated ex
lusive signature. We des
ribe the development of an
initial set of ex
lusive signatures in the following se
tion. Upon 
ompletion one has a
set of models that 




lusive signature analysis takes the results of the analyses des
ribed in the
previous se
tion, and the signatures asso




lusive signatures through whi
h a subsystem's modules are used. Every
entity de
lared in an ex
lusive signature asso
iated with the host subsystem must also
be de
lared in at least one signature asso
iated with a module of the subsystem. For
example, the fun
tion generateLT of the subsystem FootballSS is used by the fun
tion
produ
eLT of the subsystem UISS. It is therefore de
lared in the ex
lusive signature
FOOTBALLSIG asso
iated with the subsystem FootballSS. The fun
tion generateLT
has been assigned to the module LeagueTableMod and therefore must be de
lared in





reateRes parsedRes -> result RESULTSIG
inputResult result -> results -> results RESULTSSIG

he
kResult result -> bool RESULTSIG
readResults string -> results RESULTSSIG
writeResults results -> string RESULTSSIG
readTeams string -> teams TEAMSSIG




generateLT teams -> leagueTable LTSIG
sele
tNamesAndTeams teams -> namesAndData TEAMSSIG
sele
tNameAndData team -> nameAndData TEAMSIG
teamEntry nameAndData -> teamLTEntry TEAMSIG




lusive signature that links the partition relationship to the module. If one was
implementing the system in Haskell this signature would typi
ally be the export list
provided by the module. All other signatures will be implemented as import lists when
the module is used.
Any entity used by an entity de
lared in another module of the subsystem must be
spe
ied in the ex
lusive signature that mediates a

ess for the relevant 
lient module.
Initially ea
h module will be asso
iated with a single ex








We will illustrate module ex
lusive signature analysis through analysis of the sub-
system ex
lusive signature FOOTBALLSIG - des
ribed in Figure 72 - and the results of
the fun




orded with its type spe
i
ation and the signature in whi
h
it is spe
ied. The module with whi
h ea
h signature is asso
iated should be obvious
from the signature's name.
The signature RESULTSSIG is re
orded in the des
ription do













result -> results -> results
readResults: string -> results









ument for the Signature RESULTSSIG
module ar
hite
ture for the subsystem FootballSS is presented in a module dependen
y
diagram in Figure 77. This is based on the analyses des
ribed thus far but will be
iteratively developed as a result of further analyses.
The analysis phase is 




ture has been developed for ea





an be developed at its own pa
e as long as milestones
for the whole proje
t are met. The design phase takes the deliverables of analysis and
develops implementable designs of the ma
ro and mi
ro units. This will in
lude further
investigation of fun
tions so that an eÆ
ient fun
tional design 
an be modelled whi
h
uses, for example, polymorphism, overloading and higher-order fun
tions. This involves
taking advantage of existing entities re




tionary in Chapter 8. The following se
tion des
ribes the tasks and te
hniques
of the design phase.
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uses on the delivery of a solution-domain fo
used model of the system. That
is, where analysis is tied to the problem-domain albeit des
ribed in terms of the required
paradigm, design aims to produ
e a model whi
h 
an be implemented in as an eÆ
ient
and ee
tive manner as possible. However, it is 
lear that the importan
e of modularity,
both in ma
ro unit and mi
ro unit development, has had a design impa
t within the
analysis phase of development.
During the design phase, one takes the deliverables of the analysis phase and, using
the various me




h that an eÆ
ient implementable design is returned. The transition from a
largely analyti
al model to an implementable design is supported by the 
onsistent
paradigm-fo
us of the methodology and the fa
t that the diagrams and many of the
te
hniques used during analysis are the same as those used during design. This also
aids any iterative steps between phases or tasks within the phases. One 
an of 
ourse






During analysis OOADMs en







purpose and reuse. Permissive Signature Analysis
Polymorphism/Overloading Design
Higher-Order Design
Type design. Type Dependen
y Analysis
Permissive Signature Analysis
Design permissive and Ex
lusive Signature Design
ex
lusive signatures. Permissive Signature Design
Table 7: FAD Methodology { Design Phase
based on intera
ting obje
ts. The design phase tends to fo




lasses that provide a 
ontroller ro^le or some other
implementation-spe
i










es to several sub-

lasses and generalization/spe
ialization relationships are introdu
ed where appropriate.
One 
an also take advantage of the growing 
olle
tion of reusable design patterns [49℄.
That is, one is looking to 
onvert an analyti
al model that is drafted in terms of units
of the OO paradigm into one that takes full advantage of the glue available to the OO
developer.





polymorphism and higher-order fun
tions and the me
hanisms available for the devel-
opment of data types. An important part of design is the reuse of existing entities.
We des
ribe FAD's data di
tionary and its support for reuse in Chapter 8. The de-
liverables of this phase aid the storage of entities in the data di
tionary in a manner
that improves the 
han
es of reuse, and the dis
overy of potentially polymorphi
, over-
loaded, or higher-order fun
tions. This is simply a
hieved through adding to the key
information that des
ribes a fun
tion or type. The tasks and te
hniques of the phase
are presented in a linear format as summarized in Table 7.
Ar
hite
ture design is not in
luded in Table 7. This is be
ause the results of type
and fun
tion designs will determine both the module ar
hite
ture of subsystems and
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the subsystem ar
hite
ture of the proje
t. For example, if a type is implemented using
a tree type, then use relationships between the relevant ma







us of the design phase is fun
tion design. This task takes the 
urrent
des




tions and further analyses them in terms of
their behavioural requirements. The potential for polymorphism, overloading and the
repla
ement of a 
olle
tion of rst-order fun




tions are the building blo
ks of fun
tional software as des
ribed in Chapter 3.
If the software implementers are provided with inadequate information upon whi
h to
implement the required fun




tness through a FAD model, sin
e the modelling language
of FAD is not a formal spe
i
ation language like Z [39℄ or VDM [151℄. However, there is
no reason why one 
an't support development within FAD with formal models written in
a formal language. One 









ribe (to a 
ertain level) the analysed fun
tions. The analyses are applied until
a set of ex
lusive signatures 
an be developed whi
h re
e
t those entities of a ma
ro
unit whi
h are used by 
lients. Thus fun
tions that depend on other entities de
lared
in the same module may not yet have been analysed. We en
ourage further analyses to
be applied to su
h fun
tions. For example, the fun
tion teamEntry that is used by the
fun
tion 
reateLT as illustrated in Figure 75, takes the name and performan
e data of
ea
h team and returns a league table entry. It uses two other fun
tions de
lared in its




y diagram is presented in Figure 78.
A te
hnique whi
h provides further fun
tion development (and type development)
information is permissive signature analysis.
7.3.1 Permissive Signature Analysis
The modelling language of FAD in
ludes two types of signatures that were des
ribed in
Se
tions 5.2.3 and 5.3.3. An ex







y Diagram for the Fun
tion teamEntry
those entities that 
an be used from its asso
iated ma
ro unit. A permissive signature
spe
ies some behaviour that is implemented over its asso
iated type(s). That is, where
an ex
lusive signature signals only this, a permissive signature indi
ates at least this. A
permissive signature therefore makes behaviour expli
it and spe
ies the entities that
support the behaviour. Ea
h permissive signature 
an be reused through asso
iation
with another type whose type 
onstru
tor is of the same kind. One 
an also 
reate new
signatures through inheriting the spe
i




Permissive signature analysis takes a fun
tion and determines whether it requires
its types to support any parti
ular behaviour. The behaviour may be required over a
type used by one of its types. If required, then one 





lare a new one. Existing permissive
signatures are re
orded in FAD's data di
tionary and we will des
ribe how they are

ategorised and the support for reuse in Chapter 8. The signature is then asso
iated
with the appropriate type in the fun
tion spe
i
ation. The type is said to instantiate
the permissive signature and this will be re
orded in the type des
ription do
ument.
We present an example from the 
ase study using the fun
tion sele
tNamesAndData
of the module TeamsMod. The fun
tion is used by the league table generating fun
tion
generateLT as modelled in Figure 75. The fun
tion is des
ribed in the FDD in Figure
79.
From the textual des
ription of the fun
tion one 
an build an abstra
t model of the
fun
tion's behaviour. The fun




























tion takes the 
olle
tion of teams and returns the name
and performan
e data of ea
h team. Ea
h team is sele
ted and
its name and performan








tion-type argument. The fun
tion therefore requires the 
olle
tion type used
by the type teams to support the appli
ation of a fun
tion to ea
h of its items. This 
an
be modelled by asso
iating the type 
olle




tionality. The signature spe
ies the higher-order fun
tion
map. We present the des
ription do




ation for the fun
tion sele
tNamesAndData in Figure 81.
The fun
tion dependen
y diagram in Figure 81 provides the developer with a range
of information that in
ludes:
 an abstra
tion of the fun






tions used to deliver the required fun
tionality;
 the potential for the implementation of an overloaded fun




ribes how FAD supports the design of
polymorphi
 and overloaded fun








Parameter(s)(kind): m : * -> *
Entities: map :
(with type spe






Figure 80: Permissive Signature Des
ription Do
ument for MAP
Figure 81: Updated Model for the Fun
tion sele
tNamesAndData
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Figure 82: Updated Fun
tion Models for readResFile and writeResFile




ied in a permissive signature;
 some guidan







ond example we return to the fun
tions readResFile and writeResFile
that were rst des
ribed in Se
tion 7.2.5. They used the fun
tions readResults and
writeResults to implement the required `readability' and `writability' fun
tionality
over the type results. Permissive signatures provide an alternative means of des
rib-
ing the required fun
tionality, with the benet that the signature is reusable and 
an
be asso
iated with more than one type. We therefore introdu
e two permissive signa-
tures READ and WRITE that in
lude the spe
i
ations read : string -> a and write
: a -> string respe
tively. We present the updated spe
i
ations for the fun
tions
readResFile and writeResFile in Figure 82.





tions. In the following se
tion we des
ribe how these models play
an important ro^le in the dis
overy of potentially polymorphi




 polymorphism and 
onstrained polymorphism (overloading) provide me
h-
anisms for reuse in fun
tional languages. Where parametri
 polymorphism supports
the use of the same 
ode over multiple types, 
onstrained polymorphism supports the
reusability of a name but not ne
essarily 
ode. A des
ription of polymorphism within
the fun
tional programming paradigm and how it 

















ed by a single polymorphi
 fun
tion. Fun




ed by a single polymorphi
 fun
tion that returns
the length of any list. In both of these 











tions do require some spe
ied fun
tionality
to be supported either by their types, or some type(s) used by one or more of their
types. Jones [66℄ motivates the argument in favour of type 
lasses through examples of
fun
tions that sum two values of the same type and test the equality of two values of
the same type. Monomorphism is too restri
tive in both 
ases sin
e in most fun
tional
languages there are several numeri
 types and even more types whose values 
an be
tested for equality. However, a polymorphi
 fun
tion is inappropriate in both 
ases
sin
e there are non-numeri
 types that don't support, for example, arithmeti
 operators
and some non-equality types su
h as the fun
tional types.
The developer therefore needs support, both in the dis








ription of the latter pro
ess to Chapter 8. Permissive signatures, or the la
k of,
provide signi




We suggest that the following guidelines should be followed.
 If a fun
tion is spe
ied with types with no asso
iated permissive signatures then
the fun
tion 
ould have a polymorphi






h suggests that the type's values do
not in
uen
e the behaviour of the fun
tion. The identity fun
tion is an example
of this type of a fun
tion;
 If a fun
tion's types have asso
iated permissive signatures whose parameters are
all of non-* kind then it 
ould have a polymorphi
 type. The values of the types
used to 
onstru
t an argument value are not required to support any parti
ular
fun
tionality. The length fun
tion is an example of this type of fun
tion;








 : * -> *
Entities: add : a -> 
 a -> 
 a
(with type spe
s.) remove : int -> 
 a -> 
 a
find :










Figure 83: Permissive Signature Des
ription Do
ument for CONTAINER
 If the fun
tion is spe
ied with at least one permissive signature then it 
ould
be de
lared as an overloaded fun
tion. Clearly this will require implementation
language support for overloading. There is 
learly an overlap with the above 
ase
illustrated by the length fun
tion that 
ould be de
lared as an overloaded fun
tion.
Another example is the fun
tion that sums two numeri
 values.
We will illustrate appli
ation of these guidelines with some examples from the 
ase
study. The I/O fun
tion inpRes uses the fun




tion of results (see Figure 60). Permissive signature analysis has
resulted in the de
laration of a new permissive signature with a parameter of kind *
-> *, CONTAINER, whi
h supports typi
al fun
tionality of a 
ontainer type su
h as the
addition of a new item and the removal of an existing item. The signature is des
ribed
in the permissive signature des
ription do
ument presented in Figure 83.
Three fun
tions are spe
ied that implement the addition of an item, the removal
of an item in a spe
ied position, and nding a value whi
h satises a parti
ular pred-
i
ate. We have not in
luded a fun
tion whi
h removes all items mat
hing an inputted
value sin
e this would require equality fun
tionality of the items' type. The fun
tion
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Figure 84: Potential Polymorphi
 or Overloaded Fun
tion
inputResult is modelled as in Figure 84. The type 
olle
tion a is used to 
onstru
t
values of type results, whi
h is fully des
ribed in Se
tion 7.3.4.
The behaviour of inputResult does not require any behaviour over the type result
that supplies the items 
ontained in the 
olle
tion. Thus the fun
tion 
ould be dened as
(or use) a polymorphi
 fun
tion over the type 
olle
tion a or an overloaded fun
tion
over any type that instantiates the permissive signature CONTAINER.
As a se
ond example we return to the fun
tions readResFile and writeResFile
that are used by the fun
tion inpRes to read results from a le and write results to
a le. The fun
tions, whi
h are modelled in Figures 82(a) and 82(b), require the type
results to support the behaviour spe
ied by the asso
iated permissive signatures READ
and WRITE. These signatures spe
ify fun
tions for reading and writing behaviour. Sin
e
READ and WRITE have parameters of kind * the fun
tions 
ould not be polymorphi
 but





tion whose type in
ludes un
onstrained type variables must be
universally a

essible and thus de
lared in a module in the subsystem GeneralSS. Poly-
morphi
 fun
tions that are dened over 
onstru
ted types should be assigned to the
same module as the type. For example, fun
tions that are de
lared over any list should
be assigned to the module that hosts the list type. Overloaded fun
tions that are spe
-
ied in a permissive signature will be de
lared in the module that hosts the type that
is asso





in a module in the subsystem GeneralSS.
In the following se
tion we des
ribe how permissive signatures 
an signal the poten-
tial for development of higher-order fun
tions.
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FAD supports the modelling of multiple argument fun
tions in their 
urried and un-

urried form. With the 
urried form, new fun
tions 
an be 
reated through the partial
appli
ation of the fun
tions to an in
omplete set of arguments. In the following 
hapter
we des
ribe how entities are stored in the data di
tionary and how this supports the
potential for fun
tion 




ribe how FAD supports the development of fun
tions with
fun
tional arguments. Higher-order fun
tions 
apture a 




tions. Thus one is able to repla
e several rst-order fun
tions




tion is applied to a fun
-
tional argument whi
h was previously used in the body of the rst-order fun
tion.
Permissive signatures 
an be used to highlight 









h value of type team in a 
olle
tion of teams. The
pattern of 
omputation is made expli
it by the asso
iation of the permissive signature








tNamesAndData with a higher-order fun
tion sele
t that takes a fun
tional
rst argument as des
ribed in Figure 85. The model of the fun
tion generateLT that
previously used sele
tNamesAndData requires updating as illustrated by the fun
tion
dependen
y diagram of Figure 86.
Of 
ourse not all higher-order fun




tion of the type t1 -> t2 but without any expli
it behavioural requirement
beyond the appli
ation of the used fun
tion to an argument. If the fun
tions have
similar models then they may exhibit 
ommon abstra
tions. That is, if their fun
tion
dependen
y diagrams present 
ommon patterns then there is the possibility of a 
ommon
abstra







Figure 86: Updated Version of the Fun
tion generateLT
result in some eÆ
ien
y in design. Although not 












ommunity. They are already pra
tised within OO
development [113, 47, 49, 27, 18℄.
In 
on
lusion, FAD provides signi
ant support for fun
tion development. This
in
ludes modelling a fun




h it depends and
providing support through permissive signatures for the development of polymorphi
,
overloaded, and higher-order fun
tions. In Chapter 8 we des
ribe FAD's data di
tionary
and its support for reusing existing fun
tions and developing fun
tions in parallel. The
next se
tion des
ribes the task of type design.
7.3.4 Type Design
During the analysis phase, s
enario analyses and type dependen
y analyses are pra
tised
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In 
ommon with fun
tions, types are investigated until every use relationship is an intra-






 type should be modelled in a type dependen
y diagram. In addi-
tion, permissive signature analysis makes expli
it the behaviour that must be denable




omputation over any instantiating type, and EQ and ORD signal an equality type and
ordered type respe
tively. Thus far permissive signatures have been asso
iated with
types in response to a behavioural requirement of a fun
tion. During type design one

an take ea
h type and determine whether any further permissive signatures should be
asso
iated with the type or any types upon whi
h it is dependent. Types 
an then be
developed that either use existing types whi
h instantiate the permissive signatures or
require the de
laration of new signature instantiations.
We illustrate the results of further analysis with a detailed model of the type
results. Its type dependen
y diagram is presented in Figure 87.
Thus the type resultsmust be de
lared using a type that instantiates the permissive
signature CONTAINER, and the date type. For example, using Haskell notation, one 
ould
implement the type as a produ
t type as follows:
data Results = Rs Date [Result℄
where the type 
olle
tion a has been implemented as a list. The list type has the
required CONTAINER fun
tionality. We des
ribe in the following 
hapter how one 
an
mat
h a type in development against an existing type.
Type designs may have an impa
t on the subsystem ar
hite
ture, and module ar-

hite
ture of subsystems. For example, ResultsMod will now use ListMod, the module
that hosts the list types and their asso
iated operations. Module ar
hite
ture design is
therefore intimately linked to the design of types.
A value of the type result has four 
omponents: a date value, homeTeam and
awayTeam values (whi
h are implemented identi
ally), and an attendan
e value. On
e







with the type. Here is a possible implementation for result.
data Result = R Date (HomeTeam,AwayTeam,Attendan
e)
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Figure 87: A Model of the Type results
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Sin
e the types results and result are de




hange this implementation with any 
hanges restri
ted
to the module ResultMod whi
h houses the type result. The date type 
an be imple-
mented as any appropriate type that instantiates the permissive signature ORD, whi
h
spe
ies an ordering fun
tionality over its instantiating types. Sin
e the signature ORD
inherits the signature EQ, any instantiating type must also have equality fun
tionality.






lusive signature design takes the 




ally one-one mapped with a subsystem or module) and designs a set of signatures that
state the exa
t interfa
e presented to ea
h 
lient of a module or subsystem. During
the analysis phase ex




ers and a guide to the fun
tions (and their types) available for use from other ma
ro
units. Subsystem ex
lusive signatures provide input into the development of ex
lusive
signatures asso





ro units. That is, the signature asso
iated with a unit
may be rede
lared as a 
olle
tion of signatures ea
h mediating a

ess to the unit for a
dierent 
lient.
For example, the module ar
hite
ture for FootballSS presented in Figure 77 is up-
dated to that presented in Figure 88. The only 
hange is that the signature RESULTSSIG




lient. Details of two of the signatures are presented in Figure 89.
7.3.6 Permissive Signature Design
Every permissive signature is re
orded in a des
ription do
ument. In Chapter 8 we
des
ribe the approa
h to storing permissive signatures on the basis of the number and
kind of their parameters.
Permissive signatures are used to de
lare a behavioural requirement over a type.
To avoid potential 
onfusion a permissive signature should spe
ify only that whi
h
is required. That is, if a fun
tion requires mapping behaviour over a type then the
asso
iated permissive signature should spe
ify only that behaviour. Through signature
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Figure 88: Updated Ex
lusive Signature Design for Modules of FootballSS
Figure 89: Ex
lusive Signatures Asso
iated with the Module ResultsMod
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inheritan
e one 
an develop signatures that spe
ify a range of behaviour. However, one
should not develop a signature through inheritan




tually required. That is, one should err on the side of 
aution, and not
tie signatures unne
essarily to an inheritan
e hierar
hy.
For example, the signature ORD that spe
ies fun
tions that implement ordering over










hapter we have presented the methodology of FAD by des
ribing its tasks and
the te
hniques used to implement a task. The te
hniques deliver models des
ribed




tional programming nor prevent bad pra
ti
e, as was the
motivation for the introdu
tion of stru
tured programming and its asso
iated analysis
and design methodologies. Rather FAD should support software development in the
fun




 methodologies. FAD's modelling language and te




ouraging a new approa
h to building systems within the paradigm.
The nal element of the methodology is its data di
tionary. The following 
hapter
presents an overview of FAD's data di
tionary, how it supports the reuse of existing




One of the benets of using an ADM as a tool in software development outlined in
Se
tion 4.2.4, is that it provides signi
ant support for do
umenting development. This
has several uses of whi
h we highlight two of the most signi
ant. Firstly, it provides
a re
ord of development for future referen
e either during maintenan
e or as an input











ode provides its own form of do
umentation, but
this is only available when the 
ode is written. Unsurprisingly it presents a pi
ture of
the idiosyn
rasies of a parti
ular language rather than a 




ts developed by multiple units there is a danger of substantial
dupli
ation of eort. An ADM with a supporting CASE tool 
an redu
e this risk both
through re
ording entities and designs in an eÆ
ient manner, and providing me
hanisms
for reuse and the dis
overy of 
ommon abstra
tions in existing entities and entities in
development.
In Se
tion 8.2 we des
ribe FAD's data di
tionary. We des
ribe how ea
h type of unit
is stored and how this supports the requirements stated above. In the following se
tion
we review related work on mat
hing entities in development to existing entities.
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8.1 Related Work
Most of the resear
h within the fun
tional programming 




tions in development to those dened in a library. The
mat
hing key in most 
ases is the fun





 and not semanti
.
Run
iman and Toyn [122℄ des
ribe an approa
h where the fun
tion in development
may not have an expli
it type signature. They present te
hniques for developing a key




ompared against the types of existing fun
tions.
One major limiting fa
tor of their approa
h is that it enfor
es an ordering on the ar-
guments. That is, although the types a -> b -> [b℄ and Int -> Char -> [Char℄
mat
h, the type Char -> Int -> [Char℄ will not mat
h the latter type. Several
reusable fun
tions will be missed due to this 
onstraint.
Rittri [117℄ removed the restri
tion on the order of a fun
tion's arguments and
developed a pro
ess where one 
ould mat
h a query type against an isomorphi
 type,







laration of a query type but only allows exa
t mat
hes up to
isomorphism. Thus, for example, a monomorphi




e again potential mat
hes may be missed due to this 
onstraint.
Zaremski and Wing developed two approa
hes to mat
hing modules as well as fun
-























tions and modules. Sin
e
formal methods are beyond the s
ope of FAD, we will only review signature mat
hing.










hes. Modules are mat
hed on the basis of their







h: two signatures are equal up to variable names and user-dened type
names;
generalised mat
h: the query type exa
t mat
hes an instan
e of the library 
ompo-
nent type;
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spe
ialized mat
h: the library 
omponent type is an exa
t mat















h: a reordering of the library 





her has been implemented in SML and integrated into the author's
lo
al SML programming environment. However, the onus is on the user to determine the
appropriate mat
hes to apply. This is not a trivial task sin
e some relaxed (non-exa
t)
mat
hes may result in far too many fun
tions and an exa
t mat
h in too few. There
are no metri
s whi
h measure the most eÆ




Park and Ramjisingh [94℄ take a signi
antly dierent approa
h to those des
ribed
above. They argue that an eÆ
iently organised 
omponent library would maximise
the potential for reuse. They des
ribe an approa
h to the storage of fun
tions where
fun
tions are grouped through their arity. Intra-group fun
tions are linked through type-
substitution and inter-group fun
tions are linked through argument-substitution. That
is, two fun
tions f1 and f2 of the same group are linked if the type of f1 is more general
than the type of f2. Alternatively one 
an say that the type of f2 is an instan
e of the
type of f1. The type of f2 
an therefore be 
reated through substituting one or more
types for type variables in the type of f1.
Two fun
tions f3 and f4 of dierent groups are linked if the one of lower arity has
a type that is an instan
e of the type of the fun
tion of higher arity with one or more
arguments removed. That is, the type is an appli
ative type instan
e of the higher arity
type. A query type 
an therefore be mat
hed against the same type, a more general
type, a more spe
i
 type, or a type with more arguments, whi
h 
an be made an
instan
e of the query type on
e some arguments are removed. However, mat
hing is

onstrained by the order of the arguments.
An and Park [4℄ have taken grouping a step further and removed the emphasis on
the order of arguments. Thus fun
tions are assigned to fun
tion groups based on their
arity, and within ea
h fun
tion group is a 
olle
tion of extended set types. For example,
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the extended set type {int,
har} -> bool in
ludes the types int -> 
har -> bool,

har -> int -> bool, (int,
har) -> bool, and (
har,int) -> bool. That is, ea
h
extended set type is a 
olle
tion of isomorphi
 types as des
ribed by Rittri [116℄. A node
is 
reated for ea
h set type. Intra-group links are now between two nodes within the
same group and inter-group links between two nodes in dierent groups. The links
are dened as in Park and Ramjisingh [94℄. Hen
e one benets both from having a
stru





tions within a node.
Although this se





hing entities - typi
ally fun
tions - in development with fun
tions dened
in libraries. The mat
hing requirements for a methodology are more varied. Mat
hing
with existing entities is still required, but so are mat
hing entities being developed with
similar behavioural requirements and mat
hing non-fun
tion entities su
h as types and
signatures.
In the following se
tion we des
ribe FAD's data di
tionary and how it provides an
eÆ
iently organised approa
h to entity storage and satises the above requirements.
8.2 FAD Data Di
tionary
FAD's data di





ments for all the de
lared mi
ro and ma
ro entities. We des





h form of entity. Those entities that are not des
ribed
in a se
tion are simply stored alphabeti
ally. Ea
h system entity will be des
ribed by
one or more des
ription do
uments that provide an histori
al re
ord of development of
the entity. The information re
orded will in
lude des
riptions of any 
hanges and the
reasons for the 
hanges. We des
ribe in the following se




h entity, but will use the latest version to determine its
storage situation. That is, as entities are developed they may be repositioned within
the data di
tionary. For example, a type may be asso
iated with a permissive signa-
ture when previously it had no su
h asso
iation. This will 





















and result types and permissive signatures. These are the important entries when
determining the storage lo
ation of the fun
tion and links between fun
tions.
Fun
tions are stored using the following 
riteria, whi









tions are initially grouped by their arity. That is, we have adopted Park and
Ramjisingh's approa
h of grouping all fun
tions with a single argument together, all
fun
tions with two arguments together and so on.
We then assign the fun
tions in ea
h group to a subgroup of fun
tions whose types
instantiate a permissive signature of a spe
ied kind. A permissive signature's kind
is re




h require a type/signature
asso
iation of kind * are grouped together. Fun
tions whi
h require the instantiation of
a permissive signature of kind * -> * but not any of kind * are grouped together and
so on. Finally, any fun
tions whi
h do not require the instantiation of any signature
are grouped together. Within ea
h of the subgroups the fun
tions are stored alphabeti-

ally. For example, the fun
tion inputResult (see Figure 84) will be grouped with the
fun
tions of arity 2, with a permissive signature of kind * -> *. Thus if one wants to
develop a fun










during development a fun
tion may use types that simply have a name and some as-
so
iation with permissive signatures. This approa




tions with other fun
tions with similar behavioural requirements.
Fun
tions with the same arity and permissive signature asso
iations will therefore
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tions and overloaded fun
tions. It also redu
es the likelihood of identi
al
denitions being bound to two dierent fun
tions of the same type. In addition, if one
wants a fun
tion of arity n with a behavioural requirement spe
ied by a permissive
signature of kind * -> *, then one may nd a fun
tion in the subgroup of arity n+1
and permissive signature asso






Finally, if one wants a fun




tion's arity/permissive signature subgroup, and if unsu

essful, 
an then review the
module that hosts the type. Sin
e systems are built on information hiding, fun
tions
that implement behaviour over the type should be de
lared in the module that hosts
the type.
8.2.2 Types
A type is re





the kind of the type's 
onstru
tor and any permissive signature asso
iations. The types
are 
ategorised using the following 




2. Permissive signature instantiation.
3. Alphabeti
al.
A type is initially assigned to a group on the basis of the kind of its 
onstru
tor. Thus
all types with nullary type 
onstru




h of these groups the types are multiply assigned
to the subgroup of types that instantiate a spe
ied permissive signature. However, if
a type instantiates several signatures whi
h are related through inheritan
e, then it is
only assigned to the signature whi
h permits the most behaviour. Within ea
h of these
groups the types are stored alphabeti
ally.
Thus if one wants to nd a type that instanitates the permissive signature ORD one
only has one pla
e to look. This redu
es the 
han
es of repetition of type denition and
in
reases the likelihood of reuse.
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8.2.3 Permissive Signatures
A permissive signature is re





ludes a listing of parameters and their kind. Permissive
signatures are 
ategorised using the following 
riteria applied in the order enumerated.
1. Number of parameters.




h permissive signature is assigned to a group on the basis of their number of
parameters. The signatures NUM, ORD, FOLD, and MAP ea
h have one parameter and will
therefore be grouped together. Within ea
h group, signatures with a parameter of kind
* are assigned to a subgroup. The remaining signatures with a parameter of kind * ->
* are assigned to another subgroup and so on. Within ea
h subgroup the signatures
are stored alphabeti
ally. Thus NUM and ORD are assigned to the same group, as are MAP
and FOLD.
If one is developing a signature with a single parameter of kind * -> * then one

an look in the appropriate group and determine if an a

eptable one exists, or if one

ould be 
reated that extends an existing one through inheritan
e. Alternatively, the
new signature 
ould be extended to 
reate an existing signature.
8.3 Summary
We have outlined in this 
hapter how the FAD data di
tionary provides an organised
repository for dened elements and elements in development. The 
riteria for storing
ea
h element were des
ribed. Organised storage in
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Chapter 9
Summary
In this thesis, we have presented arguments in favour of an analysis and design methodol-
ogy whi




ant support for obje
t-oriented development and the
general benets of in
luding a methodology within the pro
ess of software development.
Popular methodologies, su
h as the Boo
h Method and SSADM, are underpinned
by a graphi
al modelling language whi
h delivers abstra
t models of software designs.
They are not however visual programming languages sin
e they deal with abstra
tions
rather than implementation details. We believe that a methodology whose language
has elements in harmony with the fun
tional programming paradigm and whose te
h-
niques en
ourage and support the development of fun
tional designs is required. We






h one develops software, or the ee
tiveness of the
implemented solution. However, we 
an oer software developers a pa
kaged approa
h
to development where the media used allow fo
us on the essential 
omplexity of soft-
ware development, whilst avoiding the a

idental 
omplexity inevitable when swit
hing
paradigms.





ker for a CASE tool. Its support for the building blo




h that was 
onsistent with the paradigm from the initial




esses of the appli
ation followed
by the modi
ations/additions that we believe will enhan
e the modelling language and
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methodology.
We 
laim the following su

esses:
 the notation was easy to use, unambiguous and presented the models in a 
lear
and readable manner. Other notations have embedded a fun
tion's arguments and
return values within the fun
tion notation. We believe presenting types external
to their asso
iated fun
tion - as rst des
ribed in Se








{ it emphasises the importan
e of types during development; and,
{ it allows behavioural requirements to be asso










 the adoption of a single set of diagrams naturally supported the iterative develop-
ment of models throughout development. Models tend to require updating rather
than repla
ement;
 permissive signatures (see Se
tion 5.2.3) are an important element of the modelling
language. They allow behavioural requirements to be added to type information
in a form that is independent of any type and thus reusable a
ross types of the
appropriate kind. They 
an be naturally implemented as types 
lasses in imple-
mentation languages that oer su




ro unit and interfa
e model elements. This proved invaluable
during development where one wants to be able to spe
ify an interfa
e to a module
that is appropriate for a parti
ular relationship. For example, in the appendix we
have developed three ex
lusive signatures that provide interfa
es to the module
StateMod. Ea
h satises a parti
ular abstra
tion requirement. Full details of this
example are provided in Se
tion A.6;
 an initially type-
entri
 approa
h to module development and intera
tion supports
the dis
overy of the fun
tions that exist over a type. In some 
ases one may have a
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hoi
e of modules whi
h 
ould host a fun




 delaying the implementation details of a type in favour of spe
ifying the be-




h one is not tied prematurely to a parti
ular set of implementations. That
is, we have adopted the prin
iple of least 
ommitment, whi
h requires as mu
h
abstra
tion as possible in order to minimize the s
ope of future implementa-
tion de
isions. This was illustrated, for example, in the development of the type

omponents (see Se
tion A.6.4) and the various substate types.
We also believe that in light of our experien
es with the 
ase study there are areas
of the modelling language and methodology that 
ould benet from modi
ation and
extension. We list these below:




iated module or all but a few of the hosted units. This also applies
where an interfa
e spe
ies everything hosted by a module used by its asso
iated
module;
 a review of `






h alternative in a separate diagram although typi
ally
in the same model. This 
an result in a lot of 
omponent repetition and is thus
somewhat ineÆ
ient. Other modelling languages have adopted an approa
h where
one presents the various 
ases on a single diagram, whi
h although more eÆ
ient,

an result in a less readable model;
 the 
ase study did not address any of what Peyton Jones has des
ribed as the
awkward squad [99℄. FAD 
urrently supports development using pure fun
tional
programming languages. It will require extension to support the various means of
intera
ting with the external world.
9.1 Summary of Contributions
The major 
ontribution of this thesis is a methodology for developing fun
tional soft-
ware. Although popular within other paradigms this development medium has been
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hitherto absent from the fun
tional programming paradigm.
We 
laim the following parti
ular 
ontributions:
1. A modelling language for building abstra
t models of fun
tional designs. The
syntax and semanti
s of the language were des





tion of integrated te
hniques whi
h takes the deliverables of requirements
engineering and return software design that is best implemented in a fun
tional
language.
3. A set of do
umentation whi
h provide a medium for re
ording system entities and






guide the storage of the do
ument in the data di
tionary. The data di
tionary
is an organised repository for storing entities. It supports the reuse of existing





ase study that provides eviden






There are several areas of future resear
h that would be of 
lear benet in the appli
ation
of FAD.
There is a need for a CASE tool that supports the appli
ation of FAD. A methodol-
ogy without a CASE tool is like a programming language without a 
ompiler. Develop-
ers are attra
ted to methodologies through their CASE tools, and thus, future resear
h
must fo





king and version 
ontrol. This is not unique to FAD sin
e it is un
om-
mon for a methodology to provide (non-generi
















y of design, and manage version 
ontrol, but this 
ould
soon be
ome unwieldy. CASE tools typi





models developed using their asso
iated methodology. Thus any CASE tool would need






ase study presented in the appendix 
ould be
used as part of this resear
h.
Design patterns are in




h patterns with fun
tional designs is an interesting area of resear
h. A
fun
tional modelling language 






tions in existing designs.
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Appendix A




In this appendix we present a signi
ant example of the appli
ation of FAD. FAD is
best applied through a CASE tool that will support inter alia the re
ording of units in
development and the 
he
king of the 
onsisten
y of the various models that together
des




ker that is the fo
us of this
appli
ation. It will be developed as one of the subsystems of the CASE tool proje
t.
In the following se
tion we provide a des






ludes a denition of an in
onsisten
y, and in Se
tion A.2 there is a detailed overview





tions A.3 and A.4 present a repre-
sentative sele
tion of s
enario and type dependen
y analyses that span the major issues
regarding the development of the fun






A.5 we analyse the module ar
hite
ture of the subsystem where the modules, ex
lusive





oped. Design issues are dis
ussed and illustrated in Se
tion A.6, and a summary of the
development and a brief overview of work to be done are given in Se
tion A.7.
FAD, in 
ommon with most ADMs, provides multiple views of a system in develop-
ment. This is one of the major benets of their appli
ation. However, multiple views

an lead to in
onsisten
ies between the views, and these in
onsisten
ies may be very
diÆ
ult to dis
over if the system is of a non-trivial kind. Thus most CASE tools provide
a means of resolving su














ker is a signi
ant part of a CASE tool. Although a modelling
language supports the delivery of a design for a system one 
annot assume that the
design is 
onsistent. That is, one 
annot assume that the design is implementable.
This is parti
ularly true when designing a large system that may be represented in a
series of models. This is pre
isely the 
ase when using FAD where one is en
ouraged to
develop models that provide various views of the system in development. A visual s
an
of su
h models is unlikely to dis
over potential in
onsisten
ies either within a model or








overy of design in
onsisten
ies. In addition, the in
remental and iterative
approa
h to development en
ouraged by FAD, 






tion of new elements, and the repla
ement
of existing elements in an updated design.
Here we are using the term model as an identied 
olle
tion of elements of the
modelling language. An element is any mi
ro unit, ma
ro unit or relationship of FAD.
Thus, for example, a model 
ould be a module dependen
y diagram or a fun
tion
dependen
y diagram, a mixture of both, or simply a 
olle
tion of unrelated elements.
Sin
e one is building a system with the intention of future implementation, it is ne
essary
to build one that 
an be implemented. An in
onsisten
y is something that 
annot be
implemented. We illustrate an in
onsistent design with an example. In Model 1, the
fun
tion aFun uses the fun
tion bFun. In Model 2, aFun is hosted by module AMod
and bFun is hosted by module BMod. In Model 3, BMod uses AMod via the ex
lusive
signature ASIG but there is no module use relationship in the other dire
tion. Figures
90(a), 90(b), and 90(
) present a graphi
al representation of these three models.
An in
onsisten
y exists between the dependen
e of aFun on bFun and the la
k of a
module use relationship from AMod to BMod. Thus any implementation of this design
would in
lude an error due to the la
k of visibility of bFun from aFun. For example,
in Hugs 98, if the module AMod is de
lared in the le AMod.hs and BMod is de
lared in
BMod.hs then the following error o

urs:
ERROR "AMod.hs": Undefined variable "bFun"
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ker should report the above in
onsisten
y thus allowing the de-





neither provides solutions to any problems nor reports on poor or ineÆ
ient design. It
may highlight potential areas of 
on
ern but its primary ro^le is to determine whether a
design based on the models of development is 
onsistent and thus implementable. This
is analogous to the program error-spotting ro^le played by a 
ompiler.
In the following se









We present in this se










k. However they 
an be further

ategorised as either pass/fail 
he
ks or warning 
he
ks. A pass/fail 
he
k must be
passed. The failure of su
h a 
he
k signals an in
onsisten





t of a design whi
h may result in an in
onsisten
y, but either be
ause of the




ker or the variability in implementation languages, one

annot guarantee that it is an in
onsisten
y.
Many of the pass/fail 
he
ks rely on one unit being visible from another. This is a
non-symmetri
al relationship that we dene as follows:
A mi
ro unit B is visible from the mi
ro unit A if pre
isely one of the
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following is true:
 either A or B is not asso
iated with a host module. During the early
stages of development mi
ro units may be introdu
ed without a host
module. The default is that su
h units are visible from any other unit
and vi





due to an in
omplete design;
 A and B are hosted by the same module;
 B is hosted by a module BMod in the same subsystem as the module
AMod that hosts A. There is either a module use relationship from
AMod toBMod withB spe
ied in the mediating ex
lusive signature,
or there is a path from AMod to BMod via one or more intermediate
modules where ea
h module use relationship linking the modules is
mediated by an ex
lusive signature that spe
ies B;
 B is hosted by a module BMod hosted by a subsystem BS that is
used by the subsystem that hosts the module in whi
h A is de
lared.
B must be spe
ied in the ex
lusive signature that mediates use of the
subsystem, and in the ex
lusive signature that mediates the partition
relationship between the subsystem BS and BMod, or a module that
is linked to BMod via a path as des
ribed in the 
ase above. This is
illustrated in Figure 91, where to aid readability, we have limited the
spe
i
ations presented in the ex
lusive signatures to those required for
the example.
A module M is visible from a module N if pre
isely one of the following
holds:
 either M or N is not hosted by a subsystem for the same reasons given
above; or





y: a model must be 
onsistent relative to existing models. The
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Figure 91: Illustration of visible from Relationship

onsisten
y of a model will depend on the 
onsisten





tion Argument and Result Types: the types whi
h provide the argument or
result values of a fun
tion must be visible from the fun
tion.
Fun
tion Use: all fun
tions used by a fun
tion must be visible from the fun
tion.
Type Use: all types used by a type must be visible from the type.
Module Use: a module may only use a module whi
h is either hosted in the same
subsystem or if either is unassigned to a subsystem. That is, moduleM may only
use module N if N is visible from M. A module is hosted in a unique subsystem
for a given proje
t. It may be assigned to another subsystem in a dierent proje
t.
Ex




onsistent. This is true if pre




ied in the ex
lusive signature:
 it is hosted by the asso
iated module;
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 it is spe
ied in an ex
lusive signature that mediates a

ess to a module used
by the asso










onsistent. This is true if pre




ied in the ex
lusive signature:
 it is hosted by a module M hosted by the subsystem and is spe
ied in the
ex
lusive signature that mediates the partition relationship with M;
 it is hosted by a module whi
h itself is hosted by a subsystem used by the sub-
system, and is spe
ied in the mediating ex
lusive signature and the previous
rule holds for the used subsystem.
Permissive Signature Instantiation: a type/permissive signature asso
iation must
be 
onsistent. This holds if:
 the permissive signature is visible from the type(s);
 for ea




tor is of the same kind. Se
tion 5.4.4 provides details of




ied in the signature a mi
ro unit exists of the type
required by the signature.
Constrained Polymorphism: a fun
tion that in
ludes a type/permissive signature
asso
iation must be 
onsistent. This holds if:
 the fun
tion argument types and result type are visible from the fun
tion;
 the permissive signature instantiations exist and are 
onsistent. That is, the
instantiation must have been previously de
lared;
 the type(s) asso
iated with ea
h permissive signature are visible from the
relevant argument or result type. That is, the type with whi
h the permissive
signature is asso
iated must either be the type to whi
h it is (graphi
ally)
juxtaposed or a type used by this type. We present an illustrative example
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in Figure 92 where the permissive signature EQ is instantiated by the type
aType that is used by the type bType. This is a 
onsistent design.
Permissive Signature Inheritan
e: a permissive signature inheritan
e relationship
must be 
onsistent. This holds if:
 the inheriting signature has a parameter (or parameters) of the same kind as
the parameter(s) of the inherited signature.
Uniqueness: this in
ludes:
 uniqueness of type 
onstru
tor names. Ea
h type must have a unique name,
whi
h will be the type 
onstru
tor name if it takes no arguments, or the type

onstru
tor name plus asso
iated parameters (type variables or types) for
non-nullary 
onstru
tors. A type 
onstru
tor name must begin with a lower

ase letter;
 uniqueness of permissive signature and ex
lusive signature names. These
names must use only upper 
ase letters;





ro unit hosted by a single module;
 ea
h module hosted by a single subsystem;
 a mi
ro unit spe




ro unit use relationship must be unique. For example, if AMod uses




but does not in
lude:
 uniqueness of fun
tion names. Sin
e polymorphism - 
onstrained and un-

onstrained - is en
ouraged by the methodology, the reuse of fun
tion names
must be allowed. However, they should only be reused where there is po-
tential for one of the forms of polymorphism. That is, if two fun
tions of
dierent arity share the same name then this is an in
onsisten
y. This is
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not perform the mat
hing algorithms required to 
onrm the mat
hing of
types. Thus one 
an 
he
k for arity mat
hing but not for type mat
hing.
However, one 
an report when a fun
tion name has been reused and leave it
to the user to de
ide on the appropriate 
ourse of a
tion. That is, this 
he
k
uses a pass/fail 
he
k and a warning 
he
k. Arity mat












ks that are triggered when mi
ro
units of existing models are assigned to a module, or a module of an existing
model is assigned to a subsystem in the new model. Elements of existing models




onsistent designs may now be in
onsistent.
For example, a type use relationship may now be in
onsistent if the related types
are hosted in dierent non-related modules.
Update Che
ks: these are 
he
ks that are triggered when a model has been updated
and may 
ause a previously 





ks are warning 
he




tion: if there is an abstra
tion barrier between a fun
tion and ea
h of its types,
and the fun
tion only uses fun
tions that are not operations of the abstra
t type(s),
then the user should be warned of the potential for the breakage of abstra
tion.
Although this is not an in
onsisten
y sin
e it is perfe
tly valid for an abstra
t type
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to be an argument of a fun
tion that is not an operation of the type, and thus

an be implemented in most fun
tional languages, there is the potential for the
abstra
tion barrier to be broken in the implementation of the fun
tion. The user
should be advised of this type of design so that a de
ision 
an be made regarding
the appropriate a
tion.
We present an illustrative example in Figure 93. The fun
tion aFun uses the
argument types aType and bType that are abstra
t relative to the fun
tion, sin
e
they are hosted in used modules and are spe
ied in the mediating ex
lusive
signatures ASIG and BSIG without their 
onstru
tor signatures. aFun uses the
fun
tions usedFun1 and usedFun2, neither of whi
h is hosted with either of the
types. Thus abstra
tion is potentially violated. See Se
tion 6.4 for full details of
FAD's support for abstra
t types.
Argument and Return Values: a fun
tion 
an be applied (partially or not) to values










onrm that a value mat
hes
the required type. However, if a type has known values one 
an do a mat
hing on
values. Also, if the type is a fun
tional type one 
an 
he
k the arity of the fun
tion
value against that of the fun
tional type. Thus one 
an provide information for
the user regarding the appropriateness of the value(s) used. The user re
eives a
warning if any of the following situations o

urs:
 a value is not a known value of the spe
ied type;
 a fun
tion value's arity does not mat






ies are reported. This requires
the investigation of ea
h set of use relationships. For example, if a moduleM uses
a module N, whi
h itself uses moduleM, this is reported sin
e the design may be






h of the requirements listed above 
an be des
ribed as a fun
tion. For example,





ks for the 
onsisten
y of a fun
tion use
relationship against the existing set of elements. These fun
tions provide the foundation




h a system will be analysed. Ea
h fun
tion will be analysed in regard to both
its type and behavioural requirements. The aggregation of these analyses should be
the main fun






eed in the following se
tion with a sele
tion of analyses of the fun
tions that
deliver the requirements outlined in this se
tion.
A.3 S
enario and Type Dependen
y Analyses
When applying the s
enario analyses one has to appre
iate the inter-dependen
y be-
tween types and fun





e versa. We will therefore present a mixture of s
enario and type
dependen
y analyses that will highlight the interplay between these te
hniques. The
rst s




y of a model sin
e
the other requirements are subordinate to this one.

















h model is submitted it is 
he





ker. Model submission is the pro




tion of system models. The aggregation of the elements of the existing models is
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used as the basis for the determination of the 
onsisten
y of the submitted model. This
also applies to the 
he
king of a model whi
h is an update of an existing model.
We will adopt an approa
h in whi
h we present an informal des
ription of an analysis
followed by a des
ription of the development of a FAD model. The informal des
ription
will typi
ally provide a signi
ant input into the des
ription presented in the Des
ription
Do
uments for the units being analysed.
A.3.1 Consisten





y of a model is tested relative to the aggregate of existing models. That
is, one does not pra
ti
e pairwise 
omparisons between the new model and ea
h of the
existing models but instead 
ompares the design des




tively by the existing models. We 
all this information the state of
the system. A model is 
onsistent if and only if ea




ked against the state. It is therefore in




y. The onus is therefore on the new (or updated) model to be 
onsistent
relative to the existing design and not on the existing design to 
hange in order to
a





ed into the state
due to new hosting relationships or a model being updated.
The 
onsisten
y of an element of a model will also depend on those elements of the
model whi
h have already been 
he
ked. That is, one needs to update the information
against whi
h the model is being 
he
ked as the 
he
k is being pro
essed. For example,
if a model introdu
es a new type dependen
y diagram with some new types, then the
types will be 
he




eed then the types are added to the state
against whi
h the type use relationships are 
he
ked.




eeds depends on whether a model is new or an
update of an existing model. If new, then one 
he
ks the model against the existing





e the model is repla
ing an existing model, some of the elements of the existing
version may no longer be part of the state. This depends on whether they are part of
any other existing model or are reused in the updated version of the model. If either or
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Figure 94: modelChe
k fun
tion and the type state










y of a model, takes two argu-
ments of type model and state. The type model has as values the FAD models, and
state in
ludes the aggregation of existing elements. modelChe
k returns a value of type
state sin




y but updates the state for future 
he
ks.
The type state uses the type passOrFail whose values re
e





essful or not, and provides supporting information. The FAD graphi
al repre-
sentation of modelChe
k is presented in Figure 94(a) and a preliminary design for the
type state is presented in Figure 94(b).
The fun
tion needs to determine whether the model is new or an update. Refer-
ring now to Figure 95, the type model must be an equality type whose equality is
determined through its identier. It therefore uses the type modelID that uniquely
identies ea
h model and is also an equality type. Using the fun
tion isIn, one may
test whether the model is new, and if so, one pro
eeds with the 
he
k of a new model
using newModelChe
k. Sin
e one is 
he
king for the existen





ess to existing models either within the type state or as a sepa-
rate type. We have de
ided to in
lude this within the type state sin
e this information
will need to be updated upon the su

essful 
ompletion of the 
he
k.
If the model fails the new test - if isIn returns True - whi
h implies that the model
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is an update of an existing model, then the state value requires modi
ation using
the fun
tion modifyState, and the fun
tion oldModelChe
k is applied to the state





k is provided in Figure 96.
newModelChe
k and oldModelChe
k have similar behavioural requirements. They
both s
an the elements of the model value being 
he















k to any element value. That is, a fun
tion
elementChe
k must exist over the element type and also over any type used by this
type that represents the dierent units and relationships of FAD. These types, su
h as
fun
tion and typeUseRel will be used either dire
tly by the type element or via types
used by this type. Details of the design of the type element are left to later in the
development pro




tions A.3.3 and A.3.4.
At this point it is worth analysing the types state and model
A.3.2 The Types state and model
Informal Des
ription
The type state plays a 






a repository for the elements of existing models, a re
order of the identities of existing
models and an indi
ator of the su





information for the user. It is the state value that will provide the information against
whi




y, and the information that determines if a model
is new or is repla
ing an existing model. It is important therefore that one 
an add,
remove and nd elements, and similarly add, remove and nd model identiers.







k. However, if the 
he
k fails one wants to be able to return the
state to its pre-modi
ation form. This implies a design where one has three substates:
 one that re
ords the aggregation of elements of existing models;
 one that re
ords the elements of the model being 
he
ked that have passed their

he
k. These elements are used together with those of the rst substate in the
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Figure 95: Conditional Behaviour of modelChe
k and Design of model



















tions Used: isIn : modelIDs -> modelID -> bool
newModelChe
k : state -> model -> state
modifyState : state -> model -> state
oldModelChe





y of a model is tested relative to the aggregate of existing models.
That is, one does not pra
ti
e pairwise 
omparisons between the new model and
ea
h of the existing models but instead 
ompares the design des
ribed by the
new model against that des
ribed 
olle
tively by the existing models. We 
all
this information the state of the system. A model is 
onsistent if and only if
ea
h of its elements is 
onsistent. It is therefore in




y. In addition, the 
onsisten
y
of an element in a model will also depend on those elements of the
model whi
h have already been 
he
ked. That is, one needs to update
the information against whi
h the model is being 
he









eeds depends on whether a model is
new or an update of an existing model. If new, then one 
he
ks the model




king. That is, sin
e the model is repla
ing an existing
model, the elements of the existing version may no longer be part of the
state. This depends on whether they are part of any other existing model or
are reused in the updated version of the model. If either or both of these




ument for the Fun
tion modelChe
k
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he










essful then the rst substate is left un
hanged; and,
 one that re
ords the elements that are (temporarily) removed from the rst sub-
state when the state is modied in advan
e of 
he
king a model that is an update
of an existing model. These are the elements that only exist in the previous ver-




essfully then these elements
are dis
arded sin





essful then these elements are returned to the rst substate sin
e
the previous version of the model remains in existen
e. Full details of the be-
havioural requirements when updating a model are presented in the analysis in
Se
tion A.3.4.
A model is an identied 
olle
tion of elements. Ea
h element 
an appear in one or




y against the state.
FAD Des
ription
Here we are referring to the Type Des
ription Do
ument presented in Figure 97 and the
type dependen
y diagram in Figure 98. The type state uses the following ve types:
 modelIDs, whi
h is the type of a 
olle
tion of model identiers;
 subState1, whi
h is the type of existing model elements;
 subState2, whi
h is the type of elements that satisfy 
he




h is the type of elements that exist only in the previous version
of a model for whi






ess or failure of a 
he
k with supporting informa-
tion.
subState1, subState2 and subState3 make use of the type elements, whi
h uses
values of type element. These three types may eventually be repla
ed by a single type
that provides three elds of the type state. However, by treating them as separate types
one has the 
exibility either to implement them dierently or de
ide to unify them into















The state value provides the information against whi





y and the information whi
h determines if a model is new or is
repla
ing an existing model. It is important therefore that one 
an add, remove
and nd elements, and similarly add, remove and nd model identiers.
If one is updating an existing model then the state requires modi
ation in
advan




k. However, if the 
he
k fails one wants to be
able to return the state to its pre-modi
ation form. This implies a design
where one has three substates:
- one whi
h re
ords the aggregation of elements of existing models;
- one whi
h re





k. These elements are used in together with those of
the rst substate in the 
he





essfully then these elements are added









ords the elements whi
h are (temporarily) removed from





h is an update of an existing model. These are the elements that only





essfully then these elements are dis
arded sin
e they no longer exist





these elements are returned to the rst substate sin
e the previous
version of the model remains in existen
e.
Figure 97: Type Des
ription Do
ument for the Type state
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a single type. One is therefore not for
ed into an early design de
ision. The type
elements and modelIDs must use a 
olle
tion type whi
h instantiates the permissive
signature CONTAINER. This signature spe
ies the fun
tions add, remove, empty and
isIn whi
h guarantee:
 the ability to add an item to a 
olle
tion;
 the ability to remove an item from a 
olle
tion;
 an empty value for the 
olle
tion; and,
 the testing for the existen
e of an item in the 
olle
tion.
Both remove and isIn require the item type to be an equality type sin
e in both

ases they depend on the mat
hing of an item with one in the 
olle
tion.
We now refer to Figure 99 and to the Permissive Signature Des
ription Do
ument
presented in Figure 100. Sin
e ea





and the state value re
e
ts the 
umulative result of the appli









tion of values. This is guaranteed by the permissive signature FOLD, whi
h we
asso
iate with the 
olle
tion type. In addition, ea
h element type must instantiate the




The type model uses two types:
 the equality type modelID whose value uniquely identies a model; and,
 elements whi
h is the type of the elements of the model.
We will 
ontinue in the next se







king a New Model
Informal Des
ription
A new model is 
he




the model. As ea
h element passes a 
he




ks are applied. If any element 
he
k fails then the model 
he
k fails and the details
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Figure 98: The Types state and model
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king over an instantiating type.
Figure 100: Permissive Signature Des
ription Do
ument for CHECKABLE
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eeds. However, the user may still be informed of potential re
ursion
or breaking of abstra
tion by in
luding this information in the state.
The ordering of the 
he
king of elements is important. The general approa
h is that
an element should be 
he





ks its use by a fun





ks are applied to its instantiation by a type. We dene a




ks, and for two 
he
ks
x and y, x  y is dened as x must be applied in advan
e of y. We present a graphi
al
representation of (S;) in Figure 101. Ea
h 
he
k is presented on a node, and for any
two 
he
ks where x is the immediate prede
essor of y, the node x appears above the
node y and they are 
onne
ted by a link. For any two 
he
ks s and t where s  t, s
appears above t and there is a path - or sequen
e of nodes 
onne
ted by links - from s
to t.
A total ordering whi
h satises the partial order is presented in the following enu-
merated list. In ea
h 
ase we qualify the position of a 
he
k in the list by stating those

he





1. Uniqueness of type 
onstru
tors. Types are fundamental to the development
of FAD models and are used in the development of all other mi
ro units. The only

he
k that is required on a type is that it does not reuse a type 
onstru
tor name.
That is, one wants to prevent the use of the same 
onstru
tor with dierent kinds.
Thus if the type 
onstru
tor aType is 
urrently used with kind * and then is reused




e is an in
onsisten
y. Multiple use
of a type 
onstru
tor name with the same kind refers to the same type. Hen
e if
one has multiple type dependen
y diagrams for a single type the 
onjun
tion of
diagrams must be used. This 
he
k must be applied in advan
e of:
 uniqueness of mi
ro unit host 
he
ks sin




ked before it is assigned to a module;
 uniqueness of permissive signature spe
i
ations some of whi
h may use ex-
isting types; and,
 uniqueness of ex
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Figure 101: Partial Order for Consisten
y Che
ks
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whi
h one or more may be a type.
2. Uniqueness of fun
tion names. Fun
tions are also fundamental to the devel-





k of the arity of fun
tions that share a name, and if this 
he
k
is passed, a warning 
he
k is applied to indi
ate that the name is being shared.
In 
ommon with types, multiple use of a fun
tion name (and asso
iated types)
results in the fun
tion adopting the aggregate of the information. This 
he
k must
be applied in advan




k 1 and for equivalent reasons.
3. Uniqueness of module and subsystem names. This is simply to prevent one
name being used for a module and a subsystem. Modules whi
h share the same
name are assumed to be identi
al and therefore host the aggregate of elements
hosted by ea




e of these ma
ro units being used in hosting relationships. That is, they
must be applied in advan
e of uniqueness of mi
ro unit host 
he
ks and uniqueness
of module host 
he
ks.
4. Uniqueness of mi
ro unit host. Every mi
ro unit must be hosted by at most
one module. These 
he
ks must be applied in advan




depend on the assignment of mi
ro units to host modules.
5. Uniqueness of module host. Every module must be hosted by at most one
subsystem. These 
he
ks must be applied in advan




module may only use another module that is either hosted by the same subsystem
or if either is unhosted.
6. Uniqueness of ex






ular set of mi
ro units. Ea
h of these units must
exist in the state before being spe





ations do not mat
h must have dierent names. These 
he
ks
must be applied in advan





have a mediating ro^le.
7. Permissive signature inheritan
e. One way of 
reating new permissive signa-
tures is by inheriting from and possibly adding to existing signatures. The 
he
ks
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are based on mat
hing the kinds of the parameters of the inheriting and inherited
signatures. That is, for ea
h parameter of the inherited signature(s) there must
be a parameter of the same kind in the inheriting signature. These 
he
ks must
be applied in advan





that may depend on the inheritan
e asso
iation between permissive signatures.








ation appears in at most one permissive signature up to inheri-
tan
e. Permissive signatures whose spe
i
ations do not mat
h must have dierent
names. In addition, one 
he
ks that any type used in a spe
i
ation exists in the
state. These must be 
he
ked in advan
e of the use of a permissive signature in a
type/permissive signature instantiation.
9. Module use. These 
he
ks need to be applied in a parti
ular order. The mod-
ule use relationships in a module dependen
y diagram should be 
he
ked in the
following order where we are assuming no re
ursion in the diagram:
(a) those at the base of the diagram should be 
he
ked rst. That is, those for
whi
h any item spe
ied in the ex
lusive signature must be hosted by the
asso
iated module should be 
he
ked rst;





ontinue until one rea





Where one has re
ursive dependen



















They must be applied in advan





on the relationship between modules in a subsystem.
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10. Partition. Any partition relationship between a subsystem and a module must
be unique. That is, there must be a unique ex
lusive signature that mediates
the relationship. In addition, the ex
lusive signature mediation 1 
he
ks must be
applied to the ex
lusive signatures and their asso
iated modules. Partition 
he
ks
must be applied in advan
e of subsystem use 
he
ks that may rely on the partition
relationships between server subsystems and their modules.
11. Subsystem use. These 
he
ks use two 
he
ks:
 uniqueness of the use relationship between any two subsystems. That is,
mediation must be through a unique ex
lusive signature; and,
 ex












ies. They must be applied in advan





tion and one or more of its types may be hosted in modules that are hosted
by dierent subsystems.
12. New host. The introdu
tion of hosts for mi
ro units or modules that have been
de
lared in existing models may ae
t the 
onsisten
y of elements that have pre-
viously passed a 
he
k. For example, a fun
tion use relationship or type use
relationship may now be in
onsistent due to 
hanges of the modules whi
h host
the related fun
tions. We therefore need to 
he
k all elements whi
h are ae
ted
by the new host relationships. These 
he
ks must be applied in advan
e of fun
-




ess may depend on the hosting
relationships of types that appear in existing models.
13. Fun
tion argument and result type 
he
ks. The argument and result types
of a fun
tion must be visible from the fun
tion. These 
he
ks must be applied in
advan
e of:





an only use values on
e
the visibility of a type has been 
he
ked; and,
 permissive signature instantiation 
he
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e of type use 
he
ks that may require used type(s)
to instantiate one or more permissive signatures.
15. Type use. These were des
ribed in Se






ks that may require type/permissive signature
instantiation 
he
ks between a permissive signature and a type used by an




ks over types that depend dire
tly on the type use relationships.
16. Constrained polymorphism. These were des
ribed in Se
tion A.2 and must





tion may use a fun
tion that
requires a type/permissive signature instantiation.







h is either (partially) applied to its arguments or has a given return
value needs to be 
he
ked in advan
e of the use of the fun




tion use. These were des
ribed in Se







e they both dire
tly depend on


























h are dependent on their out
ome.
Module use (9) and subsystem use (11) 
he
ks aside, there is no required ordering
of 
he
ks of the same sort.
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Figure 102: Analysis of type element
FAD Des
ription
We now refer to Figure 103. newModelChe






kElements takes arguments of type state and elements and re-
turns a value of type state. The elements value 
omes from the model value to whi
h
newModelChe
k is applied. 
he
kElements's se
ond argument of type elements uses
a 
olle
tion type that is asso




k is folded over the elements. The permissive signature CHECKABLE
guarantees the existen
e of the elementChe
k fun
tion.





roUnit, and relationships relationship. Ea
h of these types also instantiate
the permissive signature CHECKABLE and are themselves unions of types, whi
h we will
return to later in the analysis. We present the 





kElements uses two fun
tions. applyOrdering a
ts as a 
ontroller
of the appli




ks. That is, it 
he
ks for the existen
e
of dierent types of elements and applies the relevant elementChe
k to them using
the total order des
ribed earlier in this se
tion. applyOrdering takes three arguments
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of type state, elements and the fun
tional type state -> element -> state. The
fun
tion is partially applied to the value elementChe
k. warningChe












ks. That is, they are not dire
tly bound to a parti
ular element, and their ap-
pli
ation does not ae
t the various substate values. warningChe
ks takes a single





k have the same type as warningChe
ks.
The fun








vides a similar servi
e for the fun
tion subsystemUseChe









tion of the relevant use 
he
ks as one of the arguments, and requires the use
relationship type to instantiate the permissive signature ORD that guarantees an ordering
of values of the instantiating type.
Upon 
ompletion of the 
he
ks the state will require updating. This is implemented
by the fun





k. It simply takes the 
urrent state value as its argument, sin
e it in
ludes





essful then the subState1 value should be updated to re
e
t the `addition' of
the elements of the subState3 value. Addition 
ould mean either the introdu
tion of
new elements or the 
onrmation of the use of existing elements in the new model. In











k of the model failed then the empty value of the type subState3 is
returned, and the passOrFail value signals failure with a message whi
h des
ribes the
details of the failure.
Ea
h type that represents a mi
ro unit, ma
ro unit or relationship - su
h as the type
fun
tion - uses the type modelIDs to re
ord the models in whi
h an element appears.
The fun
tion add dened over the type elements uses the fun
tion add dened over the
type modelIDs to deliver the required fun
tionality. Both of these fun
tions use the add
fun
tions guaranteed by the instantiation of the permissive signature CONTAINER by the

olle
tion types used by the types elements and modelIDs. In Se
tion A.6 we des
ribe
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the design of the permissive signature CONTAINERPLUS that inherits the fun
tionality
spe
ied in CONTAINER but enables behaviour that is dependent on the 
ontained item's
type.
In the following se
tion we present the s
enario analysis when a model is an update






king an update of an existing model requires modi






k. This is be
ause the state, among other things, is meant to
represent the 
urrent set of elements against whi
h the 
he
k of the model is being ap-





ker. Thus the modi
ation of the state involves removing
those elements that appear only in the previous version of the model. Obviously if they
appear in other models or are repeated in the updated version then they should remain






e the state has been modied one 
an pro






lude not only the 
he





ies that may have arisen due to the 
hanges. That is, some elements
in the state will need to be re
he
ked. The model is 
he
ked in advan
e of the mod-
ied state. This is be
ause, if one adopts the opposite approa




ies that are due to the non-existen
e of elements de
lared in the model.
For example, an existing type use relationship may be made in
onsistent due to the
removal of a module use relationship. However, the updated version of the model may
in
lude a new module ar
hite
ture that satises the visibility requirements of the type
use relationship.










state. That is, have any in
onsisten
ies arisen due to the removal of elements from the





y of existing elements if they are removed from the state. We
present ea
h element with the elements they may ae
t.
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Fun
tion: the removal of a fun
tion may ae
t:
 the instantiation of a permissive signature sin




e of a fun
tion of the required type; and,
 the unit existen
e 
he
ks for an ex
lusive signature sin




e of the units spe
ied in the signature.




ation of a permissive signature that may in
lude one or more units
whose types in
lude the removed type; and,
 the unit existen
e 
he






e of the units spe
ied in the signature.
Permissive Signature: the removal of a permissive signature will have no ee
t. If
it doesn't exist in any models then it is not being used either in asso
iation with a
type or in the 
onstru
tion of a new signature through the inheritan
e relationship.
Module: the removal of a module will have no detrimental ee
t on the 
onsisten
y
of existing elements sin
e any units that were previously assigned to the module
will now be visible from any 
lient unit;
Subsystem: the same result as for modules.
Module Use Relationship: the removal of a module use relationship may result in
previously visible units be
oming invisible to their 




y of type use, fun
tion use, fun
tion argument and result type relation-
ships and other module use relationships.
Partition Relationship: the removal of a partition relationship may result in previ-
ously visible units be
oming invisible to their 




y of type use, fun
tion use, fun
tion argument and result type relationships.
Subsystem Use Relationship: the removal of a subsystem use relationship may
result in previously visible units be





y of type use, fun
tion use, fun
tion argument and result type
relationships and other subsystem use relationships;




ation: the removal of a mi
ro unit from an ex
lusive
signature may also ae
t any relationship that depends on the visibility of that
unit.
Type/Permissive Signature Instantiation: the removal of a type/permissive sig-




tions with types asso
iated





e of the required type/permissive signature instantiations.





tions with types asso




k may depend on a type use relationship between
an argument or result type and the type that instantiates the permissive signature.
Those elements that exist in the previous version of the model but are absent from
the new version therefore provide a guide for the 
he
ks that are required on the re-
maining state. One should not simply re
he
k all elements of the types indi
ated above,
but rather those elements that have an asso
iation with the removed element. For
example, if a type use relationship is removed, then one has knowledge of the 
lient








We now refer to the update of the fun
tion dependen
y diagram for modelChe
k pre-
sented in Figure 104. The original diagram was presented in Figure 95. The fun
tion
modifyState modies the state. modifyState uses singleUse, whi
h takes arguments
of type state and model and returns a value of type elements, whi
h represents those el-
ements that only appear in the previous version of the model being updated. singleUse
makes use of the modelIDs value that is used by the types that represent ea
h form of
FAD element. For example, the mi
ro unit types type, fun
tion and permSig ea
h
use the type modelIDs. This design is presented in the model in Figure 108 at the end
of this se
tion, and singleUse is further analysed in Se
tion A.5.4.
Ea
h element returned by singleUse is removed from the subState1 value using
remove and added to the subState3 value using add. The subState3 value is initially
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Figure 104: Update of modelChe
k Fun
tion
empty. If the model 
he
k fails then one 
an re
reate the version of the state prior to

he
king by returning the empty subState3 value and adding the previous subState3
value to subState1. The fun
tions add and remove are guaranteed by the permissive
signature CONTAINER instantiated by the 
olle
tion type used by the type elements. If
an element appears in other models it remains in the subState1 value but the modelID
value of the model being 
he
ked is removed from its modelIDs value.




tion uses three fun
tions that are applied in the order of the following list:
 the fun
tion reuse is 
alled and returns those elements that are used in both the







kElements is applied to the 
urrent state value, and those
elements of the model not returned by reuse. That is, those elements that are
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new to the model; and,









ies using the fun
tion 
he
kExistingElements that takes a single argument
of type state. This fun




ks applied to elements
that existed prior to the 
he
k of the 
urrent model. For example, any type use
relationship whose host modules are no longer asso
iated through a module use




y. The removal of the relationship
does not by default imply an in
onsisten
y sin
e another module use route may ex-
ist. Thus 
he
kExistingElements uses the subState3 value to determine those

he









entrated thus far on the 
he
king of models. In the following se
tion









tion of Element Che
k Analyses
In this se





ted highlight both the similarities in their behavioural requirements and 
over
the intera
tion between units of the same sort and those of dierent sorts. We therefore
present a mi
ro unit use 
he
k, a ma
ro unit use 
he




an example of what is required when 
he
king the intera
tion between units of dierent












If the element - a fun







e implies that it has previously satised
a 
he
k. However, one needs to update the element entry in the state to in
lude its
appearan
e in the model being 
he
ked. This is true of all element 
he
ks. Thus the
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rst requirement of any 
he
k is to determine whether the element is present in the
state. If the fun




onsistent if and only if the used fun





We now refer to Figure 105. The fun
tion fun
tionUseChe
k takes two arguments of
type state and fun
tionUseRel (the type of fun
tion use relationships) and returns a
value of type state that will re
e
t the out




tests for the existen
e of the relationship using the fun
tion inState. inState takes
two arguments of type state and fun
tionUseRel (whi
h is required to instantiate the
permissive signature EQ) and returns a Boolean value that indi
ates whether the item
exists in the state or not. The permissive signature instantiation is required sin
e one
wants to mat
h the relationship against one in the state.
If the relationship exists in the state then the 
he
k is terminated, and the state
value is updated to re
ord su

ess and the fa
t that the element appears in the model.
If it does not exist, fun
tionUseChe
k uses the fun
tion visibleFrom to test whether
the used fun
tion is visible from the using fun
tion. The fun
tion visibleFrom takes
an argument of type state and two of type fun
tion and returns a bool value. It
requires the state argument sin
e the various hosting and use relationships are stored
in the state.
If the appli
ation of the fun
tion visibleFrom returns True then one adds the
fun
tion use relationship to the state using addToState. This fun
tion uses the add
fun
tion where the rst argument is of type elements (whose value 
omes from the
subState1 value). If the visibility 
he
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Figure 105: Analysis of fun
tionUseChe
k
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A module use 
he
k begins in the same manner as the previous 
he
k. That is, one
tests for the existen





essfully. The module use relationship of the model is the same as one in
the state if the 
lient and server modules are the same in ea
h 
ase, and the ex
lusive
signature that mediates the relationship mat
hes. If it does not exist then one has to
test for the uniqueness of the relationship between the stated modules. That is, any
two modules M and N should have at most one module use relationship where M is
the 
lient. This means that the use of module N by module M should be mediated
by a unique ex
lusive signature. If the test fails then the 
he
k is terminated and the




ks that the server module is
visible from the 
lient module.
On
e again if this test fails the 
he
k is terminated and the user informed of the





iation between the mediating ex
lusive signature
and the server module needs to be 
he









essful and the state 





We refer now to the fun
tion dependen




ument in Figure 107. The fun
tion moduleUseChe
k takes two arguments
of type state and moduleUseRel (the type of module use relationships) and returns a
value of type state. It uses the fun
tions:
 inState that takes the same argument types as moduleUseChe
k but returns a
value of type bool, whi
h re
e
ts whether the element exists in the state or not;
 unique that tests for the uniqueness of the relationship and has the same type as
inState. In an optimised implementation one may merge inState and unique
into a single fun
tion that returns a pair of Boolean values;
 visibleFrom that takes an argument of type state and two of type module and
returns a value of type bool; and,
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iation between the ex
lusive signature and
module. It takes three arguments of type state, ex
lSig and module respe
tively.
The state value 
ontains the existing elements whi





y of the asso
iation between the ex
lusive signature and
the module. This fun
tion implements the ex










essfully. In the 
ase that
inState returns False, if any of the other fun











iation between a permissive signature and one or more types (the number
depends on the number of parameters of the permissive signature) initially pro
eeds in
a similar fashion to the previous 
he
ks. That is, one 
he
ks for the existen
e of the




essfully. If it doesn't then
one needs to 
he
k that the permissive signature is visible from the type(s). A sensible



















tions Used: inState : state -> moduleUseRel -> bool
unique : state -> moduleUseRel -> bool
visibleFrom : state -> module -> module -> bool
mediationChe












e implies that it has previously satised a 
he
k.
This is true of all element 
he
ks. Thus the rst requirement of any 
he
k is
to determine whether the element exists in the state.
The module use relationship of the model mat
hes one in the state if the 
lient
and server modules mat
h in ea
h 
ase, and the ex
lusive signature whi
h
mediates the relationship mat
hes. If it does not exist then one has to test for
the uniqueness of the relationship between the stated modules. That is, any
two modules M and N should have at most one module use relationship where
M is the 
lient. This means that the use of module N by module M should be
mediated by an unique ex
lusive signature. If the test fails then the 
he
k is





ks that the server module is visible from the 
lient module.
On
e again if this test fails the 
he
k is terminated and the user informed of the





iation between the mediating ex
lusive
signature and the server module needs to be 
he









essful and the state 






ument for the Fun
tion moduleUseChe
k
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design is one where all permissive signatures are visible from all types. Thus if this

he








ks that the permissive
signature and type(s) have mat
hing kinds. That is, the kind required by ea
h parameter
of the permissive signature is mat
hed by the kind of the type 
onstru
tors of the




eeds then one needs to 
he
k for the existen
e of
the units spe





k takes two arguments of type typePermSigRel (the
type of type/permissive signature relationships) and state and returns a value of type
state. It uses the fun
tions:
 inState that takes the same argument types as typePermSigChe
k but returns
a value of type bool;
 visibleFrom that takes three arguments of type state, permSig and type and
returns a value of type bool. This is the third o

asion that we have used a
fun
tion 
alled visibleFrom and in ea
h 
ase with a dierent type. In Se
tion
A.6 we use this as an illustrative 
ase of fun
tion development guided by name
reuse;
 kindChe
k that takes two arguments of type permSig and type and returns a
bool; and,
 allInState that takes the same arguments as visibleFrom and returns a bool.
It uses the fun
tions inState to determine whether ea
h spe
ied unit of the
required type exists in the state. In Se
tion A.6 we take the various inState
fun
tions and design a single fun
tion in their pla
e;
The types permSig of permissive signatures and type of types must both use the
type kind, the set of kind values. We present the design of the type mi
roUnit in
Figure 108 and the type des
ription do
ument for the type permSig in Figure 109.
That 
ompletes our sele
tion of element 
he
ks. In the following se
tion we des
ribe
the development of an initial module ar
hite
ture for the subsystem.
















The type permSig is the type of permissive signatures. Ea
h signature has a
kind and a re
ord of the models in whi
h it is used. As with all elements a





Figure 109: Type Des
ription Do
ument for the Type permSig






e a module ar
hite
ture into the system. This involves the
de
laration of modules, the assigning of mi
ro units to host modules, and the introdu
-
tion of module use relationships between modules and partition relationships between
the subsystem and some of its modules. These relationships require the development of
ex
lusive signatures to mediate a

ess to hosted units.
The guiding prin
iple here is to host a type with the fun
tions that deliver the
required behaviour over the type, and to put an abstra
tion barrier around the type.
That is, ea
h type should be hosted in its own module with the operations over the type.
When it is spe
ied in an ex
lusive signature it should be spe
ied, if possible, without
its 
onstru
tor signature. The 
ost of this approa
h is that one may require get and set
fun
tions to support a

ess to the type by 
lients that are external to the abstra
tion
barrier. Although this is a sensible way initially to develop a module ar
hite
ture (and
moreover one that will enable the lo
alization of future 
hanges), it is unlikely that it
will result in a design devoid of imperfe
tions. There are o

asions where one may need
to introdu
e modules that do not host any types but:
 manage the intera
tion between two or more types hosted elsewhere;




tions that are linked by the behaviour that
they implement;





tions that are linked by the
permissive signature(s) that need to be instantiated; or
 simply avoid overburdening a module with an ex






i of attention are therefore the types. On
e de
isions have been made
regarding the required modules for hosting the types one assigns the remaining mi
ro
units to the appropriate modules. S
enario and type dependen
y analyses are then
applied where extra information is required due to the design of the module ar
hite
ture.
In the following se
tion we develop an initial module ar
hite




e again we will rst present a textual des
ription
of the analysis followed by a des
ription of the development of FAD models.







h of the types whi
h are exported from Consisten
yChe
kerSS is assigned to its
own module. One then assigns those fun
tions that implement the behaviour required
over a type to the same module as the type. If a fun
tion implements behaviour over
more than one type, one assigns it to a module that hosts one of the types, develops
the module ar
hite
ture with the required module dependen
ies, and then analyses the
design of the ar
hite
ture. For example, one may require mutual dependen
y between
modules or one may dis
over that a 
olle
tion of fun
tions are best hosted by a module
that delivers a parti
ular fun
tionality that may be reusable over more than one type
or 
olle
tion of types. That is, at this stage of development one is trying to minimize
the number of modules and to emphasize the need to lo
alize fun
tions and their types.








tionality as well as the types dire
tly asso
iated with model 
he
king. The
details of the implementation of model 
he
king are of no interest to 
lients within
the system. That is they will be presented with a minimal interfa
e to the types and
fun
tion(s) asso
iated with model 
he
king. This enables both in
remental development
of parts of the system, and minimal disruption due to maintenan









lusive signature CCSIG that mediates a









king of a model, and the types
state and model are spe
ied in the signature. Thus the types state and model
are our initial fo
i. They ea





ontrolled by an ex
lusive signature. Ea
h ex
lusive signature will initially spe
ify the
type(s) they are hosting with any required fun
tionality added during development.
The modules are StateMod and ModelMod respe
tively. Ea




kerSS through a partition relationship that is mediated
by an ex
lusive signature. Other modules of the subsystem have no partition relationship
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with the subsystem and are not spe
ied in the mediating ex
lusive signatures, sin
e
their units should remain invisible to any 
lients of the subsystem.
We now pro
eed with type and fun
tion host analysis applied to the types used by
state and model, and the fun
tions used by modelChe
k. With referen
e to Figures 98
and 110, the ve types used by the type state are assigned to dierent modules:
 subState1 is hosted by SubState1Mod;
 subState2 is hosted by SubState2Mod;
 subState3 is hosted by SubState3Mod;
 modelIDs is hosted by ModelIDsMod; and,
 passOrFail is hosted by PassOrFailMod.
Similarly we assign the two types used by the type model to two separate modules:
 elements is hosted by ElementsMod; and
 modelID is hosted by ModelIDMod.
Immediately one 
an sket
h an initial module ar
hite
ture that satises the visibility
requirements of the types state and model. For example, the module StateMod uses
the modules that host the types used in its 
onstru
tion. That is, SubState1Mod,
SubState2Mod, SubState3Mod, ModelIDsMod and PassOrFailMod. Both ModelMod and




tion host analysis in whi








h of the fun
tions that appears in fun
tion dependen
y diagrams is assigned to a
host module. We use the modules des
ribed in the previous se
tion as the hosts. If none
of these modules is appropriate then either a new module is introdu
ed or the fun
tion
should be the responsibility of a dierent subsystem.
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Figure 110: Initial Design of Subsystem Consisten
yChe
kerSS
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We present a summary of the out
omes in Tables 8 and 9. Ea
h fun
tion is listed along-
side its host module with some 
ommentary supporting the assignment. This 
ommen-
tary in
ludes any module use relationships that are required. In Figure 111 we present
the new relationships between the modules StateMod and ModelMod, whi
h also uses the
results of the ex
lusive signature development des
ribed in Se
tion A.5.3. The re
ursive
dependen
y between the modules (and the modules StateMod and ElementsMod) will be
highlighted by the warning 
he
k on re
ursion and suggests a poor module ar
hite
ture
design. In this instan
e the re
ursive dependen
y is present in a single model. How-
ever, the dependen
ies 
ould have been des
ribed in two dierent models, and where
there are intermediate modules, several models may require investigation to unearth the
re
ursion. An alternative design that avoids re
ursion is presented in Se
tion A.6.
Initially ex
lusive signatures only spe
ify the types that they host, but on
e fun
tions
are assigned to modules their asso
iated signatures must be 
hanged in order to avoid




k ModelMod This fun
tion takes two arguments of types
state and model. However, it is the model
type whose behaviour it implements. The
module StateMod must be used by
ModelMod.
isIn No Assignment This fun
tion is spe
ied in the permissive




tion type is used by
modelIDs. This module will be hosted by
the subsystem that delivers the general
basi
 types and permissive signatures
sin



















tion of the type state and delivers
fun
tionality over the type. The module
StateMod uses the module ModelMod.
oldModelChe
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Fun
tion Module Comment






tion of the type state and
implements fun
tionality over the type.

he
kElements ElementsMod This fun
tion implements a behavioural
requirement of the elements type.
The module ElementsMod uses the
module StateMod.






tion of the type elements
and implements fun
tionality over the
type. The module ElementsMod uses
the module ElementMod.
reuse ModelMod This fun
tion tests for the reuse of
elements in the update version of
a model.






tion of the type model and
implements fun
tionality over the type.
warningChe
k StateMod This fun
tion implements fun
tionality
over the type state.
abstra
tionChe
k StateMod This fun
tion implements fun
tionality
over the type state.
re
ursionChe
k StateMod This fun
tion implements fun
tionality
over the type state.
Table 9: Fun
tion Host Analysis (
ontinued)
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in
onsisten







The development of a system based on abstra
tion and en





lusive signatures mediate a

ess to the units hosted by ea
h
module. Initially we asso
iate a single ex
lusive signature with ea
h module. This
simplies the initial development of use relationships by providing the developer with
a single interfa
e to any ma
ro unit. In addition, it emphasises the importan
e of
en
apsulation early in development by making expli
it all that an external 
lient may
know. Later in development, multiple ex
lusive signatures for a single module are
designed that deliver the required mediation for a parti
ular relationship and thus make
expli
it exa
tly what an external 
lient needs to know. That is, a partition relationship
between subsystem S and module M is likely to require a dierent ex
lusive signature
to that whi
h mediates the use relationship from module N to module M.
Units are spe
ied in an ex
lusive signature if they are either used in a use relation-
ship, or are permissive signatures asso





y diagrams for those units whi
h should
be spe
ied in an ex
lusive signature. Constru
tor signatures will not initially appear
in any ex
lusive signatures.
We will illustrate this analysis with the development of the ex
lusive signature
MODELSIG that mediates a





ied the type model. However, it hosts some fun
tions that need
to be visible to 
lients that are external to the module. The obvious example is the
fun
tion that implements model 
he
king, whi
h must be visible to 
lients outside of
this subsystem. Thus it must be spe
ied in the ex
lusive signature that mediates the
partition relationship between the subsystem and the module.
In light of the host assignments des
ribed in Tables 8 and 9, the use relationship
between modifyState and singleUse requires singleUse to be spe
ied in the ex
lusive
signature that mediates a

ess to ModelMod. In Se
tion A.6 we illustrate ex
lusive
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signature design with those that mediate a

ess to the module StateMod.
All other fun
tions of the module are used only by fun
tions of the same module
and therefore are not spe




We refer now to Figure 111. Only three units need to be spe
ied in MODELSIG:
 the type model that is used, for example, by the fun
tion modifyState whi
h is
hosted by the module StateMod;
 the fun
tion modelChe
k that implements the externally visible fun
tionality sup-
ported by the module ModelMod; and,
 the fun
tion singleUse that is used by the fun
tion modifyState that is hosted




k and reuse are used by fun
tions of
the same module and do not have any 
lients from other modules or subsystems. They
do not therefore need to be visible from external 
lients and hen
e are not spe
ied in
the ex
lusive signature. The module ModelMod is used by the module StateMod sin
e
the fun
tion singleUse must be visible from the fun
tion modifyState. This results














ess to the 
onstru
tion of a type. Further
analyses should be applied to dis
over su
h requirements. We present su
h an analysis
in the following subse
tion.
A.5.4 S
enario Analysis of the Fun
tion singleUse
In this se
tion we provide an analysis of the fun









singleUse returns the elements of a model that only appear in the previous version of
the model. Thus one needs a

ess to the elements in the state and those in the 
urrent
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version of the model. Ea
h state element whose model identiers in
lude the 
urrent
model identier are 
he
ked against the elements of the model. Any whi
h are not




We refer here to the fun
tion dependen




ument in Figure 113. singleUse requires a

ess to the elements of the
model and of the state. Sin
e singleUse is hosted by the same module as the type
Model it doesn't need to 
all any get fun





tly, but those of the state require the fun
tion getSubState1
to be 
alled with a state argument. This returns the subState1 value, whi
h provides
the argument for getElements. The fun
tions getSubState1 and getElements are
required sin
e the types state and subState1 are abstra





tInModel returns those elements in the state whi
h appear in
the previous version of the model. It takes an argument of type elements and another
of type modelID, and returns those elements for whi
h the model identier is in
luded
in the modelIDs value. sele
tInModel uses the fun
tion getModelIDs, whi
h takes an
argument of type element that is abstra
t relative to the fun
tion sele
tInModel that
is hosted with the type elements. getModelIDs returns the identiers of the models
in whi








tion type used by elements needs to support ltering behaviour to imple-
ment sele
tInModel. This is guaranteed by the asso





tion filter : (a -> bool) -> 
 a -> 
 a.
The elements returned by sele
tInModel are ea
h tested for membership of the new
version of the model using the fun
tion setDiff. This fun
tion takes two arguments
of type elements and returns those elements from the rst argument that are not in
the se
ond. That is, it returns those elements whi
h are not in the new version of the
model. setDiff uses the fun
tion isIn that is guaranteed by the permissive signature
CONTAINER asso
iated with the 
olle




tion of analyses. In the following se
tion of this appendix
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Figure 112: Fun
tion Dependen
y Diagram for singleUse
we give some illustrative examples of design phase development.




uses on the delivery of a solution-domain fo
used model of the system. That
is, where analysis is tied to the problem-domain albeit des
ribed in terms of the required
paradigm, design aims to produ
e a system whi
h 
an be implemented in as an eÆ
ient
and ee
tive manner as possible. However, the two phases are not mutually ex
lusive
and, for example, modularity, both in ma
ro unit and mi
ro unit development, has had
a design impa
t within the analysis phase of development.
During the design phase, one takes the deliverables of the analysis phase and, using
the various me




h that an eÆ
ient implementable design is returned. The transition from a
largely analyti
al model to an implementable design is supported by the 
onsistent
paradigm-fo
us of the methodology and the fa
t that the diagrams, and many of the
te
hniques used during analysis, are the same as those used during design.
Thus upon 
ompletion of this phase one wants:


















tions Used: getElements : subState1
-> elements
getSubState1 : state -> subState1
sele
tInModel : elements -> model
-> elements
setDiff : elements -> elements
Des
ription:
singleUse returns the elements of a model that only appear in the
previous version of the model. Thus one needs a

ess to the elements
in the state and those in the 
urrent version of the model. Ea
h state





ked against the elements of the model. Any that are not





ument for the Fun
tion singleUse
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 a module ar
hite




lusive signatures that are designed to mediate a spe
i
 relationship;
 permissive signatures whi
h are developed to guarantee a parti
ular behaviour
and support reuse; and,
 to make use of fun





We present in the following subse
tions some illustrative examples of element design.






A.6.2 we present the (related) design of ex
lusive signatures that mediate a

ess to
the module StateMod. In Se
tion A.6.3 we des
ribe the development of the permis-
sive signature CONTAINERPLUS, and in Se
tion A.6.4 the (related) design of the type
elements. In Se
tion A.6.5 we des
ribe the development of the fun
tions visibleFrom,
visibleFromModule and inState, and nish with a brief summary of the the remaining










ludes a mutual dependen
y between the modules
ModelMod and StateMod. This is be
ause they ea




tions that use the type hosted by the other module. The
various get and set fun
tions must remain in the same module as the type to whi
h they
apply be
ause they require dire
t a

ess to the 
onstru
tion of the type.
However, one may require modules that host fun
tions separately from the types
over whi
h they are dened. This is either be
ause the fun
tion does not sit naturally
with a parti
ular type, or be
ause one requires a module to deliver a parti
ular set
of behavioural requirements rather than to host a type and its related fun
tions. For
example, the Haskell 98 libraries [101℄ List and Monad are in turn, a module that hosts
fun
tions over a type hosted by another module, and a module whose fun
tions are
dened over a 
olle
tion of types related by the fun
tionality they support.
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Here we introdu
e the module Che





tionality but does not host any types. This module hosts the fun
tions
that implement the 
he
king fun
tionality required over the types state and model.
That is, the module manages the intera
tion between these types and therefore uses
the modules that host the types. In addition, it provides a single entry route into the
module ar
hite
ture for external 








an reassign the fun
tions that implement the 
he
king behaviour over these
types to a module that uses the above modules. As with Che
kMod this module manages
the intera
tion between the types hosted by these modules.
FAD Des
ription
We refer now to Figure 114 and to the Module Des
ription Do
ument in Figure 115.
The module Che





ts together the main fun











modules StateMod and ModelMod now in
lude several get and set fun
tions that are used
by the fun
tions hosted by Che
kMod.
The module StateMod is asso












lients in the module ModelMod.
Thus updateState, whi
h is used by newModelChe
k, is spe
ied in STATESIG1 but not
in STATESIG2. The fun
tion reuse is now spe






k is now hosted in a dierent module.
We present a similar design in Figure 116. The module ElementsChe
kMod im-
plements the element 
he
king behaviour that uses the types state and elements.
Here we have developed a third ex
lusive signature to mediate a



















ks, and thus are not spe
ied in the signature. The ex
lu-
sive signature ELEMENTSSIG1 also spe
ies the fun
tion elementChe
k that is used by
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elementsChe
k but is hosted by a module used by ElementsMod.
More details regarding ex







STATESIG was developed to present a single signature to mediate a

ess to StateMod
whether as part of a partition relationship or a module use relationship. However, when
implementing the system one needs more a

urate information regarding the visibility
requirements of 
lients of a module's units. This was illustrated in Se
tion A.6.1 where
three uses of the module StateMod were mediated by three dierent ex
lusive signatures.





tion is when a 
lient of a module doesn't need to know more than
is in the interfa
e. En
apsulation is when a 
lient of a module isn't able to
know more than is in the interfa
e.
We believe that an ex
lusive signature's ro^le during analysis is to deliver en
apsu-
lation: this is all that a 
lient is allowed to know. Then during design its ro^le be
omes
the delivery of abstra
tion: this is what a 
lient needs to know. Thus the ex
lusive
signatures delivered in the design phase should spe
ify a subset (upto 
hanges enfor
ed
due to a redesign of the module ar
hite
ture) of the units spe
ied during analysis. One
is spe
ialising the interfa
e to a module for a parti
ular purpose.
Thus one needs to analyse the requirements of a parti
ular use relationship or par-
tition relationship and spe








required for a parti
ular relationship and no more. For example, STATESIG3 spe
ies
those units required by 










without requiring a use relationship from ElementsChe
kMod to ElementMod.
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Figure 114: Module Ar
hite
ture Design











k: state -> model -> state
newModelChe
k: state -> model -> state
oldModelChe
k: state -> model -> state
modifyState: state -> model -> state









kMod hosts the fun




tionality but does not host any types. This module therefore uses the
modules whi
h host the types state and model, but provides a single entry
route into the module ar
hite
ture for external 
lients.
Figure 115: Module Des
ription Do
ument for the Module Che
kMod
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Figure 116: Another Module Ar
hite
ture Design
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In the following se
tion we des
ribe the development of the permissive signature
CONTAINERPLUS.
A.6.3 Design of the Permissive Signature CONTAINERPLUS
Informal Des
ription
The permissive signature CONTAINER spe
ies the behavioural requirements of a stan-
dard 
olle
tion type. However, it does not support any behavioural requirements of the
items being 
olle
ted. The permissive signature CONTAINERPLUS inherits the spe
i
a-
tions of CONTAINER but adds the 
exibility required over the 
ontained items.
That is, when an element is `added to' or `removed from' a 
olle
tion of elements one
doesn't simply update the 
olle
tion with one more or one less element. When `adding'
an element one needs to test whether the element already exists in the 
olle
tion. If it
does then one re
ords that the element is used in a new model. That is, one updates
its model identiers entry. If it doesn't exist in the 
olle




The behaviour when `removing' an element depends on whether the element no
longer appears in any models. If this is the 
ase then it is removed from the 
olle
tion.





We refer now to Figure 117. CONTAINERPLUS inherits from CONTAINER and spe
ies the
fun
tions addPlus and removePlus. CONTAINERPLUS has two parameters of kind * ->*
and * respe
tively. addPlus and removePlus have the same type as remove (addPlus
requires the item type to be an equality type) but now support behaviour spe
i
 to
the instantiating element type as well as the instantiating 
olle
tion type.
The type elements has to be updated as des
ribed in the following se
tion, and
fun
tions over the type that used the fun
tions add and remove will now use addPlus
and removePlus.
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Figure 117: Design of CONTAINERPLUS




urrent design of the type elements states that it uses the types element and
a 
olle
tion type that must instantiate the permissive signatures CONTAINER, FOLD
and FILTER. The new design in
ludes the instantiation of the permissive signature
CONTAINERPLUS by the 
olle




tion type as a list, [a℄, sin
e it delivers all of the required be-
haviour and there are no stated requirements regarding the eÆ
ien
y of nding, adding
and retrieving elements that would require a type su
h as a balan
ed tree.
However, the type element, the types mi
roUnit, relationship and ma
roUnit,
and all the types of the various sorts of mi
ro units, ma
ro units and relationships should
be ordered types. This is be
ause it will ease the dis
overy of existing elements both for
retrieval and reuse purposes. Thus ea
h type will instantiate the permissive signature
ORD. This signature inherits the spe
i
ations of the permissive signature EQ and hen
e
the types remain equality types as previously de
lared.
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Figure 118: Design of the type elements
FAD Des
ription
We refer now to Figure 118 that presents an update of the model of the type elements,
whi
h in
ludes the various permissive signature instantiations des
ribed above.








The following visibleFrom and inState fun
tions are used in the development of the
CASE system.
visibleFrom : state -> fun
tion -> fun
tion -> bool
visibleFrom : state -> module -> module -> bool
visibleFrom : state -> permSig -> type -> bool
inState : state -> fun
tionUseRel -> bool
inState : state -> moduleUseRel -> bool
inState : state -> typePermSigRel -> bool
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Further s
enario analyses have required visibleFrom fun
tions where the se
ond and
third argument types are: type and type; type and fun
tion and so on. That is, there
are several visibleFrom fun
tions dened over two types used by the type mi
roUnit.
Ea
h of these fun
tions will be implemented identi
ally sin
e they all implement the
visibility test over two mi
ro units as des
ribed in Se
tion A.2. They 
an therefore be
repla
ed by the fun
tion
visibleFrom : state -> mi
roUnit -> mi
roUnit -> bool
The visibility relationship between modules is dierent than that between mi
ro
units and thus requires a dierent fun
tion. This fun
tion now requires a dierent
name. We 
all it visibleFromModule.
The various inState fun
tions 
an similarly be repla
ed by a single fun
tion whose
se
ond argument is of type element.
The 
he
ks of the mi






tion A.4.1 - have the following operational behaviour:
1. 
he
k if the element is present in the state using inState; and, if not
2. 
he
k that the server unit is visible from the 
lient unit using visibleFrom; and,
if it is
3. add the element to the state using the fun
tion addToState.
We therefore repla






an be a value of type fun




Various models will need to be updated to in
lude the above 
hanges. In the last se
tion




In this appendix we have presented the appli









h have been thoroughly tested.








ks many of whi
h
provide a servi
e to the main 
he
king of a model. Through s
enario analyses and
type dependen
y analyses we established the main set of types, their requirements
and intera
tions, and the operational requirements of the fun








ture was then introdu
ed to support the development of a system
based on en
apsulation and abstra




to module assignment that was later reviewed in light of mutual dependen
ies and the
need for a more ee
tive and eÆ
ient design. Ex
lusive signatures that mediate a

ess
to the modules were developed in tandem, and it is these that enfor
e the required
abstra
tion barriers to external 
lients.
Developing the system to an implementation would involve:
 tailoring the design to a parti
ular implementation language;
 implementing se
tions of the design and updating them based on the results of
the implementation. Sin
e the development models and their asso
iated do
u-
mentation provide a re









ker has been developed in isolation of the other parts of the CASE tool.
Although the methodology supports an in
remental approa
h to development, it
is most unlikely that the various subsystems will simply glue together as a system
free of imperfe
tions. However, one would hope that any modi
ations are of a
relatively minor nature and have a lo
alised rather than widespread ee
t.
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